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Abstract
Stirred not Shaken: Functional, Biological, Two-Dimensional
Materials
Megan K. Puglia, Ph.D.
University of Connecticut, 2020
Herein, the development of high-quality, biophilic two-dimensional nanosheets for
use in a diverse array of applications is discussed. Significantly, a potentially universal
method for producing nanosheets from their layered crystal counterparts was developed
using proteins as dispersing agents. The shearing mechanism was systematically studied
and optimized leading to a better understanding of how to prepare these nanosheets for
applications as advanced biomaterials.
High concentrations of low-defect, graphene nanosheet suspensions in water (bGr)
(10 mg mL-1) were produced using bovine serum albumin as the dispersant in a continual
flow reactor, allowing for nearly 100% conversion of graphite to graphene with little to no
human intervention. The simplicity of the exfoliation method allowed for the study of
optimal graphene production conditions affording important physical insight into the
mechanisms of shear induced exfoliation of graphite and other layered crystals.
The ease of production of these high quality bGr suspensions in water allowed for
the production of large quantities of the nanosheets for practical applications. For example,
graphene coatings were developed to construct precision radiators for outer space solar
arrays, coatings for signal enhancement for surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy, and
as biocompatible scaffolds for increased enzyme stabilization in protein hydrogels.
Our modular exfoliation method was tested for the production of nanosheets from
various other layered crystals including molybdenum disulfide, leading to the development
of a one-pot production method of hybrid MoS2/graphene nanosheet suspensions in water.
The production of these hybrid suspensions has been systematically optimized, and these
novel hybrids have been tested for use in the construction of flexible and bioabsorbable,
next generation Zn-air batteries.
These studies provide a novel path towards the engineering of inexpensive, biodegradable
advanced technologies such as batteries, radiators, biosensors and light-weight electronics.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1.1 2-D Nanosheets
In 2004, an incredibly simple experiment, involving pencil graphite and scotch tape,
changed the world with its discovery of graphene; atomically thin sheets of sp2 bonded carbon
atoms.1 Each graphene sheet forms a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms held together via strong
intraplane covalent carbon-carbon bonds (bond length = 0.141 nm).1,2 In graphite crystals, these
graphene sheets are stacked together and held in place by weaker van der Waals interactions, with
an interlayer distance of about 0.335 nm (Figure 1.1).3
Upon discovery graphene quickly proved to be unique, and in many ways superior, to its
bulk counterpart (graphite), spawning a new age of two-dimensional materials research. With its
thermal and electrical conductivity properties,1,4,5,6,7 as well as its optical transparency,8 and tensile
strength, 9 this sister to diamond and charcoal opened the door to seemingly impossible ideas
including flexible electronics,10,11invisibility cloaks,12 and space elevators.13 Since 2004 graphene
has been used to create better energy storage devices,14, 15 solar cells,16 electrodes,17 photosensitive
transistors,18 and biosensors19 (to name only a few), dominating the world of materials science.
Graphene’s success led to increased interest in other two-dimensional materials (2D
materials) such as boron nitride (BN), and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) such as
MoS2, and WS2. TMDCs, similar to graphene, are comprised of a layer of transition metal atoms
between two layers of chalcogen atoms in a hexagonal lattice. MoS2 has emerged as a promising
TMDC nanomaterial due to its abundance in nature as molybdenite, as well as its mechanical
flexibility, and photoluminescent properties. MoS2 is a semiconductor with a thickness dependent
band gap from 1.3 eV in a multilayer sample to 1.8 eV in monolayer samples.20 Single layer MoS2
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nanosheets can have a trigonal prismatic configuration (2H, semiconducting) or an octahedral
configuration (1T, metallic). Each of these polytypes has given rise to different applications.
This thesis will focus on the semi-conducting 2H-MoS2 polytype whose structure is shown
in Figure 1.2. A monolayer sheet of 2H-MoS2 is about 0.62 nm thick, comprised of 2 layers of SMo-S per unit cell.21 Monolayers of 2H-MoS2 have an interlayer spacing of about 0.63 nm.22 As
in graphene, monolayers of MoS2 are held together via weak interlayer van der Waals forces.
MoS2 nanosheets are highly catalytic, photoluminescent, thermally conductive, and
flexible making them applicable to many different research areas. To date MoS2 nanosheets have
been used in sensors23, supercapacitors24, lithium-ion batteries25, and solar cells26. They have also
been used as catalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction 27 as well as the oxygen reduction
reaction28. Pertinent properties of both graphene and MoS2 are listed in Table 1.1.

2

Figure 1.1 Graphene structure. A. Monolayer, hexagonal structure of graphene, showing C-C bond length
of 0.141 nm. B. Few-layer graphene depiction showing a 3-layer stack and interlayer distance 0.335 nm.

Figure 1.2. 2H-MoS2 structure. A. Top view of monolayer MoS2 with blue spheres representing
molybdenum atoms and gold spheres representing sulfur atoms. B. Pictorial depiction of semi-conducting
MoS2’s trigonal prismatic structure, referred to as 2H-MoS2. The molybdenum to sulfur bond length is
about 0.25 nm and the sulfur to sulfur bond length is about 0.301 nm.21,29
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Graphene
130 40
0.8-1.0 40
0.335 3
0.231
5300 ± 480 5

MoS2
22 ± 4 34
0.33 ± 0.07 36
0.615 30
14.6-28.4 30
34.5 ± 4 38

Tensile Strength (GPa)
Young’s Modulus (TPa)
Monolayer Thickness (nm)
Sheet Resistance (kW/sq)
Thermal Conductivity at
Room Temperature (W/mK)
Band-gap (eV)
0 41
1.3- 1.8 29
Photoluminescent
Yes 37
Yes (monolayer) 30
Transmittance
97.7%32
97.71% (532 nm)33
3 ,5,29,30,31,34,35,36 , 37, 38, 39,,40, 41
Table 1.1. Properties of graphene and MoS2 nanosheets.
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1.2 Challenges in Making 2D Nanosheets
Unfortunately, the aforementioned technological advancements that graphene and MoS2
offer have only been actuated on a small scale due to limitations in obtaining large quantities of
high-quality graphene and MoS2 nanosheets. Quantities are limited due to time consuming,
expensive, and low-yield production methods.
High quality single layer graphene (SLG) is often synthesized using chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) on metal substrates, a “bottom-up” synthesis method.42,43, 44,45 Similarly, pristine
wafer sized monolayer MoS2 sheets have been synthesized via CVD, physical vapor deposition
and hydrothermal thermal methods. 46 , 47 , 48 CVD and these other “bottom-up” methods often
produce pristine, monolayer nanosheets with few or no defects, but are limited by difficult, timeconsuming methods with low yields, as well as the use of high temperatures. These methods can
also require the difficult and tedious transfer of the nanomaterial from the substrate it is formed on
to a different substrate for use. 42,43,44,46,47,48,49, 50
Progress in the exfoliation of graphene, MoS2, and other 2D nanosheets using top-down
synthesis methods has led to improved yield and efficiency for making few layer nanosheets. Most
top-down synthesis methods exfoliate nanosheets by applying shear forces in the liquid-phase via
ball-milling, sonication, shear reactors, and blenders.51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59 However, shearing often
requires organic solvents such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
organic salts, and/or surfactants, making these methods expensive, and less desirable for
environmentally-friendly and biological applications.58,60,61 Ideally, top-down synthesis methods
would be done using a buffer or water as the solvent to allow for safe, environmentally-friendly
synthesis of biologically-compatible nanosheets. However, the hydrophobicity of both graphite
and MoS2 poses a large barrier to aqueous production methods.
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1.3 Bovine Serum Albumin and Water Soluble 2D Nanosheets
Liquid-phase exfoliation of graphene and TMDCs in water has been imperative in creating
a platform for large-scale production of nanosheets due to decreased cost of solvent, improved
environmental impact, and increased safety.62,63,64, 65,59 Water-soluble nanosheets could streamline
industrial-scale synthesis when paired with the right surfactant molecule.
The use of proteins as surfactants has been shown in the literature to be highly
advantageous for liquid-phase exfoliation in water for a number of reasons. Proteins afford stable,
biophilic, environmentally-friendly nanosheet solutions that are ideal for biomedical and
enzymology research.64,65 Certain protein surfactants can reduce cost, and toxicity, while also
allowing for recyclability of water used as the solvent.
In this thesis, we have extensively evaluated bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a protein
surfactant for the shear exfoliation of nanosheets in water. It was chosen here as the surfactant
and dispersant candidate for bulk layered crystals due to previous reported success in exfoliating
graphite.64,65, 66,67,68 These methods used BSA in conjunction with sonication, or the shear force of
a kitchen blender to sufficiently make graphene nanosheets. However, these methods are not
scalable to produce kg quantities of graphene. The novel-flow reactor developed here is scalable
to produce multi-kg quantities, 24/7 with little or no human intervention, with the aid of BSA as
the surfactant to bind and stabilize the exfoliated nanosheets.
BSA is a 66.5 kDa carrier protein in the blood of cows that is an inexpensive waste product
of the meat industry that can be purchased for about $740-1120 per kilogram of powder ($0.741.12 per gram).69,70,71 Most purchased powders are stable for over five years when stored at 5˚C.
Important properties of BSA are listed in Table 1.2. The isoelectric point of BSA is about 4.9,
with a range reported in the literature from 4.7-5.2.72 Therefore BSA has a negative charge at
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neutral pH, which has been implicated in enhanced exfoliation efficiency.64,70 Additionally, 99
carboxylic acid and 82 amine groups of BSA offer numerous attachment sites for subsequent
conjugation chemistry with the protein-loaded nanosheets.65, 73

Molecular Weight

66,430 g mol-1

Solubility in Water

150 mg mL-1*

Amino Acid Residues

583

Disulfide Bridges

8

Free thiol groups

1

Cysteine residues

17
43,824 M-1 cm-1, at 279 nm

Extinction Coefficient
Table 1.2 Properties of bovine serum albumin.74,75,76

*Technical data sheets (Sigma Aldrich) test solutions at 40 mg mL-1, however they have not tested for an
upper limit. Our lab has successfully dissolved BSA in water at concentrations from 150-200 mg mL-1.
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It has been proposed that BSA aids in stabilizing graphene sheets in water, and this could
be by binding its hydrophobic segments to graphene and subsequently exposing its hydrophilic
segments to water, thus improving the solubility of the hydrophobic graphene sheets in the polar
solvent (water).65,67 Previous reports suggest the BSA aids in the exfoliation of graphene because
of its ability to bind to the graphene surface via stacking of its aromatic residues onto the sp2
carbons, and/or other BSA residues adsorbing onto the graphene surface. 66
BSA has also been used to successfully exfoliate MoS2 nanosheets in water using
sonication in a prior report suggesting that the hydrophobic groups and disulfide bridges on BSA
play an important role in its ability to exfoliate TMDCs like MoS2.77
Current methods of biographene and bioMoS2 preparation in water are limited by the
manpower necessitated, often-using time extensive methods that require monitoring. In addition,
the current methods yield low concentration and lower-quality results, eliminating certain
applications that require minimal defects. These include surface plasmon resonance coatings, and
thermally/electrically conductive coatings for devices like radiators and super-capacitors. Making
water-dispersible, biologically compatible 2D nanosheet dispersions of high concentrations, and
high quality, remains a critical unmet need for use in biosensors, enzyme stabilization platforms,
drug-delivery systems, and implantable, biodegradable devices and coatings.
This thesis will discuss a simple, low-shear method to produce graphene and MoS2
nanosheets in water and the application of these high-quality nanosheets in thermally and
electrically conductive coatings, biosensing surface plasmon resonance technology, and
biodegradable Zn-air batteries (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3. Biotechnological advances made possible by the utilization of low shear technology and the
wonder protein, bovine serum albumin in water. Points A-G will all be discussed in this thesis. A. Graphene
nanosheets made in water. B. Metal-free, biodegradable, enzyme stabilizing, conductive paper made by
coating graphene on cellulose. C. Thermally-conductive, adhesive-free aluminum coatings for light-weight
solar arrays. D. Biographene coatings on gold SPR chips for enhanced SPR sensitivity. E. MoS2 and
graphene impregnated BSA hydrogels for use in biodegradable Zn-Air batteries. F. Hybrid suspensions of
MoS2 and graphene nanosheets in water. G. MoS2 nanosheet suspensions in water.
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Chapter 2 : High Quality Graphene Suspensions by Simply Stirring
2.1 Abstract
A simple method to produce record concentrations (up to 10 mg ml-1) of high-quality aqueous
graphene suspensions by using an ordinary bench-top magnetic stirrer is reported here. The shear
rates employed here are almost 15 times less (3255 s-1) than previous reports (50,000 s-1), and
graphene is efficiently separated from graphite during the exfoliation in the flow reactor. Thus,
preparation, separation, and purification of the nanosheets are all accomplished in a single step
with the proprietary flow reactor design. Systematic optimization of reactor parameters, such as
pH, protein concentration, temperature, stirrer speed, and volume of solution, afforded efficient
conversion (100%) of graphite to graphene-aqueous suspensions. The entire process is readily
scaled-up with a continuous-flow reactor where the graphene is produced, separated, and purified
24/7, with little or no human intervention. Raman spectroscopy confirmed little to no sp3 or
oxidative defects, and that the graphene nanosheets consisted of 3-5 layers with an average sheet
length of 0.6 ± 0.3 µm. The activation energy measured for exfoliation by stirring at constant
temperature was found to be over 45 billion times smaller than the corresponding thermal
activation energy measured by varying the temperature, affording novel physical insight into the
process. Stirring is hypothesized to selectively populate a single translational state that is necessary
for sliding off the top few layers from the graphite crystal. Thus, stirring requires far less energy
than conventional exfoliation methods, where the supplied thermal energy is uniformly distributed
among all available 3N modes of the reactants, where N is the number of atoms in the reactant.
Therefore, this is an extremely efficient, mode-specific method of production where excitation of
a single translational mode, among 3N modes, is responsible for the exfoliation. This convenient
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and inexpensive method for graphene production, which is applicable to limited-resource settings,
is reported here.
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2.2 Introduction
Preparation of high-quality graphene suspensions in water, on a large scale, remains a
current unmet challenge. In particular, the development of the many biological applications of this
“material of the millennium” has been slow due to lack of access to graphene. In response to this
challenge, our group has been developing bio-compatible methods to exfoliate nanomaterials using
simple equipment and rapid methods. This chapter reports a simple, inexpensive, and safe topdown synthesis method to produce high-quality graphene (not graphene oxide) suspensions in
water, at record high concentrations, using a standard bench-top stirrer. The major breakthrough
here is the very low shear required to exfoliate graphite to graphene, which is almost ten times less
than previous methods.
Since its discovery in 2004, graphene’s1 thermal conductivity (5300 W m-1 K-1)5 and low
sheet resistance (200 W/sq),1,4,5,35 as well as its high optical transparency (97.7% light
transmittance),78 and high tensile strength (130 GPa),9,40 have been applied to make electronic and
nano-electronic devices,10,11,15,14 solar cells,16 electrodes,17 photosensitive transistors,18 and
biosensors19 (to name only a few). However, these technological advancements have, for the most
part, only been actuated on a small scale due to limitations in obtaining large quantities of highquality graphene, and its high cost.
High quality single layer graphene (SLG) is often synthesized using chemical vapor
deposition (CVD),42,43,44,45,49,50 while few-layer graphene (FLG) is obtained by ball milling,
sonication, and shear exfoliation.51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,63,

79 , 80 , 81

Shear exfoliation involves the

application of shear forces to delaminate the crystals of graphite into individual graphene sheets
or FLG in a suitable organic solvent with an appropriate surfacant.58,79,80 Surfactants used are toxic
or undesirable, and dispersants, such as sodium cholate, gave limited concentrations of expensive
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FLG.51,63,64,65,79,80,82,83,84 Therefore, producing aqueous suspensions of surfactant-free graphene in
large quantities, at low cost, is a major challenge. Surfactant-free graphene suspensions in water
were produced earlier by using proteins as dispersants.64 However, protein-assisted exfoliation
required high shear forces and resulted in restricted concentrations of FLG suspensions (0.8-7 mg
mL-1).64,67 Protein-assisted preparations also indicated limited stability, and required expensive
instrumentation, and constant attention.
The highest yield of FLG-water suspensions obtained with protein-assisted exfoliation was
6-7 mg ml-1, achieved in our lab using an ordinary kitchen blender in less than two hours. 64 The
current method discussed here uses an ordinary magnetic stirrer over 1-3 days to produce aqueous
suspensions of FLG without frequent human intervention. Although this method is considerably
slower, it is much more energy efficient when compared to our previous work.64
Another major bottleneck of producing aqueous FLG water dispersions has been the scaleup to produce large quantities for biological and other applications. The current approach addresses
this issue by using a continuous flow reactor to produce surfactant-free graphene, 24/7, without
compromising the high quality, high concentrations and high conversion efficiencies of graphite
to graphene.
An additional concern in making FLG is the separation of graphene from graphite. Previous
methods require tedious, time-consuming centrifugation steps to separate FLG from unexfoliated
graphite.64 These range from 0.2 g (1500 rpm) for 45 minutes to 60 minutes at the least.56,64,80 In
the current method, FLG is efficiently separated from graphite within the reactor by gravity, and
requires no further need for centrifugation or purification. This is another novel feature of the
current method, which saves time and effort without compromising the quality of graphene, while
still producing 24/7.
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Although many different top-down liquid-phase exfoliation methods of graphite to
graphene are known (Table 2.1), the energy barriers inherent to these processes/mechanisms have
not been delineated before.

Method
Chitosan
assisted
sonication
Lithium ion
intercalation
Household
detergent
exfoliation in
a kitchen
blender
Urea assisted
sonication
BSA assisted
exfoliation in
a kitchen
Blender
BSA assisted
sonication

Rate of
Production

Yield

Solvent

Reference
Number

5.5 mg mL-1
hour-1

5.5 mg ml-1

water

51

Stable up to
6 months

0.011 mg mL-1
hour-1

0.09 mg ml-1

water

52

Hydroxylated
graphene
sheets

0.15 g hour-1

1.0 mg ml-1

water

56

Blender run
at 18 kRPM

0.6 mg mL-1
hour-1

1.2 mg ml-1

Water/NMP

58

Lateral sheet
size > 2 µm

64

32,000 S m-1
film
conductivity

67

Reported
AFM
thickness
suggests 6-30
layers per
sheet

4 mg mL-1 hour1

0.02 mg mL-1
hour-1

7.0 mg ml-1

0.8-1.0 mg
ml-1

water

water

Table 2.1. Notable literature liquid-phase exfoliation methods.
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Other
Notes

Building on our previous work, we have tested here the ability of bovine serum albumin
(BSA) to aid in the exfoliation of graphite by stirring. BSA is an inexpensive waste product of the
meat industry69,70 and was chosen here as the surfactant due to previous reported success.64,65,66,67,68,
82

BSA has been suggested to aid in stabilizing graphene sheets in water by binding its hydrophobic

segments to the graphene surface, while exposing its hydrophilic segments to water.65,67 Previous
reports propose the BSA aids in exfoliation due to its ability to bind to the graphene via stacking
of its aromatic residues onto the sp2 carbons, as well as a number of the BSA residues adsorbing
onto the graphene surface.66 Additionally, 99 carboxylic acid and 82 amine groups of BSA offer
numerous attachment sites for conjugation with the protein-loaded graphene.64,73
Thus, why and how graphite can be exfoliated under low shear conditions, such as simple
stirring with a benchtop stirrer, is examined here. The simplicity of our synthesis allowed for the
calculation of the activation energy for stirring induced exfoliation and for a classical thermal
activation energy. In comparing these two values, important physical insights were gained in terms
of how directly populating specific graphite translational modes may facilitate efficient graphite
exfoliation.
The current method to produce high quality graphene in water in a flow reactor is shown
in Figure 2.1. The apparatus consists of a peristaltic pump, a round-bottom flask (RBF) with an
elongated neck, and a magnetic stirrer, all connected with basic tubing. The system flows
autonomously, therefore intervention is only needed to add more protein stock solution or solid
graphite, or for collection of the exfoliated sample.
The high quality of the graphene suspensions was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy,
indicating few sp3 defects and few oxidative defects. The morphology, shape, and composition of
the sheets were further established by electron microscopy.
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We have also studied and optimized a number of synthesis conditions in an effort to better
understand the exfoliation mechanism as well as the graphene-protein and graphene-water
interface. The graphene suspensions were then coated on aluminum to fabricate lightweight heat
radiators for applications in space photovoltaics. Details of our investigations follow.

2.3 Design of a continual flow reactor for Biographene Production
The continuous flow reactor (Figure 2.1) was set up using a 500 ml round bottom flask.
The lower density of graphene when compared to that of graphite suggested that we may be able
to gravity separate the graphene from graphite flakes. For this purpose, a 60 cm elongated neck
was built into the design of the reactor to gravity separate FLG as the protein solution is pumped
through the reactor. The overflow is then collected from the top of the neck to obtain separated
graphene.
The reactor flask was loaded with graphite (100 mg ml-1), a stir bar, and the BSA solution
(20 mg ml-1, 500 ml). Denaturation of the protein has been hypothesized to aid BSA binding to the
graphite crystal, increase shear-drag, and enhance shear-mediated exfoliation. Therefore, the
reactor was set to 65 ˚C, and after 1 day, fresh BSA solution was pumped continuously into the
bottom of the reactor, while collecting the graphene suspension from the top of the reactor. In this
way 100% of the original graphite flakes put into the reactor are eventually exfoliated into
graphene by continual flow of BSA solution through the reactor. This set-up gave a record high
concentration of 10 mg ml-1 after first centrifuging to remove any multi-layered nanosheets, and
then washing off excess protein via centrifugation at 17 g for 65 minutes (twice)(Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the biographene continuous flow reactor allowing for continuous
collection of few-layer biographene with minimal effort.
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In this context, BSA acts as an imperative exfoliating agent and stabilizer, however all
unbound BSA is removed from the graphene to limit deviations from graphene’s inherent
properties. To remove free BSA from the solution, samples were centrifuged at 17 g for 65
minutes and the supernatant was removed and replaced with distilled water (and the
centrifugation process repeated once more) until there was no detectable protein in the wash
(Figure 2.2).85 Unwashed graphene ([BSA]i = 215 µM) was found to have 5.3 ± 1.4 mg of
protein per mg of graphene and washed graphene (hereinafter biographene) had 0.9 ± 0.2 mg of
protein per mg of graphene. The protein to graphene mass ratio was confirmed via SEM/EDS
analysis, where the unwashed sample was shown to have a greater nitrogen to carbon ratio
(0.2:1) than the washed biographene sample (0.1:1), indicating the removal of protein during the
wash (Table 2.2). Unless otherwise indicated, “biographene” is used in this chapter to describe
the washed sample.
Table 2.2 shows the carbon to oxidation ratio for graphite, unwashed biographene and

biographene. The table shows the C:O ratio (oxygen from protein excluded) for biographene was
12.4 and unwashed biographene was 13.9. As a comparison graphene produced via sonication has
shown a C:O ratio of 2.8.67
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Figure 2.2. A. Process for removal of free BSA in biographene solution after centrifuging to remove any
graphite or many-layered graphene. The biographene sample is centrifuged for 65 minutes at 13.3 kRPM
(17 g) and the resulting supernatant containing free BSA is removed. The pellet, containing graphene sheets
bound to BSA, is then re-dispersed in distilled water. The centrifugation process is repeated and the second
supernatant is removed. The resulting pellet is re-dispersed in distilled water again. Supernatants 1 and 2
can be tested for their [BSA] in order to confirm the total amount of BSA bound to the washed biographene.
Washed biographene was found to contain less than 2% of the initial BSA in solution after the washing
process. B. (1) Graphite powder in BSA solution before being stirred. (2) Biographene suspension after
stirring for 24 hours. (3) Biographene suspension after centrifuging at 0.2 g for ten minutes to remove
graphite and many-layered graphene (>12 layers). In this image the pellet of graphite/many-layered
graphene has not yet been removed and can be seen at the bottom of the tube. (4) The pellet remaining at
the bottom of the tube after the biographene has been pipetted out and placed into tube 5. (6) Solution after
centrifuging the biographene solution in tube 5 at 17 g for 65 minutes. The slightly gray supernatant with
free BSA is removed and the pellet that can be seen at the bottom is resuspended in DI water. (7)
Biographene solution after resuspending the pellet in tube 6 in water. (8) Solution after being centrifuged
at 17 g for 65 minutes a second time. (9) Biographene pellet from tube 8 resuspended in water after
removing the supernatant. C. Exemplary Bradford assay standard curve made to determine unknown
protein concentrations in the biographene samples, or removed supernatants between 0.1 and 1.5 mg/mL.
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Graphite

Unwashed
Biographene

Washed Biographene

100

66.71

75.38

0

11.77

7.66

C:N

100:1

5.7:1

9.8:1

Expected C:N

100:1

4.3:1

9.8:1

% Sulfur

-

1.34

0.87

% Oxygen from BSA

-

15.38

10.01

% Unaccounted for
(Assumed Oxygen on
biographene)

-

4.80

6.08

C:O Ratio

-

13.90:1

12.40:1

% Carbon
% Nitrogen

Table 2.2. Percent composition of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen as determined by SEM/EDS analysis.
The carbon to nitrogen ratio of washed sample (9.8:1) proved to be higher than that of the unwashed
biographene (5.7:1), which was expected due to the loss of loosely bound BSA during the wash. The carbon
to nitrogen ratio seen using EDS analysis matches well with the expected carbon to nitrogen ratio calculated
with the experimentally determined 0.9 mg BSA present for every 1 mg of washed sample and the 5.2 mg
of BSA present for every 1 mg of unwashed sample. Expected C:N and C:O ratios were calculated using
weight percent of nitrogen (17.6%), oxygen (23%), sulfur (2%) and carbon (57.2%) in bovine serum
albumin from protein databank sequence 3V03, and assuming 100% mass percent of carbon in graphene.86
The “C:O” values reported in the table refer to oxidation of graphene, not contributed from the protein. The
percent sulfur and percent oxygen contributed from BSA were estimated from the % nitrogen value from
EDS analysis.
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Figure 2.3. Thermogravimetric analysis of graphite powder (black), washed biographene (green),
unwashed biographene (blue) and BSA powder (pink). The weight loss percentages for the samples were
0.35%, 35.67%, 62.76% and 78.66%, for graphite, biographene, unwashed biographene, and BSA,
respectively. From this data we were able to calculate that washed biographene is comprised of about 45.1%
of BSA and unwashed sample is comprised of 79.7% BSA. This translates to about 0.8 mg of protein : 1
mg of graphene for washed sample and 3.9 mg of protein : 1 mg of graphene for the unwashed sample. This
correlates well with the EDS data and the protein:graphene masses calculated from the Bradford Assay.
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Table 2.2 also shows the estimated percent oxygen on our graphene samples to be only
about 4-6%, agreeing with our Raman analysis. The amount of remaining BSA after washing was
further confirmed using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shown in Figure 2.3. The TGA data
shows the (washed) biographene has 45% of protein by weight translating to about 0.8 mg of BSA
to 1 mg of graphene.
UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy was used to calculate and compare biographene
sample concentrations in the flow reactor from day to day using the sample absorbance at 660 nm
(Figure 2.4A). Biographene collected from the flow reactor showed a steady increase in
concentration of 0.1 mg ml-1 per day at a pump rate of 3 ml hr-1. Biographene concentration in the
reactor reached a plateau after day 28 with a concentration of 2.5 mg ml-1 graphene and more
graphite was added to the reactor when needed (Figure 2.4B). It is important to note that the flow
reactor was monitored for continuous production of biographene for 28 days, however high
concentrations of biographene do not require 28 days processing time and are made in 24-48 hours
depending on the parameters used. Biographene concentration was determined using the extinction
coefficients at 660 nm (Figure 2.4C-D). E660 was determined to be 11.9 mg-1 ml cm-1 and 20 mg1

ml cm-1 for the washed and unwashed biographene sample, respectively. There is a broad range

of extinction coefficients for graphene reported in the literature, which can influence concentration
results (525-2960 mL mg-1 cm-1).51,87,88,89
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Figure 2.4. UV-Visible absorbance spectra and resulting determination of extinction coefficients for
biographene and unwashed biographene. A. Typical UV-Visible absorbance spectra of biographene (blue)
and unwashed biographene (pink), which has not had the free protein removed from solution. B.
Biographene concentration (determined by absorbance at 660 nm) increase over time produced by the 500
mL flow reactor. C-D. The absorbance and dilution factors for different samples of biographene were
recorded along with the mass (mg mL-1). The mass of BSA in each sample was subtracted from the total
mass before plotting Absorbance X Dilution Factor vs Mass of Biographene to calculate an extinction
coefficient (E) for each sample. Plot C shows the calculated extinction coefficient for unwashed
biographene to be 20.0 ml mg-1 cm-1. Plot D shows the calculated extinction coefficient for washed
biographene to be 11.9 ml mg-1 cm-1.
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2.4 Calculation of Shear Rate for Biographene Production
Equation 2-1 was used to approximate the shear rate (𝛾̇ ) produced from the stir-bar/flask
system. This applied to the 500 mL flow reactor developed, and any smaller reactor employing a
beaker/vial and a linear (2-paddle propeller) stir bar.90

𝛾̇ = &

𝑁( 𝜌 𝐹 + 𝐷µ𝑉

Equation 2-1
Here Np is the power number, ρ is the density of the solution (kg/m3), F is the rotation
frequency of the stir bar (s-1), D is the diameter of the stir bar (m), µ is the viscosity of the solution
(Pa*s), and V is the volume of the solution (m3). The power number (Np), is a unitless parameter
specific to individual systems. In Equation 2-2 and Equation 2-3, P is equal to the input of power
(watts) from the shearing device, which was unable to be estimated for this system. Therefore, this
work uses estimations based on calculations previously reported in the literature where Reynolds
numbers from 100 to 100,000 gave a power number of about 0.9. The Reynolds number for our
system was calculated using Equation 2-4, where n is equal to the speed of the stir bar in radians
per second.91 For all systems in this work the Np value was estimated at 0.9.
𝑁( =

𝑃
𝜌 𝐹 + 𝐷-

Equation 2-2
𝛾1 ≈ 3𝑃/𝑉𝜇
Equation 2-3
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𝑁6789:;<= =

9 >? @
A

Equation 2-4

Equation 2-3, reported in the literature, was used to calculate the shear rate for reference
64.56 Here, P is equal to the input of power (watts), via turbulence, from a kitchen blender (Oster
Kitchen 10-Speed, 450-Watt blender). In our previous work,64 the P value is estimated to be 450
watts for a blender reactor, volume was 0.2 L, and the viscosity (𝜇) to be 9.0 x10-4 Pa*s.92
Table 2.3 lists the shear calculation parameters for the different conditions studied during
optimization. These included the samples made at different stir speeds (111 rpm-2054 rpm),
samples made with different volumes (0.38 mL, 7 mL) and the sample made in the 500 mL flow
reactor set-up. The optimization of biographene production rate will be discussed in the next
section.
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n
Sample

(radians
s-1)

NReynolds

Np

ρ
(kg/m3)

F (s-1)

D (m)

η (Pa*s)

V (m3)

𝜸̇ (s-1)

Optimization
Samples,
612 rpm (reg
speed)

64.1

12028

0.9

1000

10.20

0.013

9.0 x10-4

3.0 x10-6

362

Optimization
Samples,
111 rpm
(slow speed)

11.6

2182

0.9

1000

1.85

0.013

9.0 x10-4

3.0 x10-6

28

Optimization
Samples,
2054 rpm
(high speed)

215.0

40369

0.9

1000

34.23

0.013

9.0 x10-4

3.0 x10-6

2228

Optimization
Samples
(low
volume,
0.38 mL)

64.1

12028

0.9

1000

10.20

0.013

9.0 x10-4

3.8 x10-7

1018

Optimization
Samples
(high
Volume, 7
mL)

64.1

12028

0.9

1000

10.20

0.013

9.0 x10-4

7.0 x10-6

237

Flow
Reactor
Conditions
(1500 rpm)

157

450178

0.9

1000

25

0.051

9.0 x10-4

5.0 x10-4

3252

Table 2.3. Shear rate calculation parameters for different sample conditions.
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2.5 Optimization of biographene production
The influence of different process parameters was investigated by careful testing of
biographene production as a function of initial [BSA], the initial [graphite], stir speed, reactor
temperature, pH, volume of the reaction mixture, as well as shear rate employed over 24 hours of
stirring (Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6).
The stir speed was hypothesized to have a considerable effect on the graphene production
rate, and the data showed a rapid initial increase followed by tapering off (Figure 2.5A). An
increase in rotations per minute allows for an increase in shear rate, which facilitates the shearing
apart of graphite flakes (Figure 2.6). The shear rate was determined by Equation 2-1 as previously
discussed.90
The temperature of the system also played a role in graphene production (Figure 2.5B).
Foremost, an increase in temperature can cause a decrease in viscosity of the liquid, some degree
of protein denaturation, as well as an increase in molecular collisions. An added benefit of keeping
the reactor at elevated temperature is that it will inhibit bacteria growth in the reactor, prolonging
the biographene lifetime.93
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Figure 2.5. Optimization studies done to determine the amount of biographene produced. Stir speed (A),
temperature (B), initial graphite concentration (C), initial BSA concentration (D), solution volume (E), and
pH (F) were varied with all other parameters held constant in order to determine their effect on biographene
production. All sample absorbances were taken at 660 nm (E = 20.0 mg-1 ml cm-1). Unless otherwise
indicated all trials were done with 3 ml sample volumes, 1.3 cm diameter stir-bar, and 7.4 ml vials (vial
diameter = 1.5 cm). While varying the initial graphite concentration the change in volume caused by larger
additions of flakes (>300 mg ml-1) was ignored for convenience, therefore the reported initial concentrations
are a slight overestimate. In some cases, error bars are too small to see.
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Figure 2.6. Biographene concentration produced as a function of shear rate employed.
The shear rate of the stir bar system was calculated using Equation 2-1 and Equation 2-4.
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The amount of graphite used at the beginning of the experiment had a profound effect on
the graphene production (Figure 2.5C). The yield increased steeply with an increase in initial
graphite loading. Graphite concentrations above 400 mg ml-1 were not tested as the amount of
material caused an increased resistance for stirring making it impossible to stir. The concentration
dependence supports the idea that graphite-to-graphite flake collisions cause the bulk flakes to
break apart into smaller pieces, which, in turn, contain fewer layers, and are more easily sheared
apart.64,94
As reported previously, the initial loading of BSA had no effect on the rate of graphene
production when the concentration was > 40 µM (Figure 2.5D). However, no biographene was
produced in the absence of BSA. Thus, BSA is important in graphene production as it can bind to
the hydrophobic sheets and prevent their restacking.64 The hydrophobic functional groups on BSA
are expected to bind to the graphene sheets, while the hydrophilic groups facilitate stabilization of
the hydrophobic sheets in water.95 The binding of BSA to the graphite and/or graphene surfaces
lowers the overall surface free energy, and BSA adsorption on the surface makes it more suitable
for biological applications than pristine graphene. In support of this, BSA has been previously used
to passivate surfaces against protein denaturation by the high energy surfaces.64,65,84 Next, the
influence of solution volume on the rate of exfoliation was examined.
Increasing the sample volume caused a decrease in production rate by a considerable
degree (Figure 2.5E), most likely due to the decreased shear at the top layers of the reaction
mixture. As the solution volume is increased, a lesser amount of graphite was exposed to the high
shear near the stir bar. Thus, the yield decreased rapidly with an increase in the volume of the
reaction mixture.
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Since BSA is negatively charged at neutral pH and graphene is expected to be neutral,
neutralization of the BSA charge may favor its binding to graphene, which could enhance
exfoliation. Thus, the effect of pH on the rate of exfoliation was examined (Figure 2.5F).
Surprisingly, the pH had little effect on the rate, however there was no graphene exfoliation
at pH 4.8, which is close to the isoelectric point (pI) of BSA (pI = 4.8, range reported in the
literature 4.8-5.2).96,97 Thus, pH values slightly above or below the pI of BSA had slightly higher
yields, but no exfoliation occurred at pH 4.8. This value also turned out to be close to the pI of the
exfoliated graphene (4.4, shown later), and implies a certain protonation-deprotonation of the
sheets is critical for the exfoliation to proceed. This could be arising from naturally oxidized sites
on the graphene sheets prior to exfoliation. This is discussed further in Section 2.7.
In order to elicit a more cohesive understanding of the underlying mechanism of graphene
production via shear force, the reaction order with respect to each of the exfoliation parameters
was calculated and are shown in Equation 2-5.
[𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆

𝒎𝒈 𝒎𝒍K𝟏 ]𝟏.𝟒𝟓
𝟎 [𝑩𝑺𝑨

𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 (𝒎𝒈 𝒎𝒍K𝟏 𝒅𝒂𝒚K𝟏 ∝

(𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅, 𝑹𝑷𝑴)𝟎.𝟑𝟏 (𝒑𝑯)K𝟎.𝟎𝟔 (𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆, 𝒎𝑳)K𝟎.𝟕𝟒 (𝑺𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆, 𝒔K𝟏 )𝟏.𝟎𝟐
µ𝑴 ]K𝟎.𝟎𝟔
𝟎

Equation 2-5

The values of the order of the reaction with respect to each of these above parameters in
Equation 2-5 were calculated from slopes of the plots of the log of the biographene production
rate versus the log of the specific parameter that has been varied (Figure 2.7). In plots A, C, and
F, there are strong positively sloping trends with respect to initial graphite concentration, stir speed
and shear rate, demonstrating that an increase in these parameters leads to an increase in
biographene rate of production. In plot E, there is a strong negatively sloping trend with respect to
sample volume indicating that an increase in sample volume leads to a decrease in biographene
rate of production due to a decrease in shear rate per mL of solution. Interestingly, plots B and D
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show very weak correlations (R2 = 0.3, R2 =0.001) for the initial BSA concentration and pH and
their respective biographene rate of production. Initial BSA concentration did not heavily affect
the biographene rate of production after a minimum value of 40 µM. The pH of the solution also
showed very little variance in rate of production as long as it was not close to 4.8, in which case
the rate of production was zero.
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Figure 2.7. Log-log plots of the initial rate of biographene production (v0, mg ml-1 day-1) vs. specific
parameters. The slopes of these plots were used as the respective orders of the reaction with respect to initial
[graphite] (A), initial [BSA] (B), stir speed (C), pH (D), solution volume (E), and shear rate (F). The overall
rate equation for biographene production is shown in Equation 2-2.
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A closer look at Equation 2-5 suggests that initial graphite concentration had an exponent
of 1.45, and is the largest contribution to the rate expression. Graphite loading, therefore, has the
largest effect on the biographene production. This heavy influence may be due to the increase in
graphite-to-graphite collisions that occur with an increase in graphite concentration, or increased
shear due to increased effective viscosity, or drag, in the suspension, resulting in more fragmented
graphite pieces, which are more likely to peel apart. One could speculate that addition of spectator
materials such as small polymer spheres may have similar contribution to the reaction rate by
providing additional surface shear, but this is yet to be tested. The next highest contributor was
stir-speed but this was evaluated more quantitatively by calculating the shear due to the stirring,
and is analyzed below.
Equation 2-5 shows that shear rate has a strong effect on the reaction rate with an exponent
of 1.02, as one of the other primary drivers of the reaction (Figure 2.6). As expected an increase
in shear rate results in an increase in graphene layers being pushed and peeled apart. Further details
on the influence of shear rate in the biographene production mechanism are discussed in Section
2.8.
The reaction volume had a negative effect on production with an exponent of -0.74, as
increased volume decreases the efficiency of transfer of shear energy from the rotating magnet to
the graphite flakes. This negative exponent is rare, indicating that the rate actually decreases
rapidly with increasing reaction volume.
The other parameters from Equation 2-5 gave an order of -0.06 with respect to BSA
concentration, and -0.06 with respect to pH. As shown in Figure 2.5D and 2.5F both the BSA and
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pH demonstrate no effect on biographene production above a minimum BSA concentration of 40
µM and as long as the pH of the solution is not close to the pI of BSA or graphene.
In summary, graphite concentration and shear are the two main contributors to production,
while keeping the volume to the minimum should favor the highest production rate of graphene.
But pH and BSA concentration above 40 µM are essential factors in successful exfoliation of
graphite by simply stirring.

2.6 Characterization of Biographene with Raman Spectroscopy and Transmission Electron
Microscopy
All preparations of graphene require a thorough characterization of the final product, in
terms of its purity, number of layers, layer dimensions, defects and identification of the nanosheets.
These details are provided below.
The Raman spectrum of graphite undergoes detectable changes when it is exfoliated, and
these changes have been extensively used in the literature to detect graphene in samples.
A 514 nm laser was used to excite the biographene samples dried on a glass slide and the
resulting spectrum of biographene is plotted in Figure 3. Biographene exhibits the characteristic
graphene Raman peaks at 1348 (D), 1580 (G), 1623 (D’), 2450 (D + D”), 2698 (2D), and 2948 (D
+ D’) cm-1. 98 In Figure 2.8, a clear shift in the 2D band from 2726 cm-1 to 2698 cm-1, as well as
an increase in its intensity from the graphite sample, can be seen indicating the change from
graphite to a <5-layer sample of graphene.80,99 It is also important to note the transformation of the
2D band from asymmetric to symmetric in comparing graphite to graphene (FWHM ≈ 80 cm1 64,98,99

).

From graphite to the biographene sample there is an increase in the intensity of the D band
indicating the presence of edge carbon atoms and disorders, such as corrugations (ripples or
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wrinkles on the graphene surface) and topological defects like grain boundaries.100 Biographene
exhibits an average D band intensity of 0.3.
Additionally, only the biographene sample exhibits the D’ band, a shoulder peak off of the
G peak actuated by graphene sample defects.98,99 The weak D+D” band at 2450 cm-1 is known in
the literature as a combination mode in samples with defects.98 The D+D’ band is the combination
mode of the D and D’ peaks.101 However, this peak only appeared in samples made with BSA, so
it is possible that this peak is due to a known BSA C-H stretching mode at 2934 cm-1.102
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Figure 2.8. Raman spectra of graphite and biographene. A. Raman Spectra of graphite (black), and
biographene (pink). The average Raman spectra of over 100 samples were used to calculate an average of
3-5 layers per flake.80 A 514 nm excitation laser was used for all Raman measurements. B. Close-up of the
D’ and 2D bands from Figure 2.8A, where biographene’s pronounced D’ can be seen and the 2D band
shift, from 2726 cm-1 in graphite to 2698 cm-1 in graphene, is visible.
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Figure 2.9. Raman spectra of graphite powder (black), graphite powder mixed with BSA powder before
stirring (blue) and the pellet containing graphite and many-layered graphene (orange) removed during
centrifugation (0.2 g) from the graphene dispersion after stirring for 24 hours. There is visibly no difference
between the graphite powder and the graphite powder mixed with BSA powder before stirring. The
graphite/many-layered graphene pellet shows an asymmetrical 2D peak indicating greater than 5 layers of
graphene present and shows little deviation from the graphite Raman spectrum.
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Oxidative defects and number of layers of biographene being produced were estimated
using Raman spectroscopy. The ratio of the intensity of the D band to the intensity of the D’ band
(ID/ID’) is an indicator of the level of oxidative defects present in the graphene samples.64,80 The
ID/ID’ for biographene was calculated to be 2.48, indicating a lack of sp3 defects and that no
oxidative defects were incurred during the exfoliation, or during the washing process. The initial
graphite powder exhibited a weak D band (ID = 0.02), suggesting that some small percent of the
defects may be arising from the starting material itself (Figure 2.9).
Although our initial graphite powder does exhibit a weak D band, additional defects were
introduced during exfoliation. Previous reports suggest an ID/ID’ ratio below 3.5 implies the
presence of edge defects on the sheets.64,80,101 These edge defects provide further evidence of
successful exfoliation of the graphite flakes into graphene, and afford easy attachment sites for
someone wishing to do conjugation chemistry.
Using Equation 2-6, Equation 2-7, Equation 2-8 the number of monolayers present in
biographene flakes (N) as well as the estimated lateral size of biographene flakes (L) were
calculated from the Raman spectroscopy data.80
𝑁 = 10l.mnopl.n-o
Equation 2-6

𝑀=

𝐿=

?

𝑰𝑩𝒊𝒐𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒏𝒆,(𝟐𝑫𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) y𝑰𝑩𝒊𝒐𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒏𝒆,u𝟐𝑫𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆 K𝟑𝟎𝒄𝒎w𝟏 x
𝑰𝑮𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆,(𝟐𝑫𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆 ) y𝑰𝑮𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆,u𝟐𝑫𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒉𝒊𝒕𝒆 K𝟑𝟎𝒄𝒎w𝟏 x
Equation 2-7
𝑘

u𝐼~•:€•‚(ƒ797,> /𝐼~•:€•‚(ƒ797,„ x − u𝐼€•‚(ƒ•17,> /𝐼€•‚(ƒ•17,„ x
Equation 2-8
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In Equation 2-7 the 2D peak position used for calculation of biographene intensity is
defined by the graphite sample, therefore a graphite control sample was always run before running
biographene samples in the Raman spectrometer. In Equation 2-8, the k value is determined as
the slope of the line calculated from plotting the ID/IG ratio of the graphene sample as a function
of the inverse, average nanosheet length determined by transmission electron microscopy
measurements. In this report we have defined k=0.17, from previously reported measurements.64
Biographene was estimated to have an average of 3-5 monolayers.
In addition, an average sheet length of 0.73 ± 0.24 µm was obtained (Table 2.4). These
equations were put forth in the literature after analyzing the Raman spectra of hundreds of samples
and by comparisons with other measurable characteristics. These conclusions are further examined
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the exfoliated samples.
The TEM images (Figure 2.10) show few-layered transparent sheets of biographene, with
some curling and stacking of sheets. The average sheet length estimated was 0.61 ± 0.30 µm,
which matched well with the values estimated from Raman spectra (0.73 ± 0.24 µm), above. Using
ImageJ MGV analysis, the percent transparency of over 150 nanosheets visible in our TEM images
was calculated (see methods section). The most common percent transparency found for our
samples was between 90-95%, with one third of the sheets having a transparency of 90% or higher.
Monolayer graphene has been experimentally shown as 97.7% transparent (each layer absorbs
2.3%) therefore these data correlate well with 3-6 layer graphene sheets.78
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Sample

Average Number of
Layers

Average Sheet
Length (µm)

Sheet ID/ID’

graphite

19.5

149

0.7 ± 0.2

Present study,
stirred

3-6

0.7 ± 0.2

2.5 ± 0.3

Biographene, shear
reactor

5-7

1.0 ± 0.1

2.1 ± 0.2

Biographene,
Blender

3-5

0.5 ± 0.1

3.2 ± 0.6

Table 2.4. Comparison of the average number of layers per biographene sheet, average sheet length and
defect ratios for biographene samples made with different shear methods and rates.
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Figure 2.10. Biographene TEM images and analysis. A. Histogram of biographene lateral flake size as
estimated from TEM images (100+ flakes surveyed). B. Histogram of the results of an ImageJ analysis of
the percent transparency of over 150 sheets surveyed from the TEM data indicating that a majority of the
samples have greater than 80% transparency, which corresponds to 3-9 layers per flake. C-E. Standard
biographene flakes seen using a transmission electron microscope. Transparency of flakes indicates very
few layers present. Flakes can be seen folding and stacking on one another.
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2.7 Zeta Potential and Stability of Biographene
The zeta potential (ζ) on the nanosheets could arise due to oxidative defects, and this
feature is super important in stabilizing the nanosheet suspensions. The surface potentials of the
biographene aqueous suspensions were measured at a constant pH and then examined as a function
of pH to further determine its isoelectric point (Figure 2.11A).
Zeta potential measurements showed that the net charge on biographene in water varied
from +15 to -30 mV, as the pH changed from pH 2 to pH 10 while passing through an isoelectric
point of 4.4. Part of this could be arising from surface charge on the graphene sheets as well as the
charge on the protein. These results agree well with the results shown in Figure 2.5F. In Figure
2.11A the isoelectric point was found to be 4.4, close to that of BSA. This allowed for tuning the
charge on the graphene sheets by adjusting the pH of the solution.
Demonstrated stability in graphene suspensions is an important factor for its storage and
for practical applications. Stability was studied by monitoring sample concentration (UV-Vis
spectroscopy, 660 nm) from day to day to determine if any of the biographene sheets were
degrading and precipitating out of solution. Both the washed biographene and unwashed
biographene were incredibly stable when kept at 4˚C (refrigerated), showing half-lives of 235 and
262 days, respectively (Figure 2.11B and D). The stability of the samples was also tested on the
bench-top, and the half-life at room temperature for the biographene was estimated to be about
107 days. The addition of 1% benzyl alcohol improved the half-life as this chemical is a known
bacteriostat,103 which suggests that bacterial growth is one of the destabilization mechanisms, but
needs to be studied in greater detail to understand the degradation pathways. Stability experiments
for samples with benzyl alcohol injections were not extensively tested for this study.
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Figure 2.11. Zeta potential and stability analysis of biographene and unwashed biographene. A. Zeta
potential analysis of washed biographene as a function of pH. pH was adjusted with NaOH or HCl before
each zeta potential measurement. 10 cycles were run for each of 3 trials per pH of the sample. Biographene
is seen to be most stable at pH 6-7. B. Stability of biographene (pH 6.8) at 4˚C (blue) and room temperature,
24˚C (orange). Triplicate samples of each solution were kept in the fridge or on the bench-top and their
UV-Visible absorbance at 660 nm was monitored day to day. C. Zeta potential analysis of unwashed
biographene as a function of pH. pH was adjusted with NaOH or HCl before each zeta potential
measurement. 15 cycles were run for each of 3 trials per pH of the sample. Unwashed biographene is seen
to be most stable between pH 6-7. D. Stability of unwashed biographene at 4˚C (blue) and room
temperature, 24˚C (orange).
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2.8 Activation Energy and Physical Insight into the Mechanism of Shear Induced Exfoliation
The activation energy for exfoliation was examined by measuring the yield of biographene
produced at increasing temperatures, while holding all other conditions constant. A plot of the
natural logarithm of product produced versus 1/T resulted in the conventional Arrhenius plot
(Figure 2.12A). The slope of a linear fit to the plot gave an activation energy of 8.7 ± 2.2 kJ mol1

or 2.1 kCal/mol, small when compared to most simple chemical reactions. To the best of our

knowledge this was not reported to date, but it provides a useful insight into the activation of the
reactant and its conversion to the product. Overcoming the weak van der Waals forces between
adjacent graphene sheets and displacement of the solvent to separate the layers is reflected in this
small thermal energy barrier. Sliding of the graphene sheet is most probably the rate determining
step rather than the binding of the protein to the exposed hydrophobic graphene surface, thereby
preventing restacking, or preventing the reverse process.
Since thermal activation distributes the available energy into all 3N modes allowed for the
system, one hypothesis is that application of the shear force selectively populates only one of the
three translational states, and only one of the 3N states, and hence, should be much more efficient
in delaminating the flakes. The activation energy for this process is expected to be much smaller
than the thermal activation energy discussed above, but the activation energy for this process has
not been reported either.
Therefore, the shear activation energy was measured by quantitating the amount of product
produced as a function of shear rate, at constant temperature (23˚C) while keeping all other
parameters constant. Surprisingly, a plot of natural logarithm of mass of product produced as a
function of 1/(Shear Rate) yielded a linear plot. Since shear rate has the same units as temperature,
this is a pseudo-Arrhenius plot, where the temperature is replaced with shear rate (Figure 2.12B).
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The slope of the plot gave an activation energy of 190 nJ mol-1 which is a miniscule fraction of the
thermal activation energy of 8.9 kJ/mol, measured above. The very small shear activation energy
is not surprising, and entirely consistent with the idea that exfoliation requires translational motion
of the top layers of the crystal.
The above two measured activation energies are astoundingly different, the former being
more than 45 billion times larger than the latter. This affords insight into the energy barriers that
must be overcome to exfoliate graphite or similar materials. One question is, why is the shear
activation energy so small? This could be because population of a single translational mode is
possible in a shear flow surrounding a suspended flake, and this translational state is the key
reaction coordinate for the progress of the reaction, all other reaction coordinates being immaterial.
This aspect is because translation of the top layer off the crystal drives the completion of the
reaction, other translational or vibrational states are not involved.
When applying shear force, all of the energy transferred from the moving solvent to the
surface of the crystal is directed into this single translational mode along the direction of the flow,
but not the remaining allowed 3N-1 modes. Thus, the shear force populates higher energy states
of this single translational mode to produce graphene. The solvent flow around the crystal cannot
populate rotational or vibrational states, at constant temperature, therefore the shear energy is used
extremely efficiently to populate a single mode, which produces the product. Thus, energy is not
wasted by distribution into the remaining 3N-1 modes. For example, thermal activation would
populate all 3N modes, which include all the translational, rotational and vibrational modes, thus
wasting most of the energy, as the vibrational and rotational modes cannot produce the product.
Therefore, selective translational mode activation is achieved by shear force, making it
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extraordinarily efficient in exfoliating graphite. This concept is new and likely to apply in the shear
exfoliation of other 2D materials as well, which is to be tested by future studies.
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Figure 2.12. Thermal and translational activation energies for biographene production. A. Arrhenius plot
used to calculate the thermal activation energy for biographene production in water of 8.65 kJ mol-1. B.
Pseudo-Arrhenius plot constructed to calculate the shear activation energy for biographene production in
water of 190 nJ mol-1. In both cases the slope of the plot was assumed equal to –EACTIVATION/R, where R=
8.31 J mol-1 K-1.
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The process of exfoliation, therefore, can be imagined to be analogous to a scenario where
a ream of paper is placed directly in front of a rotating fan. As the fan blows air at the stack of
paper, the sheets will easily go flying off the stack. If, however, the stack of paper was placed on
top of a hot plate and heated, it would take a considerably larger amount of heat energy to “remove”
a piece of paper from the stack, if at all.
In recognizing the differences between these two activation pathways, the hypothesis that
a single excited translational state can give rise to graphene rather than excited vibrational or other
states seems to be valid. The energy barrier measured depends on the modes that are being
activated, and therefore, stirring is much more energy efficient by selectively populating the
reactive translational state rather than attempting to populate all allowed modes, explaining why
such low shear rates can be used to exfoliate graphite. The comparison of these energy barriers
offers significant insight into future strategies for graphene exfoliation.

2.9 Comparison of Previous Biographene Production Methods with the Stirring
Method
The quality of the biographene produced by stirring is compared here with samples made
using different liquid shear/sonication exfoliation systems. The ID/IG ratio is often used to
determine the level of defects in a graphene sample. From Figure 2.13A, ID/IG ratio of this
biographene is 0.24 ± 0.1, while the value previously reported from our lab is 0.6, using a kitchen
blender. This value is a strong indicator of the disorders and abundance of edge carbons and
compares well with previous values from this lab and others (Figure 2.14). The concentration of
graphene in the suspension is an important parameter for applications. This study reports
concentrations from 10-12 mg ml-1 while also maintaining this low level of defects (0.24 ± 0.1)
Figure 2.13A. A comparison of reported concentrations can be seen in Table 2.1.
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In Figure 2.13B the edge defects (inferred from Raman ID/ID’) present in our biographene
are shown to compare well with other graphene samples in the literature. The current method also
requires an incredibly small amount of shear energy (30-3255 s-1), when compared to most
methods reported (>10,000 s-1) (Figure 2.13C). 59,64,80,104
In a step further, the yield of the reaction under stirring was measured by varying the
solvent or the surfactant, for comparisons (Figure 2.13D) to results obtained in our lab using BSA.
Graphite (200 mg ml-1) was stirred (24 hours, 612 rpm, pH 7, 23˚C) in polyvinylpyrrolidone in
water (PVP, 20 mg ml-1), or BSA in water (20 mg ml-1), or sodium cholate in water (20 mg ml-1),
or sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in water (20 mg ml-1), or pure ethanol.
The PVP gave the highest yield, about 8 mg ml-1 of graphene, which is higher than most
literature reports.83 Hansen solubility parameters suggest that PVP should solubilize graphene very
well in comparison to ethanol.105, 106 These results match well with this theory, and the lowest yield
was noted with ethanol (less than 0.1 mg ml-1)(Table 2.5). These data show that the medium must
be able to stabilize/solubilize the exposed graphene and/or that the solvent must be able to transfer
the shear energy efficiently to the surface of the graphite crystal.
Due to the hydrophobic nature of sodium cholate and SDS, these are expected to stabilize
graphene in water, but the yields were lower (3.6 and 0.9 mg ml-1, respectively) than PVA or BSA.
However, these are significantly higher than those reported previously, in these media. 79,83 Thus,
the central theme here being that shear by stirring selectively activates a key translational mode
for exfoliation.
The viscosities of 20 mg ml-1 PVP, BSA, sodium cholate, SDS and pure ethanol were
estimated from literature reports and are shown in Table 2.5. It has been reported previously that
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solvents with greater viscosities were able to achieve higher concentrations of graphene than those
of lower viscosities at the same shear rate, therefore this too may help explain why PVP gave such
a high yield.107

Sample

Concentration

Estimated
Dynamic
Viscosity
(mPa*s)

Sodium
cholate
BSA

20 mg mL-1
20 mg mL-1

0.98
0.90

Ethanol

Pure, 200
proof

Viscosity
Ref.
Number

Hansen
Solubility
dD

Hansen
Hansen
Hansen
Solubility Solubility
Ref.
Number
dP
dH

108

-

-

-

-

92

15.8

8.8

19.4

105

17.4

8.8

14.9

105

109
0.98

-1

PVP
20 mg mL
2.4
110
SDS
20 mg mL-1
1.3
111
water
0.89
112
15.5
10.4
7
106
graphene
18
9.3
7.7
105
Table 2.5. Estimated viscosities and Hansen Solubility parameters of PVP, BSA, SDS, sodium cholate,
and ethanol. Dynamic viscosity values are estimated for room temperatures and the concentrations in
water listed. Hansen solubility parameter units are MPa1/2.

A comparison of shear reactor vs stirring in the flask indicated that both methods yield
about the same amount of graphene per rotation, thus, sharing the same fundamental mechanism.
The concentration of graphene produced using BSA in water (20 mg ml-1) in a shear reactor, using
the same total rotations used in 24 hour stir experiment done at 600 rpm (864, 000 total rotations),
was determined. This meant using a shear reactor at 14,400 rpm for a total of one hour of shear
time. This resulted in a biographene concentration of 3.7 ± 0.9 mg ml-1, a slightly lower
concentration compared to the biographene made via stirring (4.8 ± 0.5 mg ml-1) although they are
within error. In comparison, the reported value for graphene concentration made with BSA in
water using sonication is about 1 mg ml-1.67 These comparisons further justify the idea that the
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method in which graphite is exfoliated into graphene plays just as significant a role as the medium
chosen to exfoliate in.
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Figure 2.13. Comparison of present biographene production methods to literature.
A. Comparison of reported graphene ID/IG values vs. reported graphene concentrations for top-down
graphene synthesis methods. B. Comparison of ID/ID’ values, representative of oxidative defects, reported
in the literature for top-down synthesis methods. C. Comparison of shear rates used for top-down synthesis
methods of graphene reported in literature.56,64,80,104 D. Comparison of graphene concentration made
after 24 hours of stirring graphite in polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), BSA in water (20 mg ml-1), sodium
cholate in water (20 mg ml-1), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in water (20 mg ml-1), and
ethanol.*Reported shear values used were as high as 75,000 s-1.80 **Shear Rate value calculated from
reported parameters using equation given by Varrla, E., et al. in Equation 2-3.56
Reference numbers in panels A and B do not correspond to the reference numbers at the end of this
manuscript, but are defined below:
(25) Paton, K. R., et al. Nat. Mater. 2014, 13, 624-630.
(27) Uysal Unalan, I., et al. RSC Adv. 2015, 5, 26482-26490.
(28) Wang, S., et al. Mater. Lett. 2018, 217, 67-70.
(29) Du, W., et al. Chem. Phys. Lett. 2013, 568, 198-201.
(30) Tian, J., et al. Mater. Chem. Phys. 2019, 223, 1-8.
(34) Hou, D., et al. Chem. Phys. Lett. 2018, 700, 108-113.
(37) Pattammattel, A., et al. Adv. Funct. Mater. 2015, 25, 7088-7098
(39) Guardia, L., et al. Carbon 2011, 49, 1653-1662
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Figure 2.14. Comparison of Reported Raman Spectroscopy ID/IG ratios in the literature.
The ID/IG ratio is a good indicator of the number of defects and disorders there are on the graphene
surface, including oxidative defects.
1. Ref.(52), 3. Ref. (57), 4. Ref. (51), 5. Ref. (83), 6. Ref. (63), 7. Ref. (64), 8. Ref. (54), 9. Ref. (53)
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2.10 Materials and Methods
2.10.1 Continuous Flow-Reactor Set-up.
A 500 ml round bottom flask connected to a 30 cm long neck with a 1.5 cm diameter was made
by a professional glass blower. A 2’ x ¾’ size egg stir bar was added to the bottom and a glass
piece with an inner entrance tube and outer exit tube was fit to the top of the neck. Biographene
samples were analyzed with UV-Visible spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, TEM, SEM/EDS,
and zeta potential analysis.
2.10.2 Removal of Free Protein.
Samples of biographene were first centrifuged at 0.2 g for ten minutes to remove any graphite or
many-layered (>12) graphene nanosheets. The supernatant solution was then centrifuged at 17 g
for 65 minutes to remove the free BSA. The resulting clear supernatant, containing free BSA, was
then removed from the centrifuge tube. The remaining graphene pellet at the bottom was then resuspended in distilled water by vigorous up and down pipetting. This solution was then centrifuged
a second time at 17 g for 65 minutes. Again, the supernatant was removed and the pellet was resuspended in distilled water. The pellet could be re-suspended in the original volume, or a smaller
volume to increase the graphene concentration if desired.
2.10.3 Optimization of Biographene.
Optimization studies were completed over a 24-hour stir period for all experiments, with one
variable being changed at a time. 7.4 ml cylindrical vials (1.5 cm diameter) were used in all cases
(VMR International, LLC Radnor, PA: VW60910-A) with an octagon cross-section stir bar (1/2
inch long by 1/8 inch diameter). Samples were stirred 6 vials at a time in the center of an INTLLAB
stir plate. In all experiments the solution volume was given as the volume of BSA solution added
to the vial, assuming no added volume from the graphite powder. In the cases where graphite
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powder concentration exceeded 300 mg ml-1, the powder caused a slight volume change thus the
given volume is an underestimate. After samples were stirred for 24 hours they were centrifuged
at 0.2 g for 10 minutes to remove any graphite flakes and their absorbances at 660 nm were
recorded.
2.10.4 Activation Energy Calculations.
Using the concentrations of biographene produced over 24 hours of stirring under specific
conditions, at different temperatures, an Arrhenius plot was constructed by plotting the natural log
of (k1/k2) versus 1/T1 – 1/T2 (K-1). Biographene concentration is assumed to be proportional to the
rate constant (k). The slope of this plot is equal to –ETHERMAL ACTIVATION/R (R = 8.314 J mol-1 K1

). A pseudo-Arrhenius plot was constructed using the shear rate instead of temperature and the

corresponding activation energy for stirring-mediated exfoliation was obtained. The slope
obtained for this plot was -ESHEAR ACTIVATION/R (R = 8.314 J mol-1 K-1).
2.10.5 UV-Visible Spectroscopy.
UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to determine the graphene concentration of samples by
monitoring absorbance of the solution at 660 nm in a quartz cuvette. The extinction coefficient
was determined for both washed biographene (11.9 mg-1 ml cm) and unwashed biographene (20.0
mg-1 ml cm)
2.10.6 Raman Spectroscopy.
Graphene samples were drop-casted and dried in ≈ 1 cm diameter circles on glass microscope
slides and then taken for Raman Analysis. A Renishaw System 2000 Raman spectrometer was
used with an excitation wavelength of 514 nm and 1 µm spacial resolution. A silicon control was
run to calibrate the machine at 521 cm-1. The Raman spectra were collected from 1100 cm-1 to
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3200 cm-1, at 75% laser power and 30% laser focus. The graphene samples were compared to a
graphite powder control for layer number and sheet size analysis.
2.10.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy.
Graphene samples were diluted with distilled water to 30 µg/mL and 12 µL of sample was dropcast onto a TEM grid (TED PELLA, Inc., CA:Ultrathin carbon film supported by a lacey carbon
film on a 400 mesh copper grid. Product No. 01824) Filter paper was used to dab off extra solution
after 60 seconds and the grid was left to dry overnight before being taken for imaging. An FEI
Tecnai T12 S/TEM was used for imaging with an accelerating voltage of 120 kV.
2.10.9 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy.
Scanning electron microscopy images were run on a Teneo LVSEM. Graphite powder was affixed
to the SEM stub using carbon tape. Sample solutions (4 mg/mL) were drop-casted and dried
overnight on SEM aluminum stubs and taken for Au/Pd spin-coating (5 nm, 80% Au, 20% Pd) the
next day and imaged immediately afterwards.
2.10.10 Zeta Potential Analysis.
Diluted graphene samples (0.3-0.6 mg/mL) at known pH (adjusted using NaOH or HCl and
measured beforehand), were put into a Zeta Potential Analyzer (Brookhaven ZetaPlus, NY) and
10 cycles were run for each of 3 trials per sample. Different sample pHs were tested.
2.10.11 Extinction Coefficient Calculation.
Biographene sample absorbances were recorded at 660 nm after diluting with distilled water to be
below 1 AU. Known volumes of each sample were drop-casted onto pre-massed weight boats, and
dried at 45 ˚C. Once the entire sample was dry the weight boats were re-massed and the
concentration of biographene+BSA in the sample was calculated (mg/mL). A control of the same
amount of BSA was massed for each sample, and subtracted from the mass to give just the
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graphene mass in the sample. The extinction was then plotted vs. graphene mass (BSA subtracted)
to calculate the extinction coefficient. The [BSA] in biographene after washing was determined by
a Bradford Assay.85
2.10.12 Bradford Assay Procedure.
Bradford Reagent (0.01% w/v brilliant blue G-250, 4.7% w/v ethanol, 8.5% w/v
phosphoric acid, final concentrations) was prepared by first adding brilliant blue G-250 powder to
ethanol and stirring to dissolve. Phosphoric acid was then added to the solution and it was diluted
to the final volume with distilled water. The Bradford reagent was always filtered through a
Whatman 1 filter paper, to remove any aggregates, immediately before use, to a light brown color.
85

For the Bradford assay a standard curve of BSA was made using 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7,
0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5 mg/mL of BSA in distilled water. Bradford reagent (295 µL) was added to
each BSA sample (5.9 µL) and allowed to react for ten minutes. The absorbance of each solution
at 595 nm was then recorded. Unknown biographene samples were prepared in the same manner,
and the same Bradford reagent (295 µL) was added to each biographene sample (5.9 µL) and
allowed to react for ten minutes prior to absorbance measurements at 595 nm. If necessary,
biographene samples were diluted with distilled water in order to fall within the standard curve.
The absorbance at 595 nm of the control sample with 0 mg/mL BSA reacted with the Bradford
reagent was subtracted from all samples as the blank.
As another control a commercial sample of graphene in n-butyl acetate (no protein) was
reacted with Bradford reagent to test for any interference at 595 nm and no absorbance greater
than the blank sample was seen. Additionally, a biographene sample (5.9 µL) was added to distilled
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water (295 µL) and the absorbance at 595 nm was taken and no absorbance greater than the blank
sample was seen.
2.10.13 Shear Reactor Experiments.
A BSA (20 mg/mL) solution in water was put into a 50 mL centrifuge tube and graphite powder
(200 mg/mL) was added. The solution containing centrifuge tube was clamped just below the shaft
of the shear reactor and the shaft was lowered into it taking care that the solution entry hole in the
shaft was completely submerged. The solution was then sheared in a shear reactor (IKA T25
Digital Ultra Turrax) in five-minute increments for a total of 60 minutes shear time at 14.4 krpm
in order to achieve close to 864,000 rotations (the equivalent of 600 rpm for 24 hours). Five-minute
shear time increments were used with five minutes of break in order to avoid overheating the
reactor. The solution was then centrifuged for ten minutes at 0.2 g and drop-cast on a weigh boat
and allowed to dry at room temperature for the mass measurement.
2.10.14 Percent Transparency ImageJ Mean Grey Value Analysis.
Image J Mean Grey Value (MGV) analysis was used to determine the color of TEM images on a
grey scale. The program was used to first determine the color of the area immediately surrounding
a visible nanosheet (background) and then used to determine the value of the nanosheet by
outlining each area with the polygon tool. The percent difference between the MGV of the
background versus the nanosheet was determined. The percent difference was then subtracted from
100% to convert to percent transparency. Over 150 nanosheets were analyzed and their percent
transparencies were compared in a histogram.
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2.11 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we report a simple method for the synthesis of high quality, biophilized
graphene suspensions in water on an industrial scale. These biographene suspensions are
synthesized using only a basic lab stir plate/stir-bar to produce a low shear rate, and three
ingredients; graphite, bovine serum albumin and water, all of which are environmentally friendly,
non-toxic, and inexpensively procured. High concentrations of biographene can be produced
continuously and with minimal human intervention using this method. The biographene
suspensions produced show no oxidative or sp3 defects, are 3-5 layers, and have proven to be stable
for over 100 days in solution. The physical insight gained in the current study implies that
translational excitation is an important mechanistic path for graphene production via solvent
mediated exfoliation of graphite. We hypothesize that stir-mediated exfoliation of other layered
solids would follow a similar pathway and can be exfoliated efficiently just by stirring. This has
not been established and therefore the physical insight gained in this study provides new leads in
producing other two-dimensional materials in a very energy efficient manner.i

Sections of this chapter were adapted with permission from Puglia, M. K.; Aziz, S.; Brady, K. M.; O’Neill, M.;
Kumar, C. V., Stirred Not Shaken: Facile Production of High-Quality, High-Concentration Graphene Aqueous
Suspensions Assisted by a Protein. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2020, 12 (3), 3815-3826. Copyright
(2020) American Chemical Society.
i
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Chapter 3 : Graphene-Based Radiators for Thermal Management of
Solar Arrays in Space Applications
3.1 Abstract
Thermal management of solar arrays destined for outer planetary missions is a critical
unmet challenge. Graphene-based radiators that would autonomously dissipate heat from a solar
array or keep it warm automatically within a pre-set temperature range are an attractive solution.
Single layer graphene is excellent for this application but it is very expensive, and special adhesives
are needed to attach the nanosheets to the underlying substrate, which adds to failure rate and
expense. Better alternatives to the existing materials are highly desired. In this context, we report
a simple, environmentally friendly, non-labor-intensive method for making colloidal aqueous
graphene suspensions. These are stabilized by bovine serum albumin, and subsequently used for
the fabrication of robust graphene/aluminum foil coatings without the need for an adhesive layer.
The method involves a flow reactor designed to continually yield high quality graphene colloids,
as described in Chapter 2. The flow reactor produced colloidal graphene sheets on a multi-gram
scale, and these were characterized by Raman spectroscopy, electron microscopy and zeta
potential studies. This method uses BSA as a surfactant, but for this application any free BSA was
removed by washing as described earlier. The average length of the sheets is 0.5-0.7 µm each
consisting of 3-5 layers of graphene with little or no sp3 defects. These biographene suspensionswere coated onto a number of different substrates, and an optimized method for coating on
aluminum substrates has been developed. The lateral thermal conductivities of the
graphene/aluminum coatings (6-56 µm thickness on 100 cm2 radiators), were measured using a
homemade multi-channel thermal conductivity apparatus designed by us. The instrument was
calibrated with aluminum samples (known lateral thermal conductivity of 235 W m-1 K-1) and
thermal conductivities of the unknown biographene coatings have been estimated (70-680 W m-1
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K-1). The latter were found to be comparable to a commercially available sample (480 W m-1 K-1).
The ease of synthesis of these high-quality biographene suspensions in water and its application
to prepare a device for thermal regulation has been demonstrated here.

3.2 Introduction
Space-crafts destined for outer planets in the solar system often utilize what is termed a
“gravity-assist” in order to gain momentum needed to reach farther destinations in the solar system
with minimum fuel.113 Venus, for example, can be used to gravity-assist space-crafts to Jupiter,
however this causes the interesting dilemma of excessive heat exposure. Solar irradiance during a
“Venus fly-by” is about double that of what it would be near earth. This causes a high intensity of
light and high temperatures which can overheat the solar cell panels that are often used on spacecrafts.114 On the other hand, when the spacecraft flies in the shadow of a planet, it is cooled to low
temperatures, decreasing the performance of its solar arrays. For these reasons, the development
of light-weight, efficient, thermal radiators and protectors that maintain the solar array temperature
within the desired functional range are imperative for outer planetary missions.
The high thermal conductivity (5000 W m-1 K-1) as well as anticorrosion properties of
graphene have made it a desirable coating on aluminum foil as a composite, light-weight heat
radiator 115 , 116 , 117 The graphene coating could increase the thermal conductivity of the
graphene/aluminum composite, while maintaining the reflectivity and low mass of the substrate.
However, coating aluminum with graphene is often a complicated many-step process, usually
involving chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or using an adhesive layer. 118 CVD methods are
expensive and time consuming and they often require a transfer step to move the graphene from
the first substrate, like copper, to the aluminum.119 These experiments are difficult to scale up to
millimeter and meter sized scales for devices such as solar array thermal radiators.
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Adhesive layers are used to bond substrates or modifications to the graphene to overcome
these limitations. However, these added materials can decrease the thermal conductivity and
electrical conductivity of the overall composite, and increase the weight and thickness of the
coatings, while also contributing to the failure of the bonding of the two layers. Some examples of
adhesive layers used to combine graphene to aluminum in commercially available products include
acrylic double-sided adhesive tape, heat resistant acrylic adhesive, polyester tape, and polyimide
tape, ranging from 10-40 µm in thickness.120 Adhesive layers also add an additional expense and
production step in making graphene/aluminum composites.
Because most methods in the literature involved CVD or adhesive layers to coat graphene
on aluminum they were not conducive to making life-size heat radiators for solar arrays. However,
we hypothesized that our high concentration biographene suspensions in water could be
manipulated to form coatings on aluminum, and therefore simplify the radiator production process.
A previous study on the adsorption of BSA on the surfaces of metal oxides indicated a
maximum adsorption of 4.7 mg of BSA per square meter of aluminum oxide. This BSA adsorption
maxima on alumina exceeded that of zirconia, titania and silica, suggesting a relationship to the
metal surface charge density. The study proposed that negatively charged BSA residues were able
to interact with the positively charged aluminum oxide surface. 121 Therefore, it was reasonable to
test whether BSA loaded graphene suspensions could be coated on aluminum sheets without the
need for an additional adhesive layer, and if the coatings would provide sufficient thermal
conductivity for the intended application, within the specifications of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).
Details of the experiments done to optimize the production of stable, flexible few-layer
graphene coatings on aluminum and their testing for NASA applications follow.
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3.3 Optimization of Graphene Coatings on Aluminum
The biographene (bGr) was produced via simple stirring as described in Chapter 2, using
the flow reactor, after extensive testing and optimization. These optimization results and
considerations will be shown and discussed in this section. Much of the biographene production
during optimization was done using a high shear reactor, before the simply stir method was
adopted. Use of the shear reactor has been distinguished where applicable.
High concentrations of graphene suspensions are needed in order to make life-size thermal
radiators for solar panels. We first hypothesized that higher concentrations of graphene could be
achieved by denaturing BSA before using it for exfoliation. To accomplish this denaturation,
different concentrations of urea, a known BSA denaturant, 122 were dissolved into the BSA
solutions before graphite exfoliation. This hypothesis was also tested by heating the reaction
mixture to 55, 65 and 80˚C before and during exfoliation.
A comparison of the biographene concentrations produced at varied BSA concentrations,
urea concentrations, graphite concentrations, and temperatures is shown in Table 3.1. All
experiments were done under the same conditions, using a high shear reactor, except otherwise
denoted. Samples were compared by determining graphene concentrations from their absorbance
values at 660 nm using a previously reported extinction coefficient (3.98 mg-1 mL cm-1).64 Table
3.1 highlights the two best sets of conditions to produce the highest concentration graphene, which
were found to be within experimental error of one another. The first set of conditions required 20
mg/mL BSA, 2 M urea, 100 mg/mL graphite in water at 15-20˚C, by placing the reactor in an ice
bath (henceforth named as 2M Urea Gr). The second set of conditions are 20 mg/mL BSA, 100
mg/mL graphite in water at 65˚C (henceforth named as 65˚C Gr). 2M Urea Gr and 65˚C Gr
produced 13 ± 2 mg mL-1 and 11 ± 3 mg mL-1 of graphene, respectively. These concentrations
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were more than 2X greater than the concentration of graphene produced without urea or elevated
temperatures
The 2M Urea Gr, and 65˚C Gr were characterized with Raman spectroscopy, TEM, and
zeta potential analysis and compared to a previously reported graphene suspension made with BSA
in a regular kitchen blender64 (referred to as Blender Graphene) (Figure 3.1).
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[BSA]
mg/mL

[Urea] M

[Graphite]
mg/mL

Temperature
°C

Shear Time
(minutes)*

Graphene
Conc.
mg/mL

20

2

100

20

30

13 ± 2

20

0

100

65

30

11 ± 3

3

4

100

20

30

10.1

3

2

100

20

30

10

20

0

100

20

30

7.9

3

0

100

65

30

5.1

3

0

100

20

30

5

3

0

100

80

35

4.6

3

0

15

68

30

3.6

3

0

20

65

30

1.8

3

0

20

80

35

1.7

3

0

20

20

30

1

0

2

100

20

30

0.2

Table 3.1. Optimization of graphite exfoliation using bovine serum albumin and a shear reactor.
*The shear reactor was run at 9.4 kRPM and was stopped every five minutes to cool before starting it
again. The total shear time listed does not include the minutes that it was turned off.
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of graphene made with BSA at 65˚C and BSA + Urea to graphene suspensions
made with BSA as reported in the literature. Samples were compared and characterized using Raman
spectroscopy(A), transmission electron microscopy (B-C), and zeta potential analysis (D).
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As shown in Figure 3.1A, the Raman spectra of Blender Graphene, 65˚C Gr and 2M urea
Gr show almost no difference. Also in Figure 3.1, are representative TEM images of 2M urea Gr
(B) and 65˚C Gr (C) showing few layered nanosheets. In the table in D, the lateral size and number
of layers estimated from the Raman data are shown, as well as the zeta potentials of each solution.
The two new graphene samples compare well with the Blender Graphene with similar lateral size
and a slightly higher number of layers. They are both arguably more stable than the Blender
Graphene in terms of their larger negative zeta potential values.
In comparing their Raman spectra, the 2M urea Gr sample is not different from the 65˚C
Gr sample within error. Therefore, the 65˚C Gr sample was chosen as the optimal sample to move
forward because it required no addition of urea, was more biologically friendly, and required only
a hotplate and shear reactor to make. Further optimization of the 65˚C Gr as a potential coating for
aluminum radiators via thermal-cycling studies are discussed in the next section.

3.4 Thermo-cycling of Graphene Coatings on Aluminum
A number of different coating methods were attempted using the 65˚C Gr sample (in this
section referred to as biographene (bGr)) on aluminum. For the experiments done in this section
the bGr was made via the stir method, as introduced in Chapter 2 (not the shear reactor). The
different coating methods and the corresponding samples codes are in Table 3.2. Coating
parameters varied are: the side of aluminum foil that the samples were coated on (dull or shined)
in order to determine if the aluminum surface had any effect on adhesion. Biographene solutions
at pH 6.8 and pH 3.0 were also tested to check if a negative or positive charge on BSA was better
for adhesion. Additionally, the number of biographene layers present per nanosheet was varied.
This was done by comparing an unpurified biographene sample (11 layers) to a purified bGr of 5
layers.
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The effect of the way the biographene samples were layered onto the aluminum foil sheets
was also tested. In the simplest method, a single coat of biographene was drop-casted and dried on
aluminum (1D and 1S). In the second approach, a single coat of biographene was first drop-casted
and dried on aluminum, and then two more biographene coats were drop-casted and dried on top
of the previous coatings for a total of 3 coats. Finally, the aluminum was first coated with a solution
of BSA and allowed it to dry. This was hypothesized to act as an adhesive layer for the biographene
layer. Then, a single layer of biographene was drop-casted on top of the dried BSA layer and
allowed to dry before repeating the process of coatings BSA and then biographene one more time.
This gave a sample with a layered structure of: BSA/1 coat of bGr/BSA/1 coat of bGr (5D and
5S). Images of each different biographene coatings are shown in Figure 3.2.
The coated samples were then hole-punched and circular pieces from the punch were glued
to glass slides for the thermal cycling studies. Samples were placed and covered on a hot plate for
25 minutes at 80˚C. They were then cooled to room temperature and placed in a covered dry ice
box for 25 minutes, -60˚C. This cycle was repeated ten times, and then the samples were assessed
for damage or peeling of the biographene coatings by comparing pictures of the samples before
and after thermal cycling.
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Sample Description

pH of
Gr

Gr Coating
Thickness
(um)

Avg. Number
of layers /
nanosheet

% Retention
(qualitative)

% Retention
(quantitative)

1D

1 coat of biographene
applied

6.8

4

5

95.5

93.5 ± 5

2D

3 coats of biographene
applied

6.8

14

5

20

91.3 ± 12

3D

3 coats of biographene
applied

6.8

11

11

100

84.0 ± 7

4D

3 coats of biographene
solution applied

3.0

4

5

81

88.6 ± 6

5D

6 mg/mL BSA solution applied
first and allowed to dry. 1 coat
of biographene applied on top
of the dried BSA layer (3.5
µm). Repeated once more on
top for total of 2 BSA layers
and 2 bGr layers.

6.8

11

5

54

92.6 ± 4

1S

1 coat of biographene
applied

6.8

4

5

95

95.5 ± 4

2S

3 coats of biographene
applied

6.8

12

5

33

67.4 ± 18

3S

3 coats of biographene
applied

6.8

7

11

52

88.2 ± 5

4S

3 coats of pH 3
biographene applied

3.0

4

5

79

79.4 ± 7

5S

6 mg/mL BSA solution applied
first and allowed to dry. 1 coat
of biographene applied on top
of the dried BSA layer (3.5
µm). Repeated once more on
top for total of 2 BSA layers
and 2 bGr layers.

6.8

12

5

67

58.6 ± 16

Sample
Code*

Table 3.2. Descriptions of different biographene coating on aluminum methods tested in the thermocycling study. The highest quantitative percent retentions are highlighted in red.
*The “D” or “S” in the sample code column indicates whether a sample was coated on the dull side of the
aluminum foil or the shined side, respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Images of different biographene coatings on both sides of aluminum foil.
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A.

B.
Figure 3.3. Biographene coatings on aluminum before and after ten rounds of thermal cycling. A.
Biographene coated on the dull side of aluminum before thermal cycling (top), and after thermal cycling
(bottom). B. Biographene samples coated on the shined side of aluminum foil. In the top row are the
biographene samples before thermocycling and then in the bottom are the coatings after ten rounds of
thermal cycling. Changes in the samples after thermal cycling were measured both qualitatively and
quantitatively using ImageJ software.
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Figure 3.4. Qualitative and Quantitative analysis of biographene/aluminum coatings after thermocycling
from 80˚C to -65˚C. Qualitative assessment of the percentage of intact samples after thermo-cycling for
samples coated on the dull (A.) and shined (B.) side of aluminum. Quantitative assessment of the
percentage of intact samples after thermo-cycling for samples coated on the dull (C.) and shined (D.) side
of aluminum.
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Samples were assessed for damage both qualitatively (Figure 3.4A-B) and quantitatively
(Figure 3.4C-D). Qualitative analysis was done by examining each hole punch before and after
thermocycling and marking down the number of samples with any changes in the graphene coating
(such as cracks or peels). Unchanged samples were marked as intact and the percentage of intact
samples was calculated for each type of biographene coating. Quantitative results were produced
by taking pictures of each set of samples before and after thermal cycling. ImageJ software was
used to determine the change in mean grey value (MGV) for each hole punch sample after
normalizing the images for any changes in lighting. Changes in normalized intensity after the
cycling were quantified, and were assumed to be caused by thermal cycling. For example, cracks,
rips, or peeling would cause a change in MGV as they would cause changes in the sample color.
The results indicated that samples with one coat of biographene applied to either side of
the aluminum (1D or 1S) were the most resilient to thermal cycling (both qualitatively and
quantitatively). These results may be due to weak van der Waals interactions between subsequent
layers, causing breaks as samples were heated, stretched or bent. Incidentally, these samples were
made using the simplest fabrication process, and so this method of sample preparation was chosen
to move forward as the method for the fabrication of the full sized biographene/aluminum radiators
of 10 x 10 cm2 as detailed in Section 3.7.4.
3.5 The Design and Fabrication of the Thermal Conductivity Apparatus
Once the procedure for fabricating robust biographene coatings on aluminum was
optimized, the important next step was to determine the lateral thermal conductivity (LTC) of the
bGr/Al radiators. Lateral thermal conductivity is the amount of heat transmitted along the radiator
surface, where the graphene coating is distributed along the surface. The lateral conductivity of
graphene is much higher than the vertical conductivity, and we assume that the coating process
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my induce some alignment of the graphene sheets parallel to the aluminum surface. The degree of
alignment is unknown, but not relevant here. Because we are interested in heat transport from one
edge of the radiator to the opposite edge, as required for the intended space applications. A special
apparatus was designed for this purpose to accommodate small, thin, and low mass radiators. Then
it was constructed in our machine shop after several iterations, and the resulting experimental data
analyzed with a set of equations to extract the thermal conductivities of the radiators.
The device was made on the principle that the biographene/aluminum samples would be
used as material bridges between a heat source and a heat sink. Figure 3.5 shows a Schematic of
the cross section of this device and also the top view of the device. The LTC device can hold four
sample bridges, held in place by screw clamped aluminum blocks. The heat source side contained
a chamber where a heater cartridge was inserted and allowed to equilibrate at a specified
temperature. At the opposite side, block of aluminum made thermal contact with the radiator at
the opposite side and temperature of the 4 sinks measured with sensitive thermocouples. In
summary, a single heat source and 4 different sinks with radiator bridges are used for these studies.
Full-sized biographene radiators were fabricated and then cut into 0.7 x 0.4 cm strips and
placed between the heated side and the heat sink side, acting as heat bridges. The biographene
coated aluminum samples were always placed biographene side down, so that the biographene was
in direct contact with the heat source. As a control, 0.7 x 0.4 cm bare aluminum strips were always
run alongside the biographene/aluminum samples. The lateral thermal conductivity of aluminum
was taken from literature as 235 W m-1 K-1 to calibrate the device, for each run.123 Thermocouples
were attached directly to the top of both the heat source and heat sink sides of the sample strips
before everything was screw-clamped into place.
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Once samples and thermocouples were in place, the heat source side of the device was
insulated thoroughly, using Styrofoam (Figure 3.6). After the temperatures of the thermocouples
on the heat source side of the device had equilibrated to about 40˚C, the temperatures on the heat
sink side of the device were recorded using an 8-channel thermocouple USB data acquisition
module, over 35 minutes to determine an average difference in temperature (∆T) between the heat
source and heat sink sides (∆T). Figure 3.6C shows the insulation used for the heat source side of
the LTC device during all experiments.
Once ∆T of the aluminum control sample and radiator samples were determined, we used
Equation 3-1 to calculate the LTC values (K).
𝐾€•‚(ƒ797 =
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Equation 3-1

In Equation 3-1, K is the lateral thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) and was measured for
each sample with respect to the known thermal conductivity of aluminum (Kaluminum = 235 watts
m-1 K-1). Without an aluminum control sample, this equation cannot be used. tAluminum is the
thickness of the aluminum foil, reported by the manufacturer as 2.54 x 10-5 meters. tgraphene is the
thickness of the biographene coating on the aluminum.
The biographene thickness on aluminum was calculated from the mass of biographene
drop-casted on the aluminum and then using the estimated density of our biographene
(graphene+BSA) composite, 1.4 g cm-3) and the coating area. The density of our biographene was
estimated using the known density of pure graphene (2.2 g cm-3),124 the density of BSA (1.0 g cm3

), and the measured ratio of graphene to BSA in the biographene sample with the known

composition of 1 mg graphene and 0.9 mg BSA.
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∆T in the above equation refers to the average difference in temperature (K) between the
heat source block and the heat sink block determined for each sample and C is defined as the
average temperature of the heat sink block for each sample (K). C is included in the equation to
normalize for any heat lost to the air at the heat sink. Tambient is the temperature in the laboratory at
the time of the experiment (K).
The results of the LTC experiments are discussed in the next section.

Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of the cross-section and top-view of the LTC device.
A. Cross section of device showing the insert for the heater cartridge on the heat source side of the device.
B. Top-view illustrating the four samples bridge stations that the device can occupy, using a thermocouple
for the heat source and heat sink side of each sample. Thermocouples were attached directly to the top of
each samples before screw-clamping everything into place.
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Figure 3.6. Images of homemade lateral thermal conductivity device and experimental setup.
A. Sample strips (0.7 cm x 0.4 cm) were clamped into the device between aluminum blocks with
thermocouple sensors placed directly on top of the samples on either side of channel. The top aluminum
blocks were tightened with screws into place to ensure good contact between the aluminum, the samples,
and the thermocouple sensors. An aluminum sample with no biographene coating was always run as a
reference. Samples with biographene coatings were run with the coating face down in the device so it was
in direct contact with the heat source chamber. B. A heater cartridge (1/4” diameter, 1” length, 100 W, 120
V, 200C) was inserted into the heater cartridge chamber and allowed to equilibrate for 35 minutes at 40˚C.
Once the heat source side of the device was showing less than 2˚C fluctuation in temperature the ∆T
between the source and sink side for each channel was recorded for 35 minutes to get an average ∆T for
each sample. C. Close-up of the insulation used during an experiment to minimize heat dissipation to the
air from the samples. D. Thermal conductivity measurement set-up including 8-channel thermocouple USB
data acquisition module (OMEGA) and power stat connection to the heater cartridge used to heat the
thermal conductivity device. Example of device insulation using Styrofoam is also shown. The heat sink
side of the device was not insulated.
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3.6 Thermal Conductivities of Graphene Radiators
Biographene coatings on aluminum were fabricated by first exfoliating graphite into
graphene using the simple stir method reported in Chapter 2. Free protein was removed from the
suspensions via centrifugation and the graphene samples were further concentrated in this step.
This gave high concentration graphene suspensions with a minimum BSA concentration. This stirformulation was found to form superior, stable coatings by simply drop-casting and drying on
aluminum foil, after extensive optimization of the coating method was done (discussed in Sections
3.3 and 3.4).
The equation developed to calculate lateral thermal conductivity of the samples tested in
our apparatus was presented as Equation 3-1. We present these calculations with the
understanding that the evaluation of lateral thermal conductivity here is not entirely accurate due
to the nature of our homemade device. Biographene coatings of different thicknesses were
measured in the device against aluminum controls and the results are shown in Table 3.3. Table
3.3 indicates the K value for both the biographene radiator (column 4) as well as the calculated K
value for just the graphene component of the coating (column 5). The former is calculated with
the total thickness of the biographene coating (shown in parentheses in column 4), whereas the
latter only takes the thickness of graphene into consideration (does not include any added thickness
caused by the BSA in the biographene sample, shown in column 2).
The results in the table show that a single coating of biographene gives a composite K value
of 230 W m-1 K-1, comparing well with a commercially available graphene/aluminum sample glued
with an adhesive (488 W m-1 K-1). Next, K value of the graphene layer for the single coating sample
was calculated to be of 684 W m-1 K-1, which is about 1.5 times higher than the commercial sample
(488 W m-1 K-1, 40 µm thick), but the latter required a thermal adhesive to adhere commercial
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graphene to aluminum. This result corroborated the high quality of the graphene made using the
stir method and proved that an adhesive layer is not necessary for making useful composites of
biographene with aluminum substrates. Significantly, our lab found that commercially purchased
graphene made in n-butyl acetate failed to bond to the aluminum substrate without adhesives so
they could not be tested.

Sample

Biographene
Coating Estimated
Thickness

Graphene
Coating
Estimated
Thickness
(µm)

∆T
(Between
Heat
Source
and Heat
Sink,
Kelvin)

K value of
biographene
(watts m-1
K-1)

K value of
graphene
component
of
Biographene
(watts m-1
K-1)

Fraction
of the
Commercial
K value of
Graphene

Commercial
graphene
sample with
adhesive

-

40

7.6

488 ± 52

488

100%

Biographene
(1 coat)

6

2

14

230 ± 40

684

140%

Biographene
(4 coats)

25

9

13.7

78 ± 16

232

48%

Biographene
(5 coats)

31

11

13.6

68 ± 14

202

41%

Biographene
(9 coats)

56

19

12.4

78 ± 15

233

48%

Table 3.3. Lateral Thermal Conductivity Measurement Results.
Thicknesses shown in column 2 are the thicknesses of the graphene in each sample and do not include BSA
thickness. Thicknesses of graphene were estimated using the calculated density of the biographene (1.4 g
cm-3). The density of biographene was calculated using the estimated density of the graphene (2.2 g cm3 124
) and an estimated density of BSA (1.0 g cm-3) in conjunction with the mass ratio of BSA: graphene in
a biographene sample (0.9:1 mg:mg).
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Figure 3.7. Calculated lateral thermal conductivities of biographene/aluminum.
A. Here, the calculated lateral thermal conductivity for each of the biographene/aluminum samples made
with a different amount of coatings is plotted against the estimated thickness of the biographene on
aluminum. The apparent increase in thermal resistance that occurs with an increase in biographene sample
thickness does not appear to scale linearly with sample thickness, however not enough samples were tested
to make a significant claim about this relationship. B. Comparison of lateral thermal conductivity values
calculated for a commercial graphene (Global Graphene Group) sample (40 µm thickness) attached to
aluminum foil (25 µm) with a thermal adhesive layer, one coat of biographene (2 µm thick), four coats of
biographene (9 µm thick), five coats of biographene (11 µm thick) and nine coats of biographene (19 µm
thick) on 25 µm thick aluminum foil. All samples were tested in the same homemade LTC-measuring
device. It is apparent that the biographene on aluminum sample made with only one coat compares best
with the commercial graphene sample.
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Interestingly, Table 3.3 and Figure 3.7 show that increasing the number of biographene
coatings on aluminum beyond a single coating caused a significant decrease in the calculated
thermal conductivity of the graphene. Literature reports show a decrease in thermal conductivity
at room temperature in going from a bilayer graphene sample to a 4-layer sample of 2800 to 1300
W m-1 K-1. This decrease has been attributed to cross-plane coupling of low energy phonons and
said that despite an increase in heat transport channels with increasing graphene layers, these extra
channels do not transmit heat effectively.128
Our coating fabrication process is not comparable to that of graphene layers grown via
CVD methods as are many of the samples that are tested for thermal conductivity and therefore
deserves some discussion here. The through-plane (perpendicular) thermal conductivity value
reported for the commercial sample used in this study is 3-5 W m-1 K-1.The through plane thermal
conductivity of graphene is said to be restricted by the weak van der Waals interactions that
connect graphene layers. 125 It is plausible that the BSA in our graphene sample significantly
decreases this perpendicular thermal conductivity value, by providing an insulating layer, and
thereby causing a higher thermal resistance with increasing sample thickness. Additionally, the
room temperature thermal conductivity of BSA was previously found to be 0.231 W m-1 K-1 when
testing dried BSA films, which is significantly lower than that of perpendicular thermal
conductivity of graphene.126 Room temperature thermal conductivities of graphite and graphite
materials range from 70 to 2200 W m-1 K-1 in the literature depending on experimental conditions.
127

With increasing number of biographene coatings on aluminum there was a noticeable
increase in sample surface roughness that may in turn have caused increased contact resistance for
thermal conduction between the heat source, the sample, and the heat sink surfaces (Figure 3.8).
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This is one possible explanation for why our sample with only one coat of biographene showed
significantly higher in-plane thermal conductivity than the samples with more coatings, as seen in
Figure 3.7. But this roughness should increase with number of coatings, and conductivity should
drop with increasing number of coatings. This is not the case, after the first coating.
For the thicker samples, the biographene coatings are dried onto previously made
biographene coatings. Once drop-casted and dried, the biographene coatings are extremely
hydrophobic. When subsequent coatings are drop-casted onto the previous biographene layer, they
immediately bead up and often require manual spreading. We hypothesize that the BSA attached
to the biographene sheets may be rearranging to expose hydrophobic segments to the air as the
coatings dry, subsequently burying hydrophilic segments of the BSA into the coating. This could
be because the air/solid interface will have lower free energy, if hydrophobic groups are exposed
to the air phase while burying the hydrophilic groups away from contact with air. Low polarity of
air could explain this odd behavior.
As another biographene/water suspension is added to a dried coating, this causes repulsion
of hydrophilic BSA residues and more rearranging of the protein at the graphene sheet surface,
possibly causing uneven stacking of the biographene layers. This uneven stacking results in more
roughness on the surface and subsequently more contact thermal resistance between the sample
and heat contacts. This could result in significant decrease in K value calculated for samples with
4, 5 and 9 coats of biographene.
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Figure 3.8. Full-size biographene radiators made with different numbers of coatings on aluminum.
A. 2 µm thick Biographene coating on 10x10 cm aluminum foil (25 µm). B. 9 µm thick biographene coating
on 10 x10 cm aluminum foil (25 µm). C. Full size biographene radiators on 10x10 cm aluminum (25 µm
thick) of various biographene thicknesses. From left to right 9 µm, 11 µm and 2 µm estimated biographene
thickness.
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In summary, the drop in measured thermal conductivity for the thicker biographene
samples is hypothesized to be due to two possible effects: (1) greater vertical thermal resistance
due to the very low thermal conductivity of the intervening protein layers, and (2) greater thermal
contact resistance with the measurement device due to higher surface roughness for the thicker
samples.
The stacking of few-layer biographene inherently deviates from the single layer graphene that has
been shown to have in-plane thermal conductivities as high as 3,000-5,000 W m-1 K-1.5,116 While
coatings of biographene may not be ideal for devices with strict lateral thermal conductivity needs,
they could be used effectively in devices requiring heat radiators as well as gradients of heat.
Consequently, these coatings on aluminum have a variety of applications in corrosion resistance,
and lightweight heat radiators.117
The reported in-plane thermal conductivity of the commercial sample was given as 1600
W m-1 K-1; and single-coat biographene radiator gave a K value of about 684 W m-1 K-1. This is a
step towards easier production of better graphene radiators at lower costs that also do not require
an additional adhesive layer. The adhesive layer decreases the effective heat transport, adds extra
step in the manufacturing and contributes to unnecessary extra cost.
As can be seen in Figure 3.9, our biographene coatings exhibit lateral thermal conductivity
values at room temperature that are comparable to those reported in the literature for FLG using a
variety of different methods and number of graphene layers (reported/range reported: 1300, 150327, 389-596 W m-1 K-1 ).128,129,130 Measurements shown in columns 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 3.9, use
single multilayer flakes of graphene and are expected to be better than graphene coatings.
Measurements in columns 4 and 5 used graphene coatings and were measured using a homemade
device (Figure 3.6).
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3.7 Electrical Conductivity Measurements
In addition to thermal conductivity studies, we also examined the electrical conductivities
of the radiators for possible use as both radiators and capacitors to store solar energy. We coated
biographene on cellulose and tested its electrical conductivity (Figure 3.10) against a known
commercial sample coated on aluminum. Single coating of biographene (0.4 µm) on cellulose
paper had a conductivity of 1600 S/m, which could be potentially increased with a higher loadings
of biographene. As a comparison, biographene made in a kitchen blender exhibited a conductivity
of 32,000 S/m on cellulose paper at a loading of 650 µg cm-2, and about 3 µm thickness.64
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Comparison of Reported Thermal Conductivities of
Few Layer Graphene at Room Temperature
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of FLG LTC at room temperature reported in the literature.
A number of different graphene coatings as well as methods for measurement were chosen for
comparison ranging from 3-8 layer graphene, with and without substrates. The lateral thermal
conductivity measured for the current study (684 W m-1 K-1) compares well with other reports in the
literature, while also eliminating the need for an adhesive layer on aluminum.128,129,130
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Figure 3.10. Images of Biographene coated on cellulose paper and the commercial graphene sample used
for electrical conductivity testing. A. Image of Biographene coated on cellulose paper for electrical
conductivity testing. B. Image of commercial graphene coating of graphene thickness of 40 µm on
aluminum. The reported electrical conductivity value of the commercial sample is 8,000 S/cm (see technical
data sheet below). See Section 3.8.7 for electrical conductivity experimental details.

3.8 Materials and Methods
3.8.1 Thermo-cycling Measurements.
Biographene samples were simply drop-casted onto pre-massed pieces of aluminum and allowed
to dry at room temperature before massing again. Once samples were dried they were holepunched and affixed to a glass microscope slide with Go2Glue (Loctite) glue (24 hole-punches per
slide). The glass slides were then placed on a hot plate and covered with an inverted glass bath,
where the local environment was estimated to be about 80˚C, for 25 minutes. The samples were
then removed from the hotplate, allowed to sit at room temperature for ten minutes and then placed
in an enclosed container with dry ice, where the temperature was about -65˚C, for 25 minutes. This
process was repeated ten times for each set of hole-punched samples and images of the samples
were taken before and after the thermo-cycling.
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3.8.2. ImageJ Analysis of Thermocycled Samples.
Images of each set of samples before and after thermocycling were uploaded into ImageJ software.
The mean gray value (MGV) feature was used to determine a greyscale value for each holepunch.
To normalize the lighting from picture to picture, a MGV was determined for the white background
of each slide samples were attached to and used as a blank. Each sample MGV was divided by the
white background blank and then the percent difference in MGV was found between each sample
before and after thermocyling (Equation 3-2).
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Equation 3-2
In Equation 3-2 SampleF and BlankF indicate the sample value after thermocycling and SampleI
and BlankI indicate the initial value.
3.8.3 Lateral Thermal Conductivity Measurements.
Lateral thermal conductivity measurements were made using the homemade device as described
in Figure S13. For the setup a TC-08: 8 Channel Thermocouple USB Data Acquisition Module
(OMEGA) was connected to at least 4 surface thermocouples with self-adhesive backing
(OMEGA) which were attached directly to either side of the sample bridge. Samples were made
from 0.7 cm x 0.4 cm strips of aluminum (0.001” thick, TED PELLA, Inc.). Using the logging
software for the TC-08 device the temperature for each thermocouple was continuously monitored
(1 point per second) for the entirety of the experiment. A rheostat was connected to a ¼” diameter,
1” long heater cartridge (100 W, 120V, 200˚C, OMEGA) and set so the cartridge would have a
temperature of about 40˚C. The heat source side was allowed to equilibrate at about 40˚C for 35
minutes before recording the thermocouple temperatures on the heat sink side. The biographene
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samples were compared to a commercial graphene sample (40 µm thickness) made with an
adhesive. The technical data sheet for the commercial sample (Global Graphene Group) can be
found at the following site:
https://www.theglobalgraphenegroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/TDS-for-AT1500-40.pdf
3.8.4 Radiator Fabrication.
Full size (10 cm x 10 cm) radiators were made by simply drop-casting biographene solutions (free
BSA removed) onto flattened pieces of aluminum (pre-massed) or by first folding aluminum into
boats with a 10 cm x 10 cm base and filling with biographene solution and allowing to dry at room
temperature. Once the coating was dry another coating was deposited with the same method. The
aluminum foil used was 25 µm thick.
3.8.5 Shear Reactor Graphene.
Before making graphene in the flow reactor, as discussed in Chapter 2, graphene samples were
made using a shear reactor (IKA-T25 Digital Ultra Turrax). For this process, the BSA solutions
and graphite powder (and Urea where used) were added to a 50 mL Eppendorf tube, which was
held in place in an iced bath or water bath under the reactor depending on the exfoliation
conditions. The shear reactor shaft was placed into the solution and turned on to 9.0 krpm for five
minutes at a time. After 5 minutes of shear time it was switched off and allowed to cool for five
minutes. This process was repeated for a total of 30 minutes shear time. Samples were then
centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 45 minutes to remove and unexfoliated graphite.
3.8.6 Graphene production for full-size radiator fabrication.
The graphene used to make full size radiators and test the biographene thermal conductivity was
made as explained in Chapter 2, using the simple stir method.
3.8.7 Electrical conductivity testing.
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Using a multi-meter we tested the resistance of each sample and got a resistance value of 1.8 Ω
and 89.4 kΩ for the commercial sample and biographene respectively. Using the equations R =
ρL/A and σ=1/ρ, where R is the resistance in ohms, ρ is the resistivity, L is the distance between
two probes in meters (.03 m), A is the thickness of the sample multiplied by the diameter of the
probe (.001 m) in meters and σ is the conductivity in S/m. The reported electrical conductivity
value of the commercial sample is 8,000 S/cm (see technical data sheet below). We used the known
electrical conductivity of the commercial sample and its reported thickness (40 µm) to calibrate
our results. The thickness of biographene on our sample was calculated to be about 0.4 µm, using
the density of graphene (2.2 g/cm3) and a biographene loading of 100 µg/cm2.
https://www.theglobalgraphenegroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/TDS-for-AT1500-40.pdf

3.8 Concluding Remarks
Biographene suspensions were coated on aluminum and tested for thermal conductivity
applications. First a number of different biographene suspensions and coating methods were tested
to determine the most efficient coating method that resulted in robust, stable coatings. These
optimization studies showed that the single coating of biographene on aluminum was able to
withstand ten thermocycles with very little change or damage to the graphene coating.
A homemade thermal conductivity apparatus was developed in order to perform high
throughput testing of the lateral thermal conductivities of biographene coatings on aluminum. This
device was made following known principles of thermodynamics and can be made and modified
by other research labs to analyze and compare lateral thermal conductivities of different coatings
on materials like aluminum.
The thermal conductivity of the graphene in our biographene sample was calculated to be
684 W m-1 K-1, a value greater than that of a commercial sample by 18%. Biographene coatings
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on aluminum could be highly advantageous for thermal management of devices that necessitate
lightweight, stable coatings such as the solar arrays on space crafts. The ability to easily coat
aluminum with biographene by simply drop-casting multiple layers also makes it advantageous
for applications that require gradients of heat dissipation as the coatings can be easily tapered in
any pattern.
The experiments presented in this chapter provide an important stepping stone in the
design, optimization, analysis, and application of different coatings for lightweight thermal
management.ii

ii

Sections of this chapter were adapted with permission from Puglia, M. K.; Aziz, S.; Brady, K. M.; O’Neill, M.;
Kumar, C. V., Stirred Not Shaken: Facile Production of High-Quality, High-Concentration Graphene Aqueous
Suspensions Assisted by a Protein. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2020, 12 (3), 3815-3826. Copyright
(2020) American Chemical Society.
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Chapter 4 : Applications of Biographene: Graphene Infused Protein
Hydrogels for Enzyme Catalysis Applications
4.1 Abstract
In this chapter we will discuss one of the many applications of biophilized graphene;
enzyme catalysis platforms. Simple and robust platforms allowing for the enhancement of enzyme
activity retention and stability are highly desirable in industrial settings. In this context, we report
an environmentally friendly, inexpensive, facile platform to enhance the stability of enzymes used
in biocatalysis, and sensing, in cellulose paper. Previously it was demonstrated that a modular
approach using EDC chemistry, bovine serum albumin, arginine and the desired enzyme creates a
bio-gel in less than five minutes. Here we have enhanced this technology with graphene
synthesized in our lab using bovine serum albumin (biographene, bGr). The biographene acts as
an enzyme stabilizing support, as well as an electron carrier allowing for more efficient
enzyme/substrate reactions. These biographene gels were drop-cast and coated onto Whatman 1
cellulose paper to create a porous, stable and enzymatically active platform. Glucose oxidase and
horseradish peroxidase were added to the protein hydrogel-cellulose conjugate in order to test the
enzyme activity towards the glucose substrate using an ABTS colorimetric assay. The addition of
biographene to the protein hydrogel enhanced enzyme thermal stability up to 65˚C and is stable at
room temperature for over four weeks. This hydrogel approach allows for greater than 95%
enzyme loading retention in the cellulose after extensive washing of the paper conjugates. This
established approach could be used for different temperature sensitive enzymes, as well as a variety
of different applications in biocatalysis, drug delivery, and sensing.
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4.2 Introduction
Biophilized graphene has many applications in biological chemistry due to its solubility in
water, thermal conductivity, stability, and electrical conductivity. These include biomolecule
sensing, drug-delivery, implantable devices, and enzyme stability platforms.64,65,131 Herein, we
have combined protein hydrogel coated cellulose with biographene to develop a platform for
increased enzyme stability.132
Enzymes are abundant and versatile biological machines that act to accelerate reactions in
living species. 133,134 These biocatalysts are large, structurally defined organic molecules, and are
considered sustainable because they are derived via environmentally friendly processes from raw
biological materials, such as plants and livestock.135
Their ability to catalyze versatile biochemical reactions at physiological temperatures,
pressures and under aqueous conditions makes them promising resources for the development of
environmentally-friendly industrial production methods for making pharmaceuticals drugs and
fine chemicals. 133,135, 136
One of the inherent advantages of enzymes is their specificity to the reactions they catalyze.
Certain enzymes will only catalyze reactions where they identify specific bonds such as disulfide
bonds, while others can even distinguish between enantiomers of racemic substances in a
solution.137,138
However, enzymes are not without limitations, especially when they are removed from
their specific biological systems. Enzymes are very sensitive to environments with high ionic
strength, high temperatures, as well as organic solvents. 139,140 Industrial reaction conditions often
disrupt the structure and activity of the enzyme making them non-ideal catalysts.
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Enzyme stability constraints are an important factor to be considered when contemplating
the use of enzymes as industrial catalysts. Denatured enzymes lose their specificity and often their
function, rendering them useless in catalytic reactions. Therefore, it is imperative to focus attention
on maximizing their stability, and one approach is to increase the free-energy gap between the
native state of the protein and the denatured state. 133
In order to overcome the disadvantages of enzymes, our group has investigated the binding
of enzymes to 2D nanosheet platforms as nano-shields. 141 , 142 This strategy is thought to be
effective in its ability to limit the conformational freedom of an enzyme molecule through
attachment at an interface. Attachment to a nanosheet surface thereby decreases the entropy of the
enzyme’s denatured state, while simultaneously increasing the Gibbs free energy of denaturation
(Figure 4.1). 143 ,142 Potentially, the attachment of enzymes to 2D-material interfaces through
covalent or non-covalent links would allow for enzymes to overcome certain limitations associated
with their denaturation, recyclability, stability and catalytic powers, rendering them even more
valuable tools for industrial application.
In this chapter, the idea of combining 2D nanosheet technology, developed in our group,
with that of paper-based chemistry, also developed in our group, is explored to create a universal
enzyme catalysis platform for high temperature enzyme stabilization and application.
There are many advantages to paper-based biocatalysis, including a high surface area to
volume ratio of the support, its flexibility, high porosity, low cost, biocompatibility, sustainbility
and biodegradability. Cellulose platforms allow for power free transport of fluids, via capillary
action, and the ability to store reagents in the fiber network in a solid form. 144 Cellulose is
inexpensive, the most abundant organic polymer on this planet, and has shown great promise as a
platform to enhance enzyme stability for catalysis and photometric assays/sensors.145,146 However,
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cellulose is an inert material that is seldom directly attached to biomolecules. 147 Developed
enzyme-cellulose attachment methods often result in low enzyme activity or even enzyme
deactivation.145 Attachment methods that do not limit enzyme activity are rarely universal to all
enzymes, a serious drawback of current biocatalysis.
In 2018, our group developed a simple and fast method to produce protein hydrogels using
BSA, arginine and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and then it was used
to stabilize enzymes in a cellulose paper as a support platform. Different enzymes were embedded
within the protein hydrogel matrix and it was then simply coated onto cellulose paper. The protein
hydrogel formed a stable coating on the cellulose fibers, circumventing the need to covalently
attach the enzymes to cellulose.148 Entrapment of enzymes into the BSA hydrogels allowed for
stability at room temperature, avoiding the cold chain, and it has been an easy and robust method
to create paper-based bioreactors and enzyme assays. However, these gels were not stable above
room temperature, and enzyme stability in heated environments was not achieved.
4.3 Biographene Infused Protein Hydrogels
The hypothesis that enzyme-BSA-hydrogel coatings on cellulose can be further stabilized
by the infusion of 2D materials such as biographene (bGr) is tested in this chapter. This hypothesis
is based on the proven ability of biographene nanosheets to stabilize enzymes adsorbed to their
surface, by limiting their conformational freedom, and increase the Gibb’s Free energy required
for enzyme denaturation (Figure 4.1).141,142,143 Biographene as mentioned previously, is also
thermally-conductive, stable, and offers electron-conductive enzyme attachment points. An
additional advantage of our biographene is its solubility and stability in water due to the BSA on
its surface. This property allowed for the adaptation of the previous method of making BSA-
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hydrogels by simply adding the biographene to the reaction medium. The details of synthesis and
characterization are discussed in the next section.

Figure 4.1. Enzyme stabilization mechanism for the proposed bGr-BSA-Enz-hydrogel coating on cellulose.
The native state of the enzyme is stabilized via attachment to the bGr nanosheet and through interlocking
by the hydrogel and cellulose fibers causing an increase in the Gibb’s free energy (∆G) of denaturation of
the enzyme. This in turn, causes a decrease in the entropy (∆S) of denaturation of the adsorbed enzyme
versus the free enzyme.
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4.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization of Graphene-BSA-Enzyme-Cellulose Bioreactors
The bGr-BSA-hydrogels (bGr-BSA-H) were produced by first making biographene
solutions as discussed in Chapter 2. BSA (1.25 mM) was then added to the biographene and stirred.
BSA was simply dissolved in water for the control sample (BSA-H). To this, arginine (100 mM)
and the desired enzymes of study were added (1-2 mg mL-1). In this case we wished to test the
enzyme cascade of glucose oxidase (2 mg ml-1) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (1 mg ml-1).
The bGr-BSA-H and BSA-H loaded with enzyme are denoted as bGr-BSA-Enz-H and BSA-EnzH, respectively. EDC (150 mM) was added under stirring, solution pH was adjusted to 4.5-5 with
dilute HCl.
Once the pH was adjusted, the solution was immediately drop-casted onto a piece of
Whatman 1 filter paper and allowed to form a gel and dry at room temperature for two hours. The
solution was drop-casted immediately because the gel was found to form in <3 minutes after the
pH adjustment. The loaded Whatman 1 filter paper was washed three times in water. This bGrBSA-Enz-H fabrication procedure is shown in Figure 4.2.
A schematic cross-section view of the bGr-BSA-Enz-H is shown in Figure 4.3. This
procedure was optimized to ensure all the enzyme is embedded in the matrix and this was
confirmed by examining the washes. Less than 0.1% of BSA and enzyme washed off of the filter
paper, when subjected three sequential washes after enzyme loading. Masses of the filter paper
before and after each production step were recorded and the final loading of enzyme per cm2
(mg/cm2) determined. These enzyme loadings data were used to normalize the enzyme activity
data, in subsequent studies.
Both the free-standing hydrogels and the hydrogel coated cellulose paper were also
characterized by scanning electron microscopy, seen in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. These images
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suggest that enzyme coated cellulose platforms have fine pores allowing for transport of liquids
and substrate materials. The SEM images of the lyophilized bGr-BSA hydrogel samples also
indicate that the hydrogels are porous themselves, allowing access to enzymes embedded in their
structure.

Figure 4.2. Synthesis method for biographene infused protein hydrogel coatings on cellulose. This method
provides a universal attachment method for all enzymes and could be a modular approach to enhance
thermal stability of biomolecules.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic cross-section view of the bGr hydrogel cellulose platform for universal enzyme
stabilization. At the top left an image of a biographene infused protein hydrogel (bGr-BSA-H) coated on
Whatman 1 filter paper. Below, at the bottom left, is the scanning electron microscopy image of the
hydrogel coated cellulose. To the right is the schematic view of the cross section of a bGr-BSA-H loaded
with enzyme (bGr-BSA-Enz-H) coated cellulose fiber.
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Figure 4.4. Images and Characterization of hydrogel coated cellulose paper. A. Bare Whatman 1 filter
paper image and corresponding SEM image below. B. BSA-H coated Whatman 1 filter paper image and
corresponding SEM image below. C. bGr-BSA-H coated Whatman 1 filter paper and corresponding SEM
image below.

Figure 4.5. Images of formed BSA and bGr-BSA hydrogels. A. BSA hydrogel (BSA-H) formed in a
microcentrifuge tube. B. bGr-BSA hydrogel formed in a microcentrifuge tube (bGr-BSA-H). C-D. SEM
images the cross-section of a lyophilized bGr-BSA-H, depicting the pore structure.
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Figure 4.6. ABTS Assay using the glucose oxidase and horse radish peroxidase enzyme cascade. A. The
initial quartz cuvette containing the enzyme loaded bGr-BSA hydrogel coated Whatman 1 filter paper strip,
ABTS (1 mM) in phosphate buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4). B. The quartz cuvette after the assay reaction now
containing a mixture of glucose/glucanolactone, ABTS*+ in phosphate buffer. C. UV-Visible absorbance
spectra of ABTS versus the ABTS radical cation (ABTS*+). D. UV-Visible absorbance spectra captured
from the initial cuvette solution to the cuvette solution after adding glucose (red to pink).
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Protein Hydrogel Sample
Abbreviation
bGr-BSA-H
BSA-H
bGr-BSA-Enz-H

BSA-Enz-H

Description
bGr infused protein hydrogel with no additional enzyme added.
These were coated on cellulose paper to run as ABTS assay
controls.
Protein hydrogel with no additional enzyme added. These were
coated on cellulose paper to run as ABTS assay controls.
bGr infused protein hydrogel with the addition of enzymes (GOx
and HRP). These were coated on cellulose fibers to test the enzyme
activity in the bGr infused gel.
Protein hydrogel with the addition of enzymes (GOx and HRP).
These were coated on cellulose fibers to test the enzyme activity in
the protein hydrogel. (No bGr added).

Solution-Phase Sample
Abbreviation

Description

Enzyme kinetics sample done in a 0.4 mg/mL bGr solution, made in
bGr-Enz
10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The free enzyme was tested in
solution, no hydrogel was made.
Enzyme kinetics sample done in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4.
Enz
No addition of bGr to the solution. The free enzyme was tested in
solution, no hydrogel was made.
Table 4.1. Summary and clarification of all sample descriptors in this chapter.
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4.4 Enzyme Activity
To test enzyme activities, the ABTS (2,2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic
acid)) activity assay was run with enzymes embedded in the BSA-hydrogel and bGr-BSAhydrogel coatings, with and without the cellulose matrix. The ABTS assay involved the glucose
oxidase (GOx) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme cascade. As GOx catalyzes the
oxidation of D-glucose by oxygen into D-gluconolactone, it releases H2O2 as the byproduct.149
HRP then catalyzes the oxidation of ABTS by the released H2O2 into the ABTS radical cation
(ABTS*+) which produces a dark color due to absorption at 420 nm.150,151 (Figure 4.6).
To test the activity of the GOx and HRP embedded into hydrogel coated cellulose
platforms, 0.8 x 2.5 cm strips of the coated filter paper were placed at the bottom of a quartz cuvette
(folded into an upside-down U-shape) containing a 1 mM solution of ABTS in phosphate buffer
(10 mM, pH 7.4). Glucose was added (1 mM) and the reaction kinetics monitored by recording
sample absorbance at 420 nm. The protein hydrogel coated cellulose paper strips were successfully
used at room temperature and 60˚C to perform enzyme kinetic assay studies. The optimization of
their coating procedure resulted in robust, stable, and easy to use strips whose production could be
easily scaled-up for industrial production.
The results of the ABTS assays done using the protein hydrogel coated cellulose strips are
shown in Figure 4.7 and the solution phase control results are shown in Figure 4.8. A review of
the nomenclature used in this chapter is given in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 summarizes the samples
tested, their specific rates, as well as their specific activities as compared to the free enzyme in
solution. The paper strips were left on the benchtop for over 24 hours and like-samples fully
retained their specific enzyme activity after storage.
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Figure 4.7. Enzyme kinetic ABTS assays with protein hydrogel coated cellulose strips at 24˚C (A.) and
60˚C (B.) Both plots A and B show bGr-BSA-Enz-H (pink), BSA-Enz-H (orange), bGr-BSA-H (blue), and
BSA-H (green). bGr-BSA-H and BSA-H samples are the bGr-BSA-hydrogel and BSA-hydrogel coated
onto cellulose paper strips without the enzymes added, as control samples. The loadings of GOx and bGr
in each sample per 1 mg of paper are given in parenthesis.
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Figure 4.8. Enzyme kinetic ABTS assay solution phase control at 24˚C and 60˚C. The samples done at
24˚C are shown in orange and green. The orange data set shows the solution kinetics done in 0.4 mg/mL
biographene solution in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4. The green data set shows the solution kinetics in
10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4 with no addition of graphene. The samples done after equilibrating at 60˚C
are shown in blue and pink. The pink data set shows the solution kinetics done in 0.4 mg/mL biographene
solution in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4. The blue data set shows the solution kinetics done in 10 mM
phosphate buffer pH 7.4 with no addition of graphene.
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At room temperature, the bGr-BSA-Enz-H (pink) sample had a specific rate of 0.2
mol/mol, whereas the sample without bGr (BSA-Enz-H, orange) had a specific rate of 0.05
mol/mol, a 4-fold decrease in enzyme activity. The considerable increase in enzyme activity seen
in the bGr infused sample could be due to enzyme attachment to bGr sheets constricting the
enzymes movement, and decreasing the entropy of the enzymes’ denatured states, thereby
decreasing denaturation. It is also possible that attachment to bGr by both HRP and GOx allows
for closer proximity, and more efficient transfer of H2O2 molecules between them, promoting the
overall reaction.141,142,152
The results show that in comparison to the free enzyme in solution (specific rate 15.4
mol/mol) the paper strips restricted specific enzyme activity (0.05-0.2 mol/mol). However, it is
hard to make a direct comparison between the solution and paper-phase samples. The solution
samples were made fresh and kept at 4˚C before being run, whereas the paper samples underwent
three washing cycles, over four hours of drying on the bench top, and some triplicates were run
after one full day on the benchtop. For this reason, we believe that this method could be a useful
method for storing and performing enzyme assays in resource limited settings. Next, the bGr-BSAEnz-H paper conjugates were tested for high temperature enzymology applications.
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ABTS Assay At Room Temperature (24˚C)
In Paper (370 mg)
In Solution
Material

GOx
Loading
(mg/disk)

Specific
Rate

Specific
Activity

Material

[GOx]
(µM)

[Graphene
] mg/mL

Specific
Rate

Specific
Activity

1.6

Graphene
Loading
(mg/disk)
5.60

bGr-BSAEnz-H
BSA-EnzH
bGr-BSAH
BSA-H

0.2

1.3%

0.13

0.40

15.4

100%

1.6

0.00

0.05

0.3%

bGrEnz
Enz

0.13

0.00

15.4

100%

0.00

5.60

0.00

0%

0.00

0.00

0.00

0%

ABTS Assay At 60˚C
In Paper (370 mg)
Material

GOx
Loading
(mg/disk)

bGr-BSAEnz-H
BSA-EnzH
bGr-BSAH
BSA-H

In Solution

Specific
Rate

Specific
Activity

Material

[GOx]
(µM)

[Graphene
] mg/mL

Specific
Rate

Specific
Activity

1.6

Graphene
Loading
(mg/disk)
5.60

0.1

2.2%

0.13

0.40

0.0

0%

1.6

0.00

0.005

0.1%

bGrEnz
Enz

0.13

0.00

4.6

100%

0.00

5.60

0.00

0%

0.00

0.00

0.00

0%

Table 4.2. Summary of enzyme kinetic ABTS assay results at 24˚C and 60˚C for the hydrogel coated
cellulose strips and the solution phase controls. In this table enzyme (Enz) is used to denote the enzyme
studied in this report; glucose oxidase and HRP. Specific activities are given as compared to the free enzyme
in solution at 24˚C or 60˚C, without addition of bGr.
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The ABTS assay at 60˚C showed an overall reduction in enzyme specific rate in
comparison to room temperature samples, however, interestingly, the bGr-BSA-Enz-H (0.1
mol/mol) had a specific rate 20X higher than that of the BSA-Enz-H sample (0.005 mol/mol). This
was an exciting result and showed a critical role for biographene in enzyme stabilization and
augmentation beyond the protection offered by the hydrogel matrix around the cellulose fibers.
This enhanced stability is due to the increase in Gibbs free energy of denaturation by a decrease in
the entropy of denaturation due to the constraints imposed by the biographene sheets.145
The increase in specific rate may also be due to stabilization of the assay product, ABTS*+
at this higher temperature. However, more studies are needed to elicit the reasoning behind the
apparent increase in specific enzyme activity over the BSA-Enz-H sample.
Another interesting aspect of the results was the fact that at 60˚C the solution phase enzyme
kinetics show the bGr-Enz specific rate to be 0 mol/mol whereas the sample without bGr had a
specific rate of 4.6 mol/mol. As expected there was a decrease in the specific rate seen from the
room temperature results, however the sample trend was reversed in solution. The lack of enzyme
activity seen in the bGr spiked sample may be due to aggregation of the bGr at 60˚C, disrupting
the enzyme activity, which would have been prevented in the paper sample by the formation of
the hydrogel. The results of this study suggest that the increase in specific rate seen in the bGr
infused hydrogel samples is not due to bGr stabilizing the ABTS*+ at higher temperatures. It should
be noted that the solution samples were not run with BSA in the solution, and therefore it is not
BSA stabilizing the ABTS*+ at 60˚C in the solution phase sample.
Overall the results of the ABTS enzyme kinetic assays at 60˚C are very promising for the
bGr-BSA-Enz-H coatings and their ability to stabilize enzymes at high temperatures. This
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preliminary work demonstrates a possible new universal method for enzyme stabilization, however
further studies are needed and will be discussed in the Conclusions and Future Work section below.
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4.6 Materials and Methods
4.6.1 Production and Characterization of biographene (bGr).
The biographene used in this study was made and characterized as described in Chapter 2. The
bGr infused hydrogel samples were made in a 7 mg ml-1 biographene solution in water that
contained 3-5 layer graphene sheets. The biographene used here was washed to remove any free
protein from solution before beginning.
4.6.2 Enzyme Loading Determination.
Before depositing the BSA-Enz-H or bGr-BSA-Enz-H coatings on the Whatman 1 filter paper the
filter paper was dried and massed. After depositing the BSA-Enz-H or bGr-BSA-Enz-H coatings,
the samples were dried at room temperature for two hours (longer if needed) and then the samples
were massed again. The sample was then put into fresh containers of water with a known volume
and put on a tilt plate for twenty minutes. After the twenty minutes was up the water was removed
and saved for sampling and fresh water was deposited into the container for twenty more minutes
on the tilt-plate. The water was then collected and saved and the washing process was repeated
one more time for a total of three washes. The water collected after each wash was analyzed for
protein peaks in a UV-Vis spectrometer and the known volume of water was used to correlate the
concentration to a loss of protein mass from the coated cellulose sample. After washing the sample
was once again dried for two hours and re-massed to determine any discernable changes in mass.
4.6.3 Enzyme Activity Assessment: Paper Conjugates.
Glucose oxidase (2 mg/mL), HRP (1 mg/mL), arginine (100 mM) were added to a 1.25 mM BSA
solution. pH was adjusted to 5. EDC (150 mM) was dissolved in the solution and immediately 800
µL were drop-casted onto a Whatman 1 filter paper (7 cm diameter). These were dried at room
temperature for two hours, washed three times with water, re-dried and massed. They were then
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cut into 0.8 cm x 2.5 cm strips, folded into a U-shape at the bottom of the cuvette containing a 1
mM solution of ABTS in phosphate buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4). Glucose was added (1 mM) and the
reaction kinetics were monitored at 420 nm. For the sample conjugates done at 60˚C, the initial
cuvette contents were put into a heated kinetic cell and allowed to equilibrate at 60˚C for 12
minutes before beginning the assay. The cuvette was kept in the heated cell for the remainder of
the assay, and the temperature was monitored via thermocouple.
4.6.4 Enzyme Activity Assessment: Solution Phase.
Glucose oxidase (0.13 µM), HRP (0.03 µM), were added to 0.4 mg/mL bGr in 10 mM phosphate
buffer pH 7.4, or 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (no bGr added). These samples were stirred for
20 minutes and then assayed with the ABTS assay as above (1 mM glucose was added and the
kinetics were monitored at 420 nm). Samples done at 60˚C were equilibrated for 10-12 minutes at
60˚C before the assay.
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4.7 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
The work presented in this chapter indicates that bGr infused protein hydrogel coatings on
cellulose paper could be a novel and universal approach to attach and stabilize enzymes on a
flexible and biodegradeable platform. No specific enzyme conjugations or attachments were
necessary for this approach so it is reasonable to hypothesize that it would work for other enzymes
and other enzyme cascade systems. Adding bGr into the hydrogel coating showed a 4-fold increase
in enzyme activity at room temperature and a 20-fold increase at 60˚C over the sample made
without bGr. This may be the result of bGr’s ability to reduce the entropy of the enzymes’
denatured states via attachment, closer proximity of the enzymes and therefore more efficient
chemical transfer, as well as bGr’s high thermal conductivity. More studies are needed to assess
certain anomalies in the results here such as the decrease in specific activity seen in solution phase
when bGr was added.
Future work for this project should include a comparison of enzyme activity over time on
the benchtop to determine if there is an increase in enzyme lifetime. Long-term stability
experiments as well as paper strip recyclability experiments will be necessary to see if this system
can be employed on an industrial scale. It will also be interesting to experiment with different
enzyme systems and assays to see if this is truly a universal approach. Other types of assays will
also be important as it is very likely that some ABTS is binding to the cellulose fibers during these
reactions. It is also possible that there is an optimal bGr amount needed to achieve the highest
enzyme activity at all temperatures and therefore optimization studies of the bGr and BSA
concentrations added to the hydrogel are also necessary.
Another hitch with the current system is limited diffusion, as can be seen in the slight lag
of the kinetic assay slopes. Experiments to increase diffusion into the coated cellulose strips such
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as washing with base before coating could help with this, as well as determining the concentration
of ABTS that may be binding to cellulose fibers. This problem may also be solved by optimizing
the biographene and BSA concentration.
Although the results here are preliminary in nature they are promising and offer an exciting
new route towards a universal, biodegradable, and inexpensive method to stabilize proteins for
different assays.
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Chapter 5 : Applications of Biographene: bGr Coatings for Enhanced
SPR Sensing Capabilities
5.1 Abstract
This chapter will discuss another application of biographene, as described in Chapter 2, for
high sensitivity sensing of biomolecules such as proteins. Surface plasmon resonance is a diverse
tool to study non-covalent interactions between molecules in real time, without the need for sample
labeling or sample destruction. Biographene coated gold SPR chips were used here, for enhanced
biomolecule detection when compared to that of bare gold SPR chips. Biographene was simply
drop-casted onto gold SPR chips and allowed to dry at room temperature, which involved no
surface functionalization steps. The graphene coatings were characterized by scanning electron
microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, which indicated uniform coverage and
showed very low oxidation was incurred during the deposition process. Biographene coated chips
gave 35X higher sensitivity for a model protein, BSA, with a detection limit of 133 ng/mL when
compared to that with a bare gold chip (1.66 µg/mL). The biographene coatings were fully
reusable, the chips are completely regenerated by washing with a surfactant/acid combination,
online, without removing from the instrument. This approach also gave reproducible results with
a steady, flat baseline after the regeneration of the biographene SPR chip. Biographene enhanced
protein SPR detection is inexpensive, simple, and highly reproducible, opening the door to
advanced disease diagnostics. The details of these studies follow.
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5.2 Introduction
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is an optical detection method that monitors refractive
index changes near the surface of thin metal layers, such as gold and silver.153 SPR technology is
advantageous because it is a high-throughput, real-time, non-destructive, label-free technique that
can give a plethora of thermodynamic and equilibrium binding data about a biomolecule system
(KD, ∆H) using small sample sizes, allowing for inexpensive experiments. SPR is a very rapid,
low-maintenance method and can elicit binding specificity, and affinity, for many different
bonding events and interactions (protein-protein, protein-DNA, receptor-drug, enzyme-substrate,
protein-material) with a general detection limit on the order of 10 pg/mL.153 When coupled with
signal enhancement, and offline capture methods, SPR competes with state of the art detection of
cancer biomarkers, and remains a contender for the future of disease diagnostics. 154,155 In addition
to being an advantageous sensing and diagnostic technique, SPR is also used for material
characterization, and is a unique tool to study surface chemistry and surface adsorption.156
However, SPR spectroscopy has inherent constraints. These include non-specific binding
if experiments are not well designed. In addition, some protocols call for extensive online surface
modification of the sensor chip, leading to long data collection times. In addition, the sensitivity
of SPR remains lower than other labeling techniques such as fluorescence spectroscopy, limiting
its applications.162 Therefore, researchers are working to develop SPR platforms that are highly
sensitive for early detection of cancer and other disease biomarkers, at clinically relevant levels.
Success in this area often requires surface modification of the SPR chip to boost the analyte binding
to the sensor, and/or a separate signal amplification strategy. The latter methods use labeled
biomolecules conjugated to the analytes to increase the changes in the local index of refraction
when the analyte binds. Examples of this strategy include conjugating with nanoparticles,157,158
enzyme-conjugate-catalyzed precipitation reactions159, and introducing polymerizing catalysts at
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the sensor surface 160 . However, these methods are not universal to all systems, need separate
development for each analyte, can be expensive, and they mitigate SPR’s advantage of being labelfree.
In recent progress, graphene coatings have been used to achieve enhanced biomolecule
sensing capabilities in conjunction with surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy (SPR).
161,162,163,164

Literature suggests that coating graphene on a gold surface can cause a change in the

surface plasmon polariton (SPP) propagation constant thereby amplifying any changes in the
refractive index. 165,166 This change in the SPP propagation constant is due to graphene’s high
dielectric at 633 nm. Coating gold with a high dielectric material results in an increase in the SPR
field and a shift in the SPR-minimum angle.166 MoS2/graphene nanosheet systems have also been
used to increase SPR sensitivity.163,164 The high surface area of the 2D-nanosheets also allow for
increased analyte interaction and biomolecule adsorption to the sensor surface via π-π stacking
and/or hydrogen bonding.167
However, these nanosheet and other types of modifications can be expensive, timeconsuming, and non-reproducible due to the need to synthesize the nanosheets and then transfer
them to the SPR chip surface.167 The current general method for graphene coating on a gold SPR
chip is accomplished via the following steps: (1) synthesize graphene via CVD methods on a
copper substrate, (2) spin coat PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) onto the graphene surface, (3)
cure the PMMA/graphene/copper composite (120˚C), (4) etch the copper substrate in acid, (5)
transfer the PMMA/graphene conjugate to the SPR chip surface, and (6) remove the PMMA layer
by dissolving with acetone, followed by drying under nitrogen.162 Furthermore, many reports do
not detail what is entailed in step (5), the transferring of the PMMA/graphene to the chip surface,
as it is usually a manual transfer that leaves room for human error and irreproducibility. In
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summary, the process is cumbersome and expensive, but provides a sensor chip with a single layer
of graphene on it.
Here, a simple, inexpensive, reproducible method was developed to coat a bare gold SPR
chip with a thin layer of biographene to increase sensitivity.161 This method is simple to adopt in
biological laboratories, that otherwise may not have the technology or chemicals to perform
nanosheet synthesis or deposition on SPR chips. This method also allows for further sensor
modification for specific biomolecular capture, if necessary, and could be a universal one-step
method for signal enhancement with further study.

5.3 Biographene coatings on Au-SPR Chips
The bGr used for coating the chips were characterized by Raman spectroscopy, SEM/EDS,
and TEM analysis, as discussed in earlier chapters. Sensor chips loaded with biographene were
evaluated for sensitivity enhancements, using BSA as model protein, for biomolecular sensing
applications. The gold SPR sensor chips were coated with biographene by simply drop-casting a
limited volume of the biographene suspension and allowing it to dry at room temperature. This
approach is readily scalable and extremely facile to perform under resource limited conditions.
This resulted in an evenly coated sensor surface because the small volume of the aqueous
suspension was easily spread over the entire gold surface. In order to remove any free BSA or
unattached biographene, the chips were submerged in deionized water or buffer for 1-2 hours
(replacing the water every half an hour).
The sensor coating method was optimized by reviewing coated gold chips under an optical
microscope to make sure the coatings were not too heavy or uneven. Then, the chips were
examined using SEM-EDS analysis (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) to quantify the elemental analysis
at the surface of the chip and determine if any oxidation was incurred. Figure 5.1 shows the SEM
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images of the bare gold chip and a biographene-coated chip. The differences between the two
images are apparent, with the former showing a bare gold surface (light gray) with some scratches
evident. In the latter, the biographene coating can be seen as micrometer sized flakes on the surface
of the chip (dark grey and white) with very small remnants of the light gray gold surface showing
underneath.
EDS analysis was performed on both of the SPR chips to determine the elements at the
surface and the mapping results are in Figure 5.1. The EDS map of the bare gold shows consistent
levels of gold (27%) covering as well as some carbon (4%), oxygen (29%), and sodium (11%).
The carbon, oxygen, and sodium seen are most likely caused by debris that was not completely
removed by washing. Oxidation of the gold surface could also be caused by washing of the chip
excessively with Piranha solution. The EDS map of the bGr coated chip shows an even covering
of carbon (74%) with a very small amount of oxygen (6%). Thus, there was very little oxidation
of the graphene but the bGr coating did not appear even and this may be due to the imperfect
coating when samples were drop casted. This method was optimized by feedback from
examination with an optical microscope, SEM/EDS and quartz microbalance measurements of
coating thickness (0.9 nm, about 2.7 graphene layers).
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Figure 5.1. SEM images of bare gold and biographene coated gold SPR chips. A. SEM image of a used
bare gold SPR chip. B. SEM image of a bGr coated used SPR chip.
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Figure 5.2. SEM-EDS analysis of a bare gold and bGr coated SPR chip. A. EDS mapping analysis of a
used bare gold SPR chip. To the right of the image are the weight percentages of the different elements
detected. This bare gold chip may have some residual sodium ions from the buffer used during
experimentation. B. EDS mapping of a bGr coated SPR chip. It can be seen that most of the surface is
covered with carbon and very little oxygen is detected. The uneven coating seen here may be due to some
surface roughness on the previously used SPR chip that was coated.
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5.4 Enhanced Sensing Capabilities of Biographene Coated SPR Chips for Biomolecule
Detection
In order to determine the sensor chip limits of detection for BSA, SPR binding data was
collected by flowing BSA over a bare gold sensor chip (Au sensor) and a gold sensor chip coated
with bGr (bGr-Au) and the kinetic traces were plotted for analysis.
The SPR sensorogram of BSA binding to the Au sensor and the bGr-Au sensor is shown
in Figure 5.3. The SPR response (given here in µRIU) is related to the critical angle shift caused
by binding events at the sensor surface that cause a change in the refractive index. Generally, 1
RIU is equal to a critical angle shift of 10-4 degrees.153 The SPR response is directly related to the
concentration of BSA binding to the SPR surface, and therefore be used to determine kinetic
binding constants. In panel A, BSA is injected and flowed over the Au sensor starting at 0 seconds
and the SPR response is seen increasing until about 500 seconds at the end of the protein injection.
After the injection has stopped the buffer is flowed over the sensor chip surface and dissociation
of the protein from the sensor surface can be seen as the SPR response begins to decline. In panel
B, the SPR response is seen to flatten at about 50 seconds after injection. Here the BSA binding
has reached a steady state where the rate of binding is equal to the rate of dissociation as the protein
solution is flowed over the bGr-Au sensor surface. The SPR response for the lowest three
detectable concentrations of BSA are shown for the Au sensor and the bGr-Au sensor in green,
red, and black highlighted curves (high to low). As will be discussed, the bGr-Au sensor was much
more sensitive to BSA binding than the Au-sensor and therefore the lowest detectable
concentrations for the bGr-Au sensor are 3 orders of magnitude smaller than those seen for the
Au-sensor.
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The bare Au sensor indicated only a moderate signal of about 12 µRIU a BSA
concentration of 1.66 µg/mL, whereas a signal of 36 µRIU has been recorded for the bGr-Au
sensor at a BSA concentration of 133 ng/mL. The Au sensor’s sensitivity towards BSA was
calculated to be 7.4x10-3 µRIU/(ng mL-1). The bGr-Au sensor’s sensitivity was calculated to be
2.67x10-1 µRIU/(ng mL-1), which is about 36 times more sensitive to BSA than the bare Au sensor.
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Figure 5.3 BSA binding to gold and biographene-coated gold SPR sensor chips. A. Kinetic traces of BSA
binding to the plain gold surface. B. Kinetic traces of BSA binding to biographene plated on gold surface.
The data is shown in black and the global fitting is show in green, red and grey. Reprinted from Methods
in Enzymology, Vol 609, Puglia, M. K.; Anuganti, M.; Lin, Y.; Kumar, C. V., A Simple Flow Reactor for
Continuous Synthesis of Biographene for Enzymology Studies / Chapter 10, Page No. 273-291. Copyright
(2018), with permission from Elsevier. https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.mie.2018.08.015
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The kinetic traces in Figure 5.3 were analyzed to estimate ka, kb and KD values for the
binding of BSA to bGr-Au versus bare Au. ka is the BSA adsorption rate, kb is the BSA desorption
rate, and KD is the equilibrium dissociation constant for BSA binding to bGr-Au or Au. These
parameters were estimated by analyzing the adsorption data with the simple kinetic 1:1 binding
model, detailed below.168 In these equations, “E” represents the binding protein (BSA), “S” is the
sensor chip surface (Au or bGr-Au) and “ES” is the conjugate formed by the interaction between
the protein and the sensor surface.
𝐸 + 𝑆 ¡ 𝐸𝑆 ¡ 𝐸 + 𝑆
žŸ

ž¢

Equation 5-1

𝑑 [𝐸𝑆]
= 𝑘‚ [𝐸 ][𝑆] − 𝑘< [𝐸𝑆]
𝑑𝑡
Equation 5-2
𝑑 [𝑆]
= −𝑘‚ [𝐸 ][𝑆] + 𝑘< [𝐸𝑆]
𝑑𝑡
Equation 5-3
The equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) of BSA binding to the Au sensor and to the
bGr-Au sensor were determined using the adsorption rate (ka) and the desorption rate (kd) in
Equation 5-4.
𝑘<
y𝑘
‚
Equation 5-4
𝐾> =

The adsorption rate constant for BSA on the Au surface was found to be 2.8 ± 0.1 ×104 M1

s-1. For BSA on the bGr-Au surface the adsorption rate was larger (6.1 ± 0.3 ×106 M-1 s-1 ). The

dissociation rate constant for BSA on Au was 3.2 ± 0.5 ×10-4 s-1 and 3.5 ± 0.2 ×10-2 s-1 for BSA on
bGr-Au. The resulting KD values calculated for the Au sensor and the bGr-Au sensor were 1.1 x
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10-8 M and 5.7 x 10-9 M, respectively. The lower KD value estimated for the bGr-Au sensor implies
a stronger affinity of the BSA to the bGr layer than to regular Au surface. Although water-soluble
molecules often have poor binding affinity to gold, BSA contains a free thiol group and many
disulfide bonds all of which have binding affinity for gold. The higher affinity could be due to ππ stacking interactions of the aromatic residues of the protein with the hydrophobic graphene
surface but these hydrophobic residues are mostly buried in the protein interior. Thus, some
denaturation of the protein happens at the sensor surface or other interactions are at play.167 The
graphene surface is also covered with some residual protein, even after washing the sensor surface,
and hence, there could also be interactions with the protein already bound to the sensor surface.
The higher binding affinity of the BSA to the bGr-Au sensor explains the signal enhancements
discussed above.
ka (M-1s-1)

bGr-Au

6.1±0.3×10

kd (s-1)

Type of sensor
Au

4

2.8±0.1×10

6

KD (M)
-4

3.2±0.5×10

-2

3.5±0.2×10

-8

1.1±0.2×10

-9

5.7±0.3×10

Table 5.1. Calculated kinetic parameters for BSA on a biographene coated gold SPR chip using a 1:1
binding model.
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Figure 5.4. SPR response (µRIU) versus time (seconds) plot showing how the biographene coated sensor
chip can be regenerated using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and used multiple times with high
reproducibility. Reprinted from Methods in Enzymology, Vol 609, Puglia, M. K.; Anuganti, M.; Lin, Y.;
Kumar, C. V., A Simple Flow Reactor for Continuous Synthesis of Biographene for Enzymology Studies /
Chapter 10, Page No. 273-291. Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.
https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.mie.2018.08.015
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An important aspect of SPR experiments to be considered is the reusability and
reproducibility of sensor chips. Researchers need to be able to perform and study multiple binding
events with different protein concentrations on a single chip, without the need for chip
replacement, in order to determine kinetic parameters. Even after the dissociation of a biomolecule
from the sensor surface there is often residual attachment that causes a shift in the experiment
baseline. The attached biomolecules can generally be removed with an injection of sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) or a dilute acid wash. For good reproducibility the surface of SPR sensor chips
should not be dramatically changed or damaged due to these washing injections. Therefore, it was
important here to determine if a bGr coating on Au would be able to withstand SDS injections
without washing off or becoming damaged and causing a shift in the SPR baseline.
Importantly it was found here that the bGr-Au SPR sensor surface was also able to be
regenerated using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). After the dissociation of BSA from the bGr-Au
sensor surface, SDS was injected to remove any remaining protein on the bGr-Au sensor surface,
and this brought the SPR signal back to the baseline, prior to the commencement of the experiment
(Figure 5.4). In this way, the same sensor chip was fully regenerated with the biographene layer
intact, and this allowed the use of the same chip again and again, multiple times. To demonstrate
this, protein was injected, the association and dissociation kinetics were followed (large rise and
subsequent small fall in signal), the surface was regenerated with an SDS injection (sharp fall of
SPR signal back to original baseline), and then a new protein sample was injected to repeat the
process (signal increase). This data demonstrated the reversibility of protein binding to the sensor
surface, which is a critical assumption in the Langmuir model used to estimate the equilibrium
constant and the rate constants.
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This approach allowed for robust comparisons of the data obtained at different
concentrations of BSA and a new chip was not required for each measurement. In Figure 5.4,
triplicates of BSA binding at four different concentrations, where the bGr-Au sensor chip was
regenerated in between each protein injection, are shown. The data in triplicates has negligible
variance and the baseline is flat before and after the sample injection.

5.5 Materials and Methods
5.5.1. Characterizing biographene
The graphene used in this study was made as described in Chapter 2 via the stir method after which
the free protein was washed off. The graphene was characterized with Raman spectroscopy (3-5
layers), transmission electron microscopy, and zeta potential analysis.
5.5.2. Coating gold SPR chips for SPR experiments.
Washed bGr (1.5 mg/mL) was diluted to 100 µg/mL with distilled (DI) water and centrifuged one
more time at 10,000 rpm for five minutes. The supernatant (200-240 µL) was then drop-casted
onto a clean gold SPR chip and allowed to dry overnight at room temperature. Once the coating
was dry the chip was submerged in DI water (or SPR running buffer) for one hour to remove any
free protein or unbound biographene. After one hour the DI water or buffer was removed and
replaced with fresh water/buffer. After one hour the chip was removed and allowed to dry at room
temperature before placing in the SPR.
5.5.3. Characterizing graphene coatings on SPR chips.
The graphene coatings were characterized with optical microscopy as well as SEM/EDS analysis.
Biographene coated chips were surveyed under the optical microscope to determine if there was
any flaking, scratches, or heavily coated areas on the chip. Biographene coated chips were affixed
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to carbon tape on aluminum stubs and imaged directly in a Teneo LV-SEM without any further
sample preparation.
5.5.4. Performing SPR experiments with graphene coated chips.
bGr-Au chips were placed in the cleaned machine sensor holder (Reichert SPR 7000 DC) on top
of 4 µL of coupling oil. The gasket was cleaned with ethanol and then DI water before securing
the holder into place. Running buffer (10 mM Phosphate Buffer, pH 7.4) was flowed through the
system for at least 20 minutes, or until there was a stable baseline, at a flow rate of 25 µL/min.
Protein solutions were injected for 600 seconds after cleaning the sample loop. Once the injection
was over, sample dissociation had occurred, and the sample signal returned to the baseline a new
sample was injected. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (1-2%) was injected in quick 10-30 second bursts to
regenerate the surface when necessary.
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5.6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
bGr has been successfully used as a highly sensitive coating for protein binding studies
using SPR spectroscopy. The bGr coating process on gold SPR chips is simple, inexpensive,
reliable, and scalable. This process also has the potential to be a universal signal enhancement
method for different binding systems. The bGr-Au chip resulted in nanogram detection in
comparison to the Au-sensor’s gram level detection (1000x lower limit of detection) and was able
to be regenerated and reused for over 12 measurements per chip without loss of its superior
sensitivity (35x more sensitive to BSA than bare Au).
This simple SPR technology can open the door for biology and biological chemistry labs
to easily implement graphene into their biosensing experiments. This method can be used to study
and understand expensive and rare biomolecule interactions at a much lower cost. bGr-Au sensor
chips show great promise in assisting in the detection of disease biomarkers at clinically relevant
levels, and we hope that this area will be pursued in future studies.
Future work in this area should also include a study of the limits to biographene’s
enhancement to sensitivity. For example, what is the optimal thickness of a bGr coating on gold.
Currently, there are many theories as to why graphene coupled to the gold surface may be able to
increase sensitivity, and for the study presented here it is likely that increased BSA binding affinity
towards the bGr surface is responsible. However more experimental evidence is needed to
determine if the bGr signal enhancement extends to other molecules and biomolecules.
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Chapter 6 : One-Pot Synthesis of Hybrid MoS2/graphene nanosheet
suspensions in water for bioelectronics applications
6.1 Abstract
A facile, one-pot, top-down, protein-assisted, simply-stir shear method to produce aqueous,
biophilic suspensions of MoS2/graphene hybrid nanoplatelets of up to 8 mg ml-1 is reported here.
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) served as the exfoliant to produce high concentrations, rapidly, at
room temperature without any specialized equipment. The reactor was amenable for continuous
flow, allowing for scale-up of the process to produce large quantities of the product, 24/7, with
minimal human intervention. Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, UV-Visible spectroscopy,
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, all indicated the presence of both MoS2 and graphene
nanosheets. The Raman spectra indicated low defect, 3-4 layer graphene sheets with very low
oxidation levels, as well as 4-8 layer MoS2 flakes. The mechanism of exfoliation was studied by
optimizing the concentrations of MoS2, graphite, protein, as well as the stir speed, pH, and
temperature. These studies allowed for the calculation of reaction orders, and the thermal energy
barrier value of 19.1 kJ/mol as well as the shear energy barrier of 22.2 nJ/mol. The unique insight
gained here is that lateral de-stacking of the platelets via translational motion has a very low energy
barrier and stirring at low shear is thus able to produce the few-layer hybrid. Stirring populates
higher translational energy states of the direction tangential to the stack of plates, and thus stirring
is very efficient in destacking the platelets. The hybrid suspensions were tested to fabricate
flexible, functional and bioabsorbable/biodegradable Zn-Air batteries.
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6.2 Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2),
have enabled the actuation of a new millennium of technology in many fields and their applications
include batteries, 169 , 170 supercapacitors, 171 theranostics, 172 drug delivery, 173 solar cells, 174 , 175
catalysis,176,177 and sensors178,179 to name a few.
Graphene (Gr), is well known for its high electrical and thermal conductivities,5,180 high
optical transparency,181 and extremely high tensile strength182. MoS2 consists of a single layer of
molybdenum atoms sandwiched between two layers of sulfur atoms and exists in either a
semiconducting phase (2H-MoS2) or metallic phase (1T-MoS2).183,184 2H-MoS2 is a direct band
gap (1.9 eV) semiconductor, making it a great candidate for electronic, photonic energy harvesting,
and photocatalysis applications.185,186,187
Ideally, hybrid nanomaterials consisting of two or more nanomaterials form a product that
surpasses the performance of its constituents. MoS2/graphene hybrids (M/Gr hybrids) described
here, combine the high electrochemical activity of MoS2 nanosheets with the electrical
conductivity and stability of Gr.188 The resulting hybrid nanosheets, consisting of one or more of
each of the two nanosheets, are advantageous for a number of applications including catalysis of
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),177,188 solar cells,174,175 electrochemical sensing,178, 189 or as
anode materials in lithium-ion batteries190.
Biomedical applications of MoS2 and MoS2/Gr composites are also beginning to gain
traction with promising results. MoS2/Gr hybrid structures have been implicated in biomolecular
sensing by surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy (SPR) with ultrahigh sensitivity. 191 A
MoS2/Gr hybrid has also exhibited selective targeting to lung tissue as a promising cancer
theranostic candidate.192
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However, an efficient, simple, inexpensive and scalable method to produce MoS2/Gr
hybrids remains an unmet challenge, severely limiting its fundamental study as well as
applications. Currently MoS2/Gr hybrids are made via elaborate multistep thermal annealing
methods188, chemical vapor deposition

193

, hydrothermal/solvothermal methods

194 , 195

,

sonication,189 or some combination of two or more of these. Almost all these protocols require two
separate syntheses for MoS2 nanosheets and Gr. Then a third step is used to combine them to make
the MoS2/Gr hybrid. In addition, very few reports detail the preparation of MoS2/Gr hybrid
suspensions in water. Among these, most produce MoS2/graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets, not
MoS2/Gr suspensions.196,197 There are no known reports of single-step preparation of aqueous
suspensions of MoS2/Gr hybrid from the corresponding bulk materials. Thus, a simple,
inexpensive and scalable one-step method to produce high quality aqueous dispersions of MoS2/Gr
(not GO) nanosheets are urgently required for HER catalysis, as coatings for solar cells, and for
biomedical applications.
Herein, a simple, one-pot method to produce high concentrations of biophilic MoS2/Gr
hybrid nanosheet suspensions, is described. This “top-down” method is inexpensive, efficient,
environmentally friendly and can be modified for continual production and 100% conversion of
the starting materials to the hybrid coated with a biophilic coating. Importantly, it requires no
expensive equipment, dangerous synthesis methods or organic solvents, and uses only a regular
laboratory stir plate, allowing for easy scale up to multigram production. The ease of rapid
production allowed us to systematically study the mechanism of exfoliation for reaction
optimization. From these studies, the thermal activation energy as well as shear activation energy
for MoS2/Gr production have been determined. The hybrid indicated a very low level of defects
with promise for practical applications.
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6.3 Production of MoS2/Gr Hybrid Nanosheet Suspensions
A simple, inexpensive, time-efficient, and scalable production of aqueous suspensions of
MoS2/Gr hybrid nanosheets is reported here. The hybrid formation was accelerated by low
concentrations of bovine serum albumin (BSA). Synthesis was achieved by simply adding graphite
and MoS2 powders to an aqueous BSA solution (in a 1:1 by mass ratio or 1:1 by mole ratio) and
stirring for 24 h at 600 rpm (a shear rate of greater than 60 s-1 was generally used) with an ordinary
bench-top magnetic stirrer (Figure 6.1).
By adjusting the masses of reactants, several different types of nanosheet solutions were
achieved including graphene (Gr), MoS2 nanosheets, MoS2/Gr hybrid with a 1:1 starting mass ratio
equivalent to 1:13 mole ratio (denoted as Hybrid1:13), and a hybrid made of 1:1 starting mole ratio
(denoted as Hybrid1:1) (Figure 6.2). These nanosheet suspensions were made at rates up to 2.3
mg mL-1 day-1 in a microreactor which can be easily scaled-up for continuous production.
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Figure 6.1. Simply-stir production of hybrid MoS2/Gr nanosheets on a benchtop reactor assisted by bovine
serum albumin. Simply-Stir production of hybrid MoS2/Gr nanosheets on a benchtop reactor (top left)
assisted by bovine serum albumin (red spheres), an image of a standard solution of MoS2/Gr nanosheets
made using a 1:1 mass ratio (top right), a schematic depiction of a Zn-Air battery consisting of a proteinnanosheet hydrogel separator (bottom left), the Raman signatures of both exfoliated Gr, exfoliated MoS2,
and the exfoliated Hybrid1:13, and the physical mixture (bottom middle), and the EDS analysis of a coating
of the Hybrid1:13 and its TEM micrograph (bottom right).
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BSA is a derivative of the cattle industry, and thus very inexpensive, but it is versatile in
stabilizing various biological and non-biological components.198,199 BSA was chosen here as the
exfoliant and dispersing agent for a number of reasons, including its low cost and previous success
exfoliating layered crystals.200,201,202,203,204,205 Previous reports suggest that BSA is a successful
exfoliant and stabilizer due to its amphiphilic nature allowing for its hydrophobic segments to bind
to the hydrophobic nanosheets, while its hydrophilic segments improve solubility in water.201,203,204
In support of this, density functional theory showed that the phenyl and disulfide groups on BSA
can bind to the surface of MoS2 via hydrophobic interactions with stronger calculated binding
energies (0.64 and 0.51 eV, respectively) than the binding energy between two adjacent MoS2
layers (0.21 eV).205 Herein, BSA is necessary for exfoliation and stabilization of the nanosheets
suspensions in water, but all free and loosely bound protein has been removed.
Table 6.1 summarizes the nanosheet suspensions made in water, their rate of production
per day and the ratio of protein to nanomaterial (BSA:material) after washing off loosely bound
protein. A physical mixture (PM) of MoS2 and Gr nanosheets was made by stirring equal
concentrations of the two already exfoliated suspensions of Gr and MoS2 nanosheets together in
order to compare to the one-pot MoS2/Gr hybrid. The last column in Table 6.1 gives the ratio of
protein to nanomaterial after free protein has been removed. In the case of Hybrid1:13, there was
2.1 mg of BSA for every 1 mg of material.
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Figure 6.2. Depiction of “simply stir” approach for production of MoS2/graphene Hybrids (Hybrid1:1 and
Hybrid1:13), Gr, MoS2, and physical mixture nanosheets. Images of each solution are below their
corresponding production scheme. Bulk graphite and MoS2 were added to BSA solutions in water and
stirred at 600 rpm for at least 24 hours to produce the nanosheet suspensions. This process can easily be
done with simple lab equipment at room temperature.
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Sample

Chapter
Abbreviation

Initial Mole
Ratio

Initial Mass
Ratio

Rate Material
Produced

(MoS2: Gr)

(MoS2: Gr)

( mg ml day )*

-1

-1

Ratio of
Protein to
Material
(BSA:
Material)

Graphene

Gr

0:1

0:1

1.6 ± 0.1

4.1

Exf. MoS2

MoS2

1:0

1:0

2.0 ± 0.5

2.0

MoS2 + Gr
Hybrid1:1
1:1
13.3:1
1.3 ± 0.7
Hybrid , same
starting
moles
MoS2 + Gr
Hybrid1:13
1:13.4
1:1
2.3 ± 0.8
Hybrid , same
starting mass
Physical
PM
1:13.4
1:1
Mixture of Gr
+ Exf. MoS2
Table 6.1. Summary of all samples discussed in this chapter.
*Protein mass was not included in reported material mass produced per day.

2.4
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2.1
3.1

6.4 Characterization of Nanosheet Suspensions.
Nanosheet suspensions were characterized by Raman spectroscopy (514 nm excitation)
(Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4). In Figure 6.3A, the Raman spectra from 275-600 cm-1 of all the
nanosheet suspensions, made here, are shown. As expected, graphite (red) and Gr (black) samples
show no Raman peaks in this region. Bulk powder MoS2 (navy), MoS2, Hybrid1:13, Hybrid1:1,
and the PM, each exhibits the characteristic 2H-MoS2 in plane E12g vibrational mode, and the out
of plane A1g vibration between 380 and 410 cm-1.206 The bulk MoS2 E12g and A1g peaks appear at
383.3 and 408.2 cm-1, respectively. Previous reports have reported a decrease in the spacing
between the E12g and A1g peaks (∆ω) in exfoliated samples as compared to the bulk powder to
indicate a decrease in nanosheet layer numbers.206,207 Accordingly, the E12g peak should red shift
and the A1g peak should blue shift in samples with reduced layer numbers. The left side of Table
6.2 details peak positions for the MoS2 containing samples and the frequency difference between
E12g and A1g peak positions in each sample (∆ω). There is a decrease in ∆ω for each of the
exfoliated samples as well as a red shift in their E12g peaks. However, interestingly, the A1g peaks
in the exfoliated samples red shifted rather than blue shifted, indicating a softening of the A1g peak,
and contributing to smaller ∆ω values. The softening of the A1g peak may be due to thermal
expansion of the sample lattice caused by local heating from the excitation laser.5
Another possible explanation for the above is in-plane tensile strain experienced by the
MoS2 nanosheets, which has been known to cause red shifts in both the E12g and A1g peaks.208 This
in-plane strain could be caused by BSA binding to the surface of the MoS2 nanosheets, or possibly
by Gr binding to the MoS2 nanosheets in the MoS2/Gr Hybrid and PM samples. All of the MoS2
containing samples also show a broad peak around 450 cm-1, which has been attributed to a
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combination of the second order longitudinal acoustic mode (LA(M)) zone-edge peak and the firstorder optical A2u peak.207
In Figure 6.3B the Raman spectra from 1250-3200 cm-1 are shown for all samples. As
expected, bulk MoS2, and MoS2, showed no peaks in this region. Hybrid1:1 also showed no peaks
in this region due to the very small amount of graphite that is initially added to the sample. The
characteristic G and 2D peaks in graphite can be seen at 1348 and 2726 cm-1, respectively.209,210
The Gr, Hybrid1:13 and PM samples all showed a distinct shift in the 2D peak from 2736 to 2708
cm-1, in addition to a transformation from asymmetric to symmetric peak shape, indicating a
change from bulk graphite to <5 layer Gr.210 Gr, Hybrid1:13, and PM, all showed the characteristic
Gr peaks at 1350 (D), 1583 (G) and 2708 (2D) cm-1. Gr and PM also clearly showed the D’ (1623
cm-1) and D+D’ (2948 cm-1) peaks.209 The D band in Gr samples indicates the presence of edge
carbon atoms, corrugations and topological defects.211
The D’ band in Gr is actuated by sample defects, and the ratio of the intensity of the D
band to the intensity of D’ (ID/ID’) is often used in the literature to determine the level of oxidative
defects.203,211,212 The ID/ID’ ratio for each sample containing Gr is less than 3.5, implying a lack of
sp3 and oxidative defects on the Gr sheets.203,204,209,212 The right side of Table 6.2 gives the ID/IG
and ID/ID’ ratios for all Gr containing samples as indicators of the number of edge defects, and
oxidative defects, respectively. The D+D’ band seen in the Gr and PM sample may also be due to
a known BSA C-H stretch near 2934 cm-1.213 All of the samples exhibited a high baseline from
600-1800 cm-1 that is subtracted from their spectra which resulted in slightly curved baselines for
both Hybrid1:13 and Hybrid1:1, and the loss of a D’ peak in Hybrid1:13. The shifted baseline is
likely due to BSA, which also has Raman peaks in the region of 600-1800 cm-1(Figure 6.5).214
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Also included in the right side of Table 6.2 are the average number of layers for each
sample calculated from the Raman data using the equations from literature.209,203,204 The Gr
containing samples showed an average of 3-4 layers. The lateral sheet size was calculated from
the Raman data for Gr to be 0.48 ± 0.1 and for PM to be 0.41 ± 0.1, agreeing well with the TEM
analysis discussed next.
TEM image surveys were done for all materials and characteristic images of each material
and their average longest lateral size are shown in Figure 6.6(A-E). Figure 6.6F shows the
histogram of lateral size made for the Hybrid1:13 flakes surveyed. TEM images were analyzed
using ImageJ software to determine the longest side of each nanosheet in the images. Figure 6.7
and Figure 6.8 contain more TEM images, and the lateral size histograms created for each
material. The size of each individual material was within error of the others with the average
longest lateral size being 0.51 µm amongst all materials. As previously stated, the Gr size from
TEM (0.61 ±0.3) and the PM size from TEM (0.41 ± 0.2) matched well with the sizes predicted
from the Raman data (0.48 ±.1 and 0.41 ±.1 µm, respectively).
TEM-EDXS spectra were collected for >5 individual flakes for Gr, MoS2, Hybrid1:13,
Hybrid1:1 and PM. Using this data, carbon:molybedenum (C:Mo) elemental weight ratios were
calculated for each individual flake and are shown in histograms for each material in Figure 6.9.
These ratios were calculated by first normalizing each elemental weight percentage to the
corresponding element’s weight percentage found in the bare TEM grid (no sample). The
normalized carbon value was then divided by the normalized molybdenum value to calculate C:Mo
for each individual flake. Thus, C:Mo ratios above 1 indicate that carbon beyond the carbon in
the TEM grid was detected. The Gr sample showed C:Mo ratios >1, whereas the MoS2 sample
showed C:Mo ratios <0.5. Similar to MoS2, Hybrid1:1 showed C:Mo ratios <0.5. Interestingly,
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Hybrid1:13 also showed C:Mo ratios <0.5 but had flakes with C:Mo ratios very close to 1,
indicating the presence of both carbon and molybdenum in certain flakes. PM also had flakes with
a C:Mo ratio <0.5, as well as flakes with a ratio close to 1.5, also indicating the presence of both
carbon and molybdenum in certain flakes.
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Figure 6.3. Raman Spectroscopy characterization of hybrid MoS2/Gr samples. A. Raman spectra of
unexfoliated graphite (red), unexfoliated MoS2 (navy), graphene (black), exfoliated MoS2 (green),
Hybrid1:13 (purple), Hybrid1:1 (blue) and Physical Mixture (orange) from 260-600 cm-1. All samples
containing exfoliated MoS2 exhibit the characteristic E12g and A1g peaks. B. Raman spectra of unexfoliated
graphite (red), unexfoliated MoS2 (navy), graphene (black), exfoliated MoS2 (green), Hybrid1:13 (purple),
Hybrid1:1 (blue) and Physical Mixture (orange) from 1250-3100 cm-1. The characteristic D, G, and 2D
graphene peaks can be seen in all samples except MoS2 and Hybrid1:1. The physical mixture sample
exhibits both exfoliated MoS2’s and graphene’s characteristic peaks.
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Figure 6.4. Expanded Raman spectra for all materials discussed. A. Full Raman spectra for all samples
from 200 to 3200 cm-1. B. All samples containing MoS2 Raman spectra from 350 to 550 cm-1. C. Raman
spectra of all samples containing graphite from 1250-3100 cm-1.
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Figure 6.5. Raman spectra of BSA dissolved in distilled water without a baseline correction (blue) and
with a baseline correction (black) using a 514 nm laser. Baseline was subtracted using the Renishaw
intelligent fitting baseline subtraction (polynomial value 11). It can be seen that with the baseline correction
the BSA spectrum slopes upwards from 1000 to 100 cm-1.
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E12g
Sample

-1

(cm )

A1g
(cm-1)

∆ω

# of Gr
Layers

ID/ID’

ID/IG

Bulk MoS2

382.3

408.2

25.9

-

-

-

Graphite

-

-

-

19.5

0.78

0.02

Exf. MoS2

383.3

409

25.7

-

-

-

Gr

-

-

-

3.3 ± 0.5

2.54

0.37

Hybrid1:13

384.1

409.8

25.7

3.4 ± 0.5

0.84

-0.08

Hybrid1:1

384.1

409.8

25.7

-

-

-

PM

386.2

411.4

25.2

3.5 ± 0.5

2.41

0.43

Table 6.2. Summary of Raman Spectral data for bulk MoS2, graphite, exfoliated MoS2, Gr, Hybrid1:13,
Hybrid 1:1, and PM.
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Figure 6.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy images of Gr, MoS2, Hybrid1:1, PM, and Hybrid 1:13.
A. Gr nanosheet. B. MoS2 nanosheet. C. Hybrid1:1 nanosheets. D. PM nanosheet. E. Hybrid1:13 nanosheet.
F. Average lateral size of nanosheets from TEM data, calculated using longest dimension of nanosheet.
Figure 6.8 features histograms of nanosheet lateral sizes for each material.
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Figure 6.7. Additional TEM images of all materials. Transmission Electron Microscopy Images of
graphene (A), MoS2 (B), Hybrid1:13 (C), Hybrid1:1 (D) and physical mixture (E). Average lateral size of
nanosheets is given below each sample name. Figure 6.8 features histograms of nanosheet lateral sizes for
each material.
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Figure 6.8. Histograms of nanosheet flake sizes. These histograms were made from TEM data for each
sample summarizing the longest lateral side of all flakes measured for each sample.
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Figure 6.9. Histograms of the carbon to molybdenum elemental weight ratios of isolated flakes for each
type of material as determined by TEM-EDXS analysis. A carbon and molybdenum elemental weight %
was determined via the TEM-EDXS spectrum for >5 individual flakes for each sample and their ratio was
determined (C:Mo). The distribution of the C:Mo weight ratio for the few-layered flakes sampled in MoS2,
Gr, Hybrid1:1, Hybrid1:13, and the physical mixture TEM samples are shown in panels A-E, respectively.
For the Gr sample (B) all ratios calculated to be greater than 10 were reported as 10 for convenience.
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Samples were also characterized using SEM-EDS with elemental mass ratios found
reported in Table 6.3. In general, the experimental results agree well with the theoretical values.
Deviations may be due to small differences in the amount of BSA in a sample, or due to the
closeness of the Mo La (2.292) line to the S Ka line (2.309), causing interference with the
molybdenum peaks. The material to oxygen mass ratios are shown in Table 6.4 and indicate the
amount of oxygen coming from protein, versus other oxidative defects.
In Table 6.3 the theoretical ratios are given in parentheses next to the experimental values.
Theoretical values are calculated using the BSA to material ratios found in Table 6.1. These values
were calculated by determining the protein concentrations in each nanosheet suspension after
washing off the free protein, by Bradford assay, over several trials. The BSA to material ratios are
well supported by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure 6.10).
TGA was carried out from 50-800˚C. The BSA bound nanosheet samples were compared
to MoS2 and graphite powders to determine the percentage weight loss caused by protein in the
sample. Weight losses due to BSA of 53.5%, 59.2%, 64.6% and 67.7% were found for MoS2,
Hybrid1:13, Hybrid1:1 and Gr, respectively. These percentages correspond to protein to material
ratios of 1.15:1, 1.45:1, 1.82:1, and 2.10:1 for MoS2, Hybrid1:13, Hybrid1:1 and Gr, respectively.
These numbers differ slightly from those found using the Bradford assay however they follow the
same trend with MoS2 having the lowest amount of protein to material and graphene having the
highest.
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Figure 6.10. Thermogravimetric analysis and comparison of graphite powder, MoS2 powder, MoS2
nanosheets, Hybrid1:13, Hybrid1:1, graphene, and BSA powder run from 50-800˚C.
The percentage weight loss for each sample at 800˚C is listed in the table to the right. An increase
percentage weight loss implies an increase in protein bound to material. The TGA data supports the
protein:mass ratios shown in Table 6.1.
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Sample
C/N

Elemental Mass Ratios*
C/O
C/S

C/Mo

Gr

4.18 (4.63)

8.11 (3.54)

48.35 (40.72)

111.81
(undefined)

MoS2

3.27 (3.25)

3.47 (2.49)

5.82 (2.62)

8.36 (1.92)

Hybrid1:13

3.88 (4.41)

3.41 (3.38)

4.97 (7.63)

6.77 (6.34)

Hybrid1:1

3.07 (3.44)

2.90 (2.63)

4.35 (3.06)

5.72 (2.28)

Table 6.3. SEM-EDS Elemental Analysis Ratios.
*Theoretical ratios are given in parentheses, next to the experimental values.

Sample

Graphene
MoS2
Hybrid (1:13)
Hybrid (1:1)

SEM-EDS Experimental
Results

% Oxygen Calculations

% Nitrogen
8.57

% Oxygen
4.41

% Oxygen
from protein
1.93

15.02
12.31
13.94

14.13
13.99
14.76

3.39
2.78
3.14

% Oxygen on
Material
2.48

Ratio of
Material:
Oxygen
(mg:mg)
7.87

10.74
11.21
11.62

3.09
2.59
2.78

Table 6.4. Percentage of oxygen on the different material nanosheets. The experimental results are from
the SEM-EDS measurements.
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In Figure 6.11A the Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorbance spectrum can be seen for
each of the materials. MoS2, Hybrid1:1, Hybrid1:13, and PM all exhibit two excitonic peaks at
612 (2.02 eV) and 673 nm (1.84 eV), which correspond to the B1 and A1 transitions of MoS2,
respectively. Their presence indicates high quality, seminconducting MoS2 nanosheets.
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Gr

exhibits no absorption peaks from 400-1000 nm, as is expected.64 Figure 6.11B shows the UVVis spectra for all Gr containing samples after the Gr spectrum has been subtracted from them to
clarify peak positions. A zeta potential titration of Hybrid1:13 is shown in Figure 6.11C,
indicating a isoelectric point of 5.3. Hybrid1:13 is stable at pH<4 and pH>6, with this broad range
of stability most likely influenced by the BSA charge in solution. All other material zeta titrations
can be found in Figure 6.12, with each material showing a similar trend to that shown in Figure
6.11C . Interestingly, samples containing MoS2 nanosheets, including Hybrid1:13 and Hybrid1:1,
demonstrate a higher pI than graphene (>4.4).
In Figure 6.11D, the zeta potential of all nanosheet solutions in water is shown at pH 7.
All suspensions’ zeta potentials are similar within error, with the exception of the BSA solution,
and they indicate the suspensions are stable at pH 7.0.
The suspensions were also dried on microscope slides for X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD)
analysis (Figure 6.13) which showed the presence of the characteristic MoS2 peaks in all samples
containing exfoliated MoS2. The Gr containing samples also demonstrated a lack of the 002 peak
(2θ = 26.4), or a diminished and broadened 002 peak, indicating a decrease in stacked layers.216
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Figure 6.11. Characterization of nanosheet suspensions using UV-Visible spectroscopy and zeta potential
analysis. A. UV-Visible spectra of all materials in water. Characteristic A and B excitons can be seen for
the samples containing MoS2. B. UV-visible spectra of all samples after the subtraction of the Gr spectrum
(with the exception of MoS2), in order to clarify peak positions. C. Zeta titrations of Hybrid1:13 nanosheets
in water, indicating an isoelectric point of 5.3. D. Zeta Potentials of all samples in water at pH 7. All of the
materials exhibit negative charges at pH 7, reflecting the negative charge of BSA. The zeta potentials of
the materials are not significantly different within error and all exhibit stable colloidal suspensions in water
at pH 7.
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Figure 6.12. Zeta Potential titrations for graphene (A), MoS2 (B), Hybrid1:1 (C), and physical mixture
(D). Titrations were done by first adjusting the pH of the nanosheet solution with HCl or NaOH, allowing
the solution to equilibrate for two minutes and then testing the samples zeta potential. All sample
concentrations were kept at 0.1 mg mL-1.
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Figure 6.13. X-ray diffraction patterns for unexfoliated graphite (grey) and MoS2 (navy) as compared to
washed exfoliated materials drop-cast onto glass slides. Washed graphene (black) and Hybrid1:13 (pink),
washed Hybrid1:1 (orange), and physical mixture (purple) show a loss of the 002 graphite peak indicative
of exfoliation. Washed MoS2 (green) and all samples containing exfoliated MoS2 exhibit characteristic
MoS2 peaks 002, 006 and 008 at 29, 44 and 60 2q, respectively. The glass slide control (yellow) can be
seen to exhibit no peaks. The disappearance or decrease in the graphene 002 peak at 26.3 2q, indicates
successful exfoliation from the bulk. All MoS2 containing samples showed a decreased 002 peak (by more
than half) from the bulk MoS2 sample also indicating exfoliation of layers.
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6.5 Optimization of MoS2/Gr hybrid samples
Figure 6.14 shows the optimization results for Hybrid1:13 production, and the key mechanistic
details. The Hybrid1:13 concentration produced is plotted as a function of the initial BSA concentration
(A), stir speed (B), and temperature (C) while all other parameters are held constant. The concentration
of Hybrid 1:13 was determined using the extinction coefficient 6.8 mL mg-1 cm-1 (Figure 6.15).
As shown in Figure 6.14A, the exfoliation process requires an initial BSA concentration of >3
mg mL-1, however no large increase in Hybrid1:13 production was seen after further increasing the initial
BSA concentration in the solution past 3 mg mL-1. As the bulk crystals are sheared in solution, the
hydrophobic functional groups of BSA are able to bind to Gr or MoS2 nanosheets and then the hydrophilic
groups on BSA allow for a more favorable interaction with the surrounding water molecules.204,217
As expected, increasing the stirrer speed resulted in a steady increase of Hybrid1:13 production
due to the increased shear rate (Figure 6.14B). After about 1000 rpm, the large variance in results is due
to uneven magnetic stirring caused by the magnet being decoupled at high speeds.
As the temperature of exfoliation increased from room temperature to 70 ˚C, the concentration of
Hybrid1:13 produced increased by 4-fold (Figure 6.14C). The increased thermal energy improved the
product formation, indicating a thermal activation barrier, which was estimated, as described later.
Hybrid1:13 production as a function of initial pH is shown in Figure 6.16. Exfoliation was done
at increasing pHs of 4, 5, 7, and 10, while keeping all other parameters the same. At pH 5 and 7 the yield
was about 7 mg mL-1. Hybrid1:13 production was reduced when started at pH 10 to 4 mg mL-1, while pH
4 led to the highest production of >10 mg mL-1. Superior exfoliation of MoS2 at pH 4 has been reported
previously, and it is most likely due to an increase in protein charge contributing to the electrostatic
repulsion between protein-bound nanosheets.218
Even at pH 5 (isoelectric point of BSA ranges in the literature from 4.8-5.2219) when the charge
on the protein is close to zero, the yield is respectable. This is because as the exfoliation proceeded, the
pH of the reaction mixture dropped to around 3.5-4, each time regardless of the starting pH.
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The reason for this pH change is intriguing and it may be responsible for the low yield of Hybrid1:13 at
pH 10, where the charge on the protein is strongly negative.
This in situ pH change may be due to physisorbed water on the MoS2 surface dissociating into a
hydrogen ion and a hydroxide ion, allowing the latter to covalently bind to the sheet surface and thereby
generating H+ ions in solution. This phenomenon was previously suggested in the literature using density
functional theory calculations.220 The noticeable pH change of each solution after exfoliation may be an
indication of exfoliation due to the large increase in MoS2 surface area that is required to see such a drastic
pH change.
Figure 6.16 also shows the optimization of Hybrid1:13 production with respect to shear rate. As
expected, an increase in shear rate (as caused by an increase in stir bar speed) led to an increase in the
Hybrid1:13 production. The shear rates produced at different stir speeds are tabulated in Table 6.5.
Equation 6-1 was used to approximate the shear rate produced from the stir-bar stirrer system.

𝛾̇ = ¤

¥¦ @ § ¨ >©
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Equation 6-1
Here, Np is the power number, ρ is the density of the solution (kg/m3), F is the rotation frequency
of the stir bar (s-1), D is the diameter of the stir bar (m), µ is the viscosity of the solution (Pa*s), and V is
the volume of the solution (m3).2 The power number (Np), is a unitless parameter specific to individual
systems and can be calculated with the value of input power (watts) from the shear device. This value
could not be accurately measured for our systems, and previous reported estimations have been used.
Reynolds numbers from 100 to 100,000 gave a power number of about 0.9. The Reynolds number for our
system was calculated using Equation 6-2, where n is equal to the speed of the stir bar in radians per
second.91
𝑁6789:;<= =
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Equation 6-2
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Figure 6.14. Optimization of Hybrid1:13 production via stirring. Hybrid1:13 concentration as a function of initial
BSA concentration (A), stir speed (B), and temperature (C ). D. Arrhenius plot determining the thermal activation
energy required to produce M:G (1:13) nanosheets in water. E. Biphasic Pseudo-Arrhenius plot determining shear
activation energies of 2.9 nJ mol-1 in the laminar to transitional flow region and 22.2 nJ mol-1 in the turbulent flow
region. In both D and E, the slope of the line was assumed equal to –Eactivation/R, where R = 8.31 J mol-1 K-1.
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Figure 6.15. Extinction coefficient calculation for Hybrid1:13 at 612 nm. The masses shown in this plot do not
include the BSA mass in the sample.
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Figure 6.16. Optimization of Hybrid1:13 production by varying shear rate and pH. A. Hybrid1:13 production as a
function of shear rate showing an increase in production with increased shear rates. Since all parameters including
volume of the vessel, stir bar, and solution were kept the same, the shear rate was only influenced by a change in
stir bar speed. B. pH optimization for Hybrid1:13 production using the simply stir method. Bulk powder was
dissolved in BSA solutions that had been brought to different pHs using HCl or NaOH and then stirred for 24 hours.
Many pHs yielded similar results within error, however pH 4 gave the highest concentration of Hybrid1:1.

Sample
Speed
(rpm)

N radians/s

NReynolds

Np

ρ
(kg/m3)

n (s-1)

D
(m)

µ
(Pa*s)

V (m3)

(s-1)

0

0

0

0.9

1000

0

0.013

0.0009

0.000004

0

70

7.3

1375.8

0.9

1000

1.2

0.013

0.0009

0.000004

12.1

150

15.7

2948.1

0.9

1000

2.5

0.013

0.0009

0.000004

38.1
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22.5

4225.6

0.9

1000

3.6

0.013

0.0009

0.000004

65.4

600

62.8

11792.4

0.9

1000

10.0

0.013

0.0009

0.000004

304.7

835

87.4

16411.2

0.9

1000

13.9

0.013

0.0009

0.000004

500.2

Table 6.5. Calculation of shear rates produced at different stir bar speeds.
*Calculations done using equations Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2.
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From these optimization studies, we calculated the overall order of the reaction with respect
to each synthesis parameter (Figure 6.17) and the rate law deduced from our data is shown below
(Equation 6-3).
𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 ∝ [𝑩𝑺𝑨]𝒊 𝟐.𝟓 [𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒓 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅]𝟎.𝟕 [𝒔𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆]𝟎.𝟓 𝒑𝑯K𝟎.𝟖
Equation 6-3
Equation 6-3 indicates that the BSA concentration has the largest effect on Hybrid1:13
production. This is due to the large spike in production seen as the initial BSA concentration is
increased above 3 mg mL-1. Initial BSA concentrations of 7, 10 and 20 mg mL-1 yielded similar
results with no significant difference.
The order with respect to stir bar speed was 0.7 and similarly the order with respect to shear
rate was 0.5. Increasing the stir bar speed results in an increase in shear rate, which allowed for
increased yield (Equation 6-1, Equation 6-2, Table 6.5, Figure 6.16). Interestingly, the order of
reaction with respect to pH was found to be -0.8 due to the loss of material production, with
increasing pH. It can be seen in Figure 6.16B shows that a more efficient exfoliation is achieved
as the starting pH was decreased, and the charge on the BSA became more positive.
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Figure 6.17. Log-log plots made in order to determine the rates of reaction. The rates of reaction were
determined with respect to initial BSA concentration (A), speed of the stir bar in rotations per minute (B),
shear rate (C), and pH (D).
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6.5.1 The Activation Energies of MoS2/Gr production
The temperature-dependence data for the product formation allowed us to estimate the
thermal energy barrier for the reaction by the application of the Arrhenius equation (Figure 6.14
D and E). A plot of natural log of product yield vs 1/T gave a linear trend with a slope set equal
to –Eactivation/R (-8.31 J mol-1 K-1) yielding a thermal activation energy of 19.1 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1. This
activation energy is about double the previously reported thermal activation energy for converting
graphite to Gr under similar conditions (8.7 ± 2.2 kJ mol-1).204 If exfoliation did not involve MoS2,
then both activation energies would have matched. The fact that the activation energy for the
production of hybrid is nearly twice as much as that for graphene exfoliation implies that thehybrid
is being formed. Activation energy for MoS2 alone is not known, and the activation energy for this
alone is predicted to be similar to that of the hybrid. This prediction could be tested in future
studies.
These activation energies reflect the energy barrier of the slowest step on the path to the
final product. The rate-limiting step for the production of only Gr is proposed as the sliding of Gr
sheets from the graphite crystals.204 This step requires directional translational excitation to slide
the crystal layers from their bulk structure. Therefore, just one translational degree of freedom is
expected to be responsible for the product formation among all the 3N degrees of freedom. In the
case of the thermal activation energy we assume thermal energy is distributed among all the
allowed 3N degrees of freedom of the system. Thus, only a small fraction of the total energy
supplied may be used in sliding the adjacent sheets off the crystals.
In the proposed system, the excitation of a single translational mode of the bulk crystal
should come from energy transferred from the solvent flow. Thus, the excitation of the
translational modes should be directly related to the shear induced in the reactor. To investigate
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this hypothesis, another Arrhenius plot was constructed where the log of product yield hae been
examined as a function of 1/shear rate. The shear is converted into units of Kelvin and plotted in
place of temperature on the X-axis (Figure 6.14E). Here, two distinct regions are seen, suggesting
two different shear activation energies, originating from two different types of flow. The first line
(orange) gives an activation energy of 2.9 ± 1.2 nJ mol-1, whereas the second (black) yields a higher
activation energy of 22.2 ± 3.7 nJ mol-1.
The data points that comprise the orange trendline correspond to lower shear rates with
Reynolds numbers in the region of 1400-4000. These indicate the transitional zone between
laminar and turbulent flow, and numbers above 4000 indicate turbulent flow.221 With some energy
being wasted as turbulence and not strictly used as shear force, it is intuitive that the shear
activation energy would be higher when the Reynolds number of the system indicates turbulent
flow. The change from laminar to turbulent flow also supports the biphasic nature of the above
plot.
In comparison the shear activation energy determined necessary to exfoliate graphite is 190
nJ mol-1. The shear activation energies calculated for both laminar and turbulent regimes for
Hybrid1:13 are considerably lower. This may be due to a number of reasons including increased
viscosity of the reaction mixture caused by the addition of more material. It could also indicate
that MoS2 nanosheets aid in the disruption of graphite’s interplane van der Waals forces and vice
versa. This was a very interesting finding and further studies will be necessary to elicit the
reasoning behind the reduced shear activation energy.
The shear activation energies estimated here are over 2.7 billion times smaller than the
corresponding thermal activation energy. However, this large difference is consistent with the idea
that the thermal activation energy accounts for the population of all available modes of both the
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graphite and MoS2 crystals. Since the sliding of individual layers from the bulk crystal may be the
slowest step, inputting energy indiscriminately into the rotational, vibrational, and translational
modes of the crystal will result in a higher activation energy.
In contrast, shear activation, derived from the transfer of energy to the crystals from the
flowing solvent, should theoretically only populate the single translational mode necessary for the
sliding of a layer from the crystal. This difference in efficiency is reflected in the enormous
increase in energy needed when populating all modes of the graphene and MoS2 crystals rather
than a single translational mode for each. This comparison confirms previous reports that it is the
excitation of translational states of these crystals, rather than rotational or vibrational, that yields
their two-dimensional counterparts.204 As the aqueous phase exfoliation of many different layered
materials is carried out, it will be imperative to acknowledge the importance of translational
excitation in designing the method used for synthesis.

6.6 Application of Hybrid1:13 for Bioabsorbable Zn-Air Batteries
In order to confirm the applicability of the MoS2/graphene hybrid nanosheets, we
constructed a working Zn-Air battery using Zn metal, carbon cloth, a BSA hydrogel, Whatman 1
filter paper, and dialysis membranes (Figure 6.18). Figure 6.18A shows a schematic of the ZnAir battery. A thin pocket of the dialysis membrane was used to house all the components. A strip
of carbon cloth (CC) served as the cathode, and a strip of Zn metal as the anode. A square piece
of Whatman 1 filter paper, previously loaded with 4M KOH (electrolyte), was placed in between
the Zn and CC as a separator. The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurs at the CC cathode and
the Zn metal is oxidized at the anode.222 A BSA hydrogel was made by adopting a previously
reported method.225 Before complete gelation, the hydrogel was loaded into the dialysis membrane
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pocket to act as a flexible binder and spacer for all the components. This method is very simple
and resulted in high reproducibility for the device construction. Several different Zn-Air battery
devices were made by loading nanosheet material onto the CC and allowing it to dry before
assembling the battery. This was done by simply drop-casting our aqueous nanosheet solutions
onto the CC. All components of these Zn-Air batteries are biodegradable.
The Zn-Air batteries were tested after fabrication and then again after 40 hours on the
benchtop (24˚C), and after 1 week kept at 4˚C. Their voltages and currents were recorded and are
compared in Figure 6.19 and Table 6.6. Initially all battery voltages are the same (0.85 ± 0.1 V)
within error, which was expected. Zn-Air batteries give up to 1.4 V, lower than the 1.65 V
calculated equilibrium potential of Zn-Air batteries, due to the overpotential required to generate
hydroxyl ions.223,222 However, higher currents were seen for the batteries made with Hybrid1:13
(790 ± 70 µA), PM (770 ±113 µA), and Hybrid1:1 (600 ± 60 µA) than the Gr (635 ±370 µA),
MoS2 (480 ± 42 µA), and the bare CC (445 ±160 µA). All batteries show a near complete loss of
current after sitting on the benchtop and drying. The drying of the battery may cause precipitation
of the electrolyte. However, the Zn-Air battery currents were revived after 1 week in the fridge at
4˚C with all samples showing an increased current over 200 µA. These experiments suggest that
these batteries could be tuned to be working, flexible, implantable, bioabsorbable batteries due to
their stability when kept from drying and their biophilic components.
Due to the multi-step battery fabrication process high standard deviations between
measured current values were calculated. The lack of a significant measured current differences
seen between the different nanosheet loaded batteries and the control (made with just CC, no
sample loading) is possibly due to the low loading (2 mg/cm2) of nanosheets used. An increase in
the nanosheet material loading may increase the current due to increased oxygen reduction
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catalytic sites of MoS2 and increased electrical conductivity and stability due to Gr. Recent reports
have suggested the ORR, HER, and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) capabilities of a MoS2graphene hybrid, supporting the idea that MoS2/Gr hybrids could enhance Zn-Air battery
performances. 223 , 224 In support of this, the highest initial current values were seen for the
Hybrid1:13-loaded battery and the PM-loaded battery, although more batteries need to be tested.
These flexible, biodegradable batteries were made as a proof of concept for the ease of
application of our Hybrid1:13 and PM nanosheets into biophilic applications or aqueous
environments. The success achieved here opens the door for MoS2/Gr hybrids for a number of
different applications in biomedical engineering and bio-electronics. Future work will include
higher loadings of hybrid material on the CC, higher volumes of batteries tested to rule out
differences caused by experimental error, as well as the use of solid electrolytes to mitigate the
current reduction seen when the batteries were allowed to dry.
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Figure 6.18. A. Scheme of the Zn-Air battery made with Zn sheet, BSA-hydrogel binder and separator,
Whatman 1 filter paper loaded with electrolyte (4M KOH), and CC coated with material. The Zn sheet and
CC were cut into “flag and pole” such that their rectangular flag sections faced one another and the “poles”
were on opposite sides facing out of the battery. B. Initial measured voltage (V) (light blue) and initial
current (mA) (orange) of each type of battery. The control sample made with uncoated CC, the graphene
coated CC, the MoS2 coated CC, the Hybrid1:13 coated CC, the Hybrid1:1 coated CC, and the PM coated
CC are shown.

Figure 6.19. Initial measured voltage (V) (light blue) and initial current (mA) (orange) of each type of
battery to the left of the voltage (V) (dark blue) and the current (mA)(red) of each type of battery after 40
hours stored on the benchtop at 24˚C (A) and after 1 week stored at 4˚C (B). Samples shown are the control
sample made with uncoated CC, the graphene coated CC, the MoS2 coated CC, the Hybrid1:13 coated CC,
the Hybrid1:1 coated CC, and the PM coated CC. 1.5-2 mg/cm2 loadings were used for all samples.
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Initial

After 1 Week at 4˚C
Voltage
(V)

Current
(µA)

Resistance
(ohms)

Sample

Voltage
(V)

Current
(µA)

Resistance
(ohms)

CC

0.85 ± 0.20

445 ± 160

1904 ± 822

0.72 ± 0.12 311 ± 171 2315 ± 386

CC + Gr

0.84 ± 0.01

635 ± 370

1319 ± 17

0.74 ± 0.12 615 ± 360 1203 ± 195

CC + MoS2

0.92 ± 0.05

480 ± 42

1910 ± 60

0.79 ± 0.02

CC + Hybrid1:13 0.88 ± 0.07

790 ± 70

1109 ± 234

0.78 ± 0.04 323 ± 197 2415 ± 124

CC + Hybrid1:1

0.81 ± 0.08

600 ± 60

1355 ± 136

0.71 ± 0.1

CC + PM

0.87 ± 0.15

770 ± 113

1126 ± 254

0.79 ± 0.07 347 ± 108 2277 ± 202

176 ± 45

435 ± 40

4489 ± 114

1632 ± 230

Table 6.6. Initial measured voltage (V), initial current (µA), and initial resistance (ohms) of each type of
battery to the left of the voltage (V), current (µA), and resistance (ohms) of each type of battery after 1
week stored at 4˚C .
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6.7 Materials and Methods
6.7.1 MoS2/Gr nanosheet suspension production.
Briefly, BSA was dissolved in deionized (DI) water (20 mg mL-1) and graphite powder (200 mg
mL-1), and MoS2 powder (200 mg mL-1) were added to the solution. The mixture was stirred for
at least 24 hours at 450 rpm (or higher). Once stopped the solution was centrifuged at 5,000 rpm
(3 g) for 5 minutes to remove any unreacted material and high-layer number flakes. The free BSA
in this solution was then removed via centrifugation.
6.7.2 Removal of free BSA from suspensions.
BSA was removed from the nanosheet suspensions by first centrifuging solutions at 13.3 kRPM
(17 g) for 55 minutes. The supernatant (containing free protein) was removed and replaced with
fresh DI water and the sample pellet was re-dispersed before centrifuging at 13.3 kRPM once
more. After the second centrifugation step the supernatant was removed and replaced with DI
water again. The sample pellet was re-dispersed in DI water by vigorous pipetting once again, and
the solution was analyzed. Samples were analyzed using UV-Vis spectroscopy and a Bradford
Assay.
6.7.3 Characterization of MoS2/Gr nanosheets.
The hybrid nanosuspensions were characterized using Raman spectroscopy (514 nm excitation),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive
X-ray

spectroscopy

(EDS)

zeta

potential

analysis,

UV-Visible

spectroscopy,

and

thermogravimetric analysis, with details included in the supplemental information file.
6.7.4 Zn-Air battery fabrication.
First, “flag and pole” shaped (see dimensions below) strips of carbon cloth (CC) and Zn metal
were cut and placed on opposite sides of a pocket made by folding the bottom of a dialysis
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membrane. The Zn metal strips were cut from thin pieces (0.7 mm) of zinc roofing shingles
purchased from a local shop for $3/ft2. A piece of Whatman 1 filter paper was soaked in KOH (4
M) and placed in between the Zn and CC. A BSA gel (1 mL) was made as previously reported and
made in the dialysis membrane pocket to hold all pieces together.225 In brief, BSA was dissolved
in DI water (100 mg/mL) and then 100 mM arginine and 100 mM 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) were dissolved in the same solution. The pH of the
solution was adjusted to 4.5 and the sample was immediately pipetted into the dialysis membrane
to gel. Gelling was complete in <1 minute. The different materials were loaded onto the flag
portion of the CC (2 mg/cm2) and dried before assembling the batteries. Due to the multi-step
battery fabrication process high standard deviations between current values were calculated.
Future studies should include >10 batteries of each type to help decrease deviation between
devices.

6.7.5 Ultraviolet-visible Spectroscopy.
UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to determine the concentrations of all samples using calculated
extinction coefficients at 612 nm for MoS2, Hybrid1:13, and Hybrid1:1 and at 660 nm for
graphene. Samples were diluted below an absorbance of 1 using DI water and a 1 cm path length
quartz cuvette was used.
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6.7.6 Extinction Coefficient Calculation.
An extinction coefficient for all samples at 612 nm (660 nm for graphene) was calculated by
plotting absorbance versus mass of material (mg mL-1) of the sample. Samples were diluted using
deionized water for absorbance values below 1, and their absorbance and dilution factor were
recorded. A known volume of sample was then drop-cast onto pre-massed weigh boats and fully
dried at 60˚C. The final mass per mL of each sample was calculated and the mass of BSA in the
sample was subtracted to get the mass of material (mg mL-1). The mass of BSA in each sample
was calculated by determining the protein mass in supernatant 1 and 2 as protein was removed
from the samples using a Bradford assay.85 The Bradford assay procedure was followed as written
in Chapter 2, Section 9.
6.7.7 Raman Spectroscopy.
Samples were drop-cast on glass microscope slides and dried overnight at room temperature before
being taken for Raman analysis. A Renishaw System 2000 Raman spectrometer with 514 nm
excitation wavelength and 1 µm spatial resolution was used. Each time Raman spectra were
collected a silicon control was run to calibrate the machine at 521 cm-1 and bulk graphite and bulk
MoS2 were run as well.
6.7.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy.
Samples were diluted using filtered deionized water to about 40 µg mL-1 and 12 µL was dropcast
onto a TEM grid (TED PELLA, Inc., CA:Ultrathin carbon film supported by a lacey carbon film
on a 400 mesh copper grid. Product No. 01824) Filter paper was used to dab off extra solution
after 2 minutes and the grid was covered and left to dry overnight at room temperature before being
taken for imaging. An FEI Tecnai T12 S/TEM was used for imaging with an accelerating voltage
of 120 kV.
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6.7.9 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy.
Scanning electron microscopy images were run on a Verios 460 L SEM. Sample solutions (0.2
mg/mL) were drop-casted and dried overnight on copper tape affixed to aluminum stubs and taken
for Au/Pd spin-coating (2 nm, 80% Au, 20% Pd) the next day and imaged immediately afterwards.
6.7.10 X-ray Diffraction. X-ray.
Diffraction studies were done using a Rigaku Ultima IV with a Copper Kalpha x-ray source
(1.5418 Å). The samples were drop-cast and dried on glass microscope slides and dried overnight
before characterizing. Samples were run at a scan speed of 3˚/minute at 40 kV and 44 mA from 2θ
= 5-75.
6.7.11 Zeta Potential Analysis.
Nanosheet solutions were diluted with deionized water to 0.1 mg mL-1 and their pH was measured
and adjusted using drops of either NaOH or HCl. Samples were put into a Zeta Potential Analyzer
(Brookhaven ZetaPlus, NY) and 10 cycles were run for each of 3 trials per sample.
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6.8 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
A simply-stir method for the production of aqueous suspensions of MoS2/graphene
hybrid nanosheets in near 100% conversion is reported here. These hybrid nanosheet
suspensions were made using a basic laboratory stir plate and the ease of synthesis allows
for facile continuous production on an industrial scale, even in resource-limited
environments. The composition of the nanosheets has been confirmed by Raman
spectroscopy, EDS analysis, XRD, and Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. The data showed
very low oxidation and sp3 defects in the graphene nanosheets. Extensive mechanistic
studies on the factors that influence the production of these hybrid suspensions led to the
determination of thermal and shear activation energy barriers. In comparing these two
energy values, it is hypothesized that the rate-limiting step in a liquid-phase exfoliation
procedure is the translational motion of sliding one or more layers from the bulk crystal.
Highly energy efficient liquid phase exfoliation procedures can be developed under laminar
flow conditions while turbulence raises the energy barrier for exfoliation, though it is only
a small fraction of the thermal activation barrier. Other layered materials and hybridlayered materials may also be exfoliated by selectively populating translational modes via
simply stirring at appropriate shear rates.
The hybrid nanosheets were easily integrated into a biological hydrogel for the
creation of functional, flexible, and bio-absorbable and biodegradable Zn-Air batteries.
This report should open the door for large-scale applications of highly anticipated twodimensional materials and their hybrids for biomedical, drug-delivery, biomolecular
sensing, and biodegradable electronics applications.
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Chapter 7 : Metal Ion Binding to Biographene
7.1 Abstract
This chapter will discuss metal binding to biophilized graphene nanosheets and
selective sequestration of metal ions. A better understanding of graphene and graphene
interactions with metal ions is imperative to many fields such as drug-delivery, waste-water
treatment, ocean mining and nano-electronics. Aqueous graphene nanosheets have been
incubated with metal cations, and their binding interactions studied using saturation
binding curves, zeta potential analysis, and Raman spectroscopy. The binding trends
elicited here suggest a strong correlation between the ion charge density or the hydration
radius of the metal cations with the metal binding affinities. The results imply significant
electrostatic interactions as a possible guiding factor in metal binding but also indicate a
new mechanism. A new hypothesis that charge transfer from the graphene π-cloud to the
metal ion contributes to the binding free energy. Metal ions that are strongly acidic are
preferred for binding to biographene over the ones that are less acidic. Future work and the
influence of the current work on specific graphene applications are considered.
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7.2 Introduction
Understanding metal-graphene interactions is significant for the theoretical
understanding of novel properties of graphene and to develop novel applications including
waste-water treatment226, nano-scale electronics227, drug-delivery228, hydrogen storage229,
ocean mining, and more efficient devices230 such as solar cells and light-emitting diodes.
Applications of particular interest here are water purification, implantable electronics (such
as pacemakers and biomolecule sensors) and drug-delivery, due to biographene’s inherent
solubility in water.
A much better understanding of graphene-metal binding than the current state of
the art will be required in order to achieve these novel platforms. Only a few reports of
graphene-metal binding are known, employing graphene oxide as a model adsorbent, but
some in silico studies have also been done (Table 7.1). 230,231
Table 7.1 has data from two different studies, one using ab initio calculations and
the other using density functional theory (DFT). The table gives the surface orientation,
deq, ∆EF, and ∆ER for each metal, where deq indicates the equilibrium distance between the
metal and the graphene surface in angstroms.227 ∆EF is the shift in the graphene’s Fermi
level after adsorption of the metal (eV) from ab initio calculations227 while ∆ER is the
energy per carbon atom needed to remove graphene from the metal surface (eV) calculated
by DFT230.
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Surface
deq (Angstrom)
∆EF
∆ER
Doping
227
227
230
Orientation
(eV)
(eV)
type230
Ti
(001)
2.06
0.2803
Sc
(001)
2.0614
0.4936
Co
(111)
2.0817
-0.0018
0.16
Ni
(111)
2.11482
0.009
0.125
Li
(100)
2.2242
0.3966
Ca
(111)
2.2425
0.228
Pd
(111)
2.7925
-0.0872
0.084
K
(100)
2.928
0.6402
n-type
Ag
(111)
3.33*
0.043
n-type
Cu
(111)
3.4587
-0.0631
0.033
p-type
Pt
(111)
3.5912
-0.2598
0.038
p-type
Au
(111)
3.625
-0.2565
0.03
n-type
Al
(111)
3.6536
0.1817
0.027
Table 7.1. Summary of equilibrium parameters for different metal ions adsorbing to the graphene
surface from literature.
* deq of silver was taken from Reference 230.

The elements in Table 7.1 are arranged from the smallest deq to the largest. With the
exception of palladium and potassium, two clear groups emerge from these data. The first
with an equilibrium distance of 2.1-2.2 angstroms, and the other with an equilibrium
distance of 3.5-3.6 angstroms (Ag included here).227,230
As in the first group, a smaller equilibrium bond distance indicates a stronger
interaction between the graphene and the metal atom (chemisorption), and corresponds to
a higher ∆ER. Conversely, a larger equilibrium bond distance indicates weaker interactions
(physisorption) and correspond to smaller ∆ER values.
The density of states (DOS) of the metals d-orbitals may help predict whether
physisorption or chemisorption will occur at the graphene surface. It is possible to form a
strong chemical bond with the metal atom d-orbital and the graphene pz-orbital. This is
visualized by plotting the DOS of metal atoms’ d-orbitals and looking for peaks at the
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Fermi level where the graphene pz-orbital has a peak. The 3d-orbitals of Ti, Sc, Ca, Co,
and Ni all have peaks close to the Fermi level because they have similar energies, allowing
for chemisorption with graphene. On the other hand, Au’s 4d orbital peak sits below the
graphene Fermi level, possibly explaining the smaller ∆ER and thus, a weaker
interaction.227 The graphene interaction with lithium and potassium was mentioned as
possibly ionic, however this was not explained with the theoretical data presented.227
Overall, these data are interesting and important for making electrical contacts with
graphene sheets or for waste water treatment. The trend proposed here suggests that
titanium/graphene contacts should be used over gold/graphene contacts in the electronic
applications of graphene.
There seems to be no clear trend in ∆EF values between the two groups. When a
metal chemisorbs onto the graphene surface, it disrupts the band structure and graphene’s
characteristic conical points at K disappeared, when simulating these interactions. When a
metal simply adsorbed to the graphene surface, the conical points at K were preserved.
However, the fermi levels were shifted either up or down depending on the type of doping.
A shift upwards indicates n-type doping, where electrons are donated from the metal atom
to the graphene. A downward shift of the fermi level indicates p-type doping, where holes
are donated from the metal atom to the graphene. Doping types are shown in the last
column of Table 7.1.
The review of these calculations is useful in moving forward with designing
graphene/metal hybrids. However, many literature reports are contradictory, or do not
match. There are also very few reports in the literature detailing metal ion binding to
graphene in water, either in silico or in the lab.
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In this study, metal ion binding to biographene was examined, using aqueous metal
chloride solutions. The experimental results are then compared to computational studies
reported earlier. However, there are many aspects of the current studies that might deviate
from theoretical calculations, including the addition of water, proteins, and metal chloride
solutions into the equation. Nonetheless, the experimental data and methods discussed
below may be useful in understanding graphene/metal interactions, and therefore aid in the
design of robust graphene/metal conjugates in the future.

7.3 Metal Ion Binding Curves
The biographene described in Chapter 2 was used here, at concentrations of 0.28
mg ml-1. Samples of biographene were incubated with different concentrations of metal
chloride for one hour, and free metal ions have been separated from the bound metal
ion/graphene. The concentrations of free metal ions in the supernatant were determined via
UV-Visible spectroscopy and standard curves. The results of the saturation binding studies
are shown in Figure 7.1. From these, Bmax and KD values were calculated for the metal
ions, using the Langmuir isotherm, using Equation 7-1.232
𝑦=

𝐵Š‚® ∙ 𝒙
(𝐾> + 𝑥)

Equation 7-1

In Equation 7-1, y is equal to specific binding of the metal ion to graphene,
measured in mg of metal ion bound per mg of graphene. X is equal to the metal ion
concentration in mg mL-1. Bmax is proportional to the total number of metal ion binding
sites per mg of graphene. KD is the equilibrium dissociation constant (koff/kon or kd/ka),
where a smaller KD value indicates a higher affinity of the metal ion for graphene, and vice
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versa. A summary of the data is collected in Table 7.2 which is ordered from lowest to
highest KD.

Figure 7.1. Saturation binding curves of metal chloride with biographene. The metal chlorides
tested so far are CoCl2*6H2O (A.), CrCl3*6H2O (B.), CuCl2*2H2O (C.), NiCl2*6H2O, (D.),
FeCl2*6H2O (E.). All metal chloride binding curves are shown on the same plot in panel F.
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Metal Ion

KD mg/mL

Co 2+

5.5 ± 1.8

Bmax
mgB/ mgGr
47.0 ± 3.3

Cr 3+

8.8 ± 3.0

25.8 ± 1.9

Cu 2+

24.4 ± 3.7

22.3 ± 1.0

Ni 2+

26.0 ± 5.0

37.4 ± 2.4

Fe 2+

84.8 ± 45.9

95.5 ± 24.6

Table 7.2. Summary of saturation binding curve data.

As can be seen in Table 7.2, and Figure 7.1, the Co2+ showed the highest affinity
to the graphene surface, whereas the Fe2+ had the lowest affinity. This matches well with
the reported values showed in Table 7.1, coincidentally and indicated that Co2+ is
chemisorbed to the surface due to its favorable 3d-orbital DOS peak near the Fermi level.
This data set is limited due to laboratory shutdown due to the pandemic. Future
work would include further binding studies to establish a firm relationship between the KD
and Bmax values versus specific parameters of the metal ion parameters. These include, but
are not limited to, ion charge density, width of hydration shell, metal-chloride bond
dissociation energy, Gibbs Free energy of hydration, and ionic radius. A comparison of the
KD values versus some of these parameters is shown in section 7.5 (Figure 7.6). In
comparing this minimal set of metal cations, the strongest correlation is seen with the bond
dissociation energy (kJ/mol) of the cation and then with the width of the hydration shell of
the cation (nm).
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7.4 Zeta Potential Analysis: Biographene Titrations with Metal Chlorides
In another set of experiments, metal ion binding to biographene was studied by
titrating biographene with aliquots of an aqueous metal chloride solution and monitoring
the zeta potential of the biographene solution. Examples of zeta titration data are shown in
Figure 7.2. The metal ion concentrations needed to neutralize the negative zeta potential
of biographene to 0 mV (critical concentration) is extracted as a measure of the binding
affinities of the metal ions for biographene. This is because, such binding of the positively
charged metal to the negatively charged biographene would neutralize its charge. This
concentration is then related to the binding affinity of the metal ion.
A list of all the metal chloride solutions tested and the critical concentration of
metals required to achieve neutral charge is shown in Table 7.3. A bar graph of the critical
concentration vs metal ion charge density is shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4.
As shown in Table 7.3, some metal ions caused a large pH change to the
biographene solution than others. Large changes in pH can lead to zeta potential changes
and stability changes for the biographene solution. This was discussed in Chapter 2, where
Figure 2.11C shows the zeta potential titration of unwashed biographene with HCl, and
demonstrates that a change in pH from 6 to 4 causes a reversal of the negative zeta potential
to a positive zeta potential. Therefore, these titrations are best taken along-side saturation
binding data and should not stand on their own to elicit trends.
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Figure 7.2. Examples of zeta potential titration of biographene with aqueous metal chloride
solutions. Zeta potential titration of unwashed biographene with CuCl2*2H2O (A.), FeCl2*6H2O
(B.), and FeCl3*6H2O (C.).

To mitigate any influence caused by large changes in pH when substantial
quantities of metal ions are added to the suspension, the change in surface potential
(∆Potential) due to the first addition of metal ion to the biographene solution is quantified.
∆Potential is defined as the change in zeta potential (mV) per metal ion added (mM) giving
units of mV/mM. This change in potential with small amounts of metal ion are similar to
the initial rates of a chemical reaction and are more reflective of the reaction progress due
to the metal ion itself, and not due to the accompanying pH changes.
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In addition, another experiment was conducted where samples have been incubated
with different metal ions (all metal ions at 10 mM) with biographene (0.5 mg/mL, pH 5.0)
for five minutes and zeta potentials before and after were recorded. The change in zeta
potential caused by 10 mM additions of different metal ions (∆P10mM) is shown in Figure
7.5. Interestingly, in this data, the Fe3+ is not an outlier, as in the other data sets. This
experiment showed a clear trend in ∆P10mM vs charge density of the metal ion, which will
be discussed further below. Future work will build on these initial investigations with a
direct measure of the binding affinities of metal ions with biographene.
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A.

B.
Figure 7.3. A. Bar graph of the log critical concentration of each metal ion arranged from highest
to lowest concentration of metal ion needed for charge neutralization. B. Bar graph comparing the
metal ion concentration needed to achieve a neutral zeta potential of biographene. The metal ions
in this plot are arranged with increasing charge density from left to right. (**) Indicates that the
value has been divided by 100 for visual purposes. (*) Indicates that the value has been divided by
10 for visual purposes.
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0.5 mg/mL
Graphene
0.23 mg/mL BSA
Figure 7.4. Bar graph comparing the inverse metal ion concentration needed to achieve a neutral
zeta potential of biographene. The metal ions in this plot are arranged with increasing charge
density from left to right. In contrast to the previous figure this bar graph shows the inverse of the
concentration found necessary to achieve a neutral zeta potential, in order to show the magnitude
of difference seen for Fe3+.
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Metal Ion

[Metal Ion Needed
for Neutralization]
mM

∆ in
pH

∆Potential
mV/mM

K+
Na +
Ca 2+
Li +
Cd 2+
Zn 2+
Cu 2+
Mg 2+
Ni 2+
Co 2+

180.00
157.00
64.00
15.00
7.10
6.50
6.00
2.20
1.73
0.42

-0.50
-0.80
-0.80
-0.40
-0.50
-1.10
-1.20
-0.90
-2.30
-0.40

0.08
1.34
3.49
1.34
7.00
2.77
6.34
5.69
43.57
65.51

KD

Bmax

24.4 ± 3.7

22.3 ± 1.0

26 ± 5.0
5.5 ± 1.8
84.8 ±
45.9

37.4 ± 2.4
47 ± 3.3

Fe 2+
0.20
-0.90
59.00
95.5 ± 24.6
Al 3+
0.12
-2.00
75.13
Cr 3+
0.12
-1.80
192.33
8.8 ± 3.0
25.8 ± 1.9
Eu 3+
0.06
-2.30
859.54
Au 3+
0.06
-2.30
125.25
Zr 4+
0.05
-2.20
484.93
-5
Fe 3+
4.10x10
-1.6
5.29 x105
Table 7.3. Summary of metal ion concentration needed to achieve a neutral zeta potential (0 mV)
for the titrated biographene solution.

Figure 7.5. Change in the zeta potential of biographene after 10 mM metal ion additions.
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7.5 Trends in Metal Ion Binding
Below in Table 7.4, the saturation binding experiment results were tabulated with the
theoretical calculation of maximum surface loading of metal ion to carbon (mg to mg) for
biographene. The expected maximum loadings were compared to the Bmax values calculated from
the experimental results. Also included in the table are the width of hydration shell, bond
dissociation energy, and charge density of each metal ion tested in the saturation binding studies.
In Figure 7.6A-C, plots showing the correlation between the calculated KD values and the width
of hydration shell, bond dissociation energy and charge density of the metal ions are shown. Out
of these parameters, the bond dissociation energy shows the highest correlation, with the second
highest correlation shown for the width of the hydration shell. Future work may include binding
experiments with a larger set of metal cations and would determine if there is any predictability in
KD values.
The preliminary zeta potential results were compared to a number of different parameters
that could be related to increased binding to the graphene surface, in order to better understand
metal-graphene binding mechanism. Table 7.3 is updated below to include a number of these
parameters that have been tested including pKa, charge density (C mm-3), width of hydration shell
(nm), Gibbs free energy of hydration (kJ/mol), electrostatic contribution (kJ/mol), work function
(eV), ionic radius (nm), and bond dissociation energy (kJ/mol)(Table 7.5). Information on the
sources of the parameter data has been given under each figure.
As can be seen from the figures, the highest correlation (R2= 0.68) was with the pKa of the
metal cations (Figure 7.7). This plot shows the (log) of the metal ion critical concentration
increases as the pKa increases. A low pKa value indicates that the metal chloride is more readily
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able to dissociate in water, therefore a lower pKa indicates a higher presence of metal cations
available for binding to the biographene.
The next two most promising correlations are those of the width of the metal cation’s
hydration shell (R2= 0.62), and the charge density of the cation (R2= 0.60) (Figure 7.8). In general,
a higher charge density causes a larger hydration shell of water around a cation. There are a number
of reasons why an increase in charge density and a large hydration shell may be causing an increase
in binding to the biographene surface. A simple explanation is that the higher positive charge
density is allowing for more favorable electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged
biographene surface. This could be due to higher charge density, which may be helping to facilitate
binding to the biographene surface. High positive charge density polarizes the bound water
molecules around the metal cation, allowing for a more favorable interaction with the π-cloud of
the biographene. Another hypothesis born from the charge density correlation is that there is a
charge transfer between the graphene π-cloud to the metal ion, further contributing to the binding
free energy. In panel C of Figure 7.8, the log of critical concentration versus charge density has
been replotted without the f-orbital containing metal ions and without the Fe3+ outlier, in order to
show the difference in R2 (R2 = 0.75). In Figure 7.9, panels A and B show the critical concentration
relationship to Gibbs free energy of hydration and the Gibbs free energy of electrostatic
interactions in the hydration shell. These plots both support the idea that hydration of the cation
has some influence on the favorability of it binding to the biographene surface.
Comparing the data set to work function, ionic radius, and bond dissociation energy yielded
weaker correlations (Figure 7.9C-E). The bond dissociation energy correlation is interesting in
that it does not coincide well with the pKa trend as one might postulate, due to the relationship
between pKa and dissociation of the metal complex. As previously stated, a low pKa is indicative
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of higher dissociation of the metal compound into the metal cation. A lower bond dissociation
energy indicates that less energy is needed to break the metal-chloride bond. The lack of
corroboration between bond dissociation energy and pKa data sets may further suggest a
mechanism that involves hydration water, however further experimentation is needed.
The above parameters were also compared to the ∆Potential (mV/mM) calculated from the
zeta potential titration experiments, which matched well with the previous trend plots. Similar to
the zeta potential neutralization data, high correlations were found for pKa and charge density
(Figure 7.10). The zeta potential titration data does not see similar trends to those suggested by
the theoretical data in the literature discussed earlier in this chapter. This could be due to zeta
potential measurements being unable to distinguish between physisorption and chemisorption.
The data imply there is most likely not one parameter or factor that is guiding the metal ion
binding to the biographene surface. More experimental studies and comparisons need to be done
before a conclusion can be drawn on the guiding principles of metal ion binding to the graphene
surface in aqueous systems.
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Maximum
Surface
loading of
Metal to
Carbon
(mole to
mole)*

Maximum
Surface
loading of
Metal to
Carbon
(mg/mg)*

pKa(a)

Width of
Hydration
Shell (nm)

Charge
density
(C mm-3)

Bond
dissocia
tion
energy
(kJ/mol
) (d)

Metal Ion

KD mg/mL

Bmax
mgB/ mgGr

[Metal Ion
needed for
neutralizat
ion] mM

Co 2+

5.5 ±
1.8

47.0 ±
3.3

0.42

13.67

67.12

9.6

0.220

108

398

Cr 3+

8.8 ±
3.0

25.8 ±
1.9

0.12

17.43

75.52

4.0

0.296

261

366

Ni 2+

26.0 ±
5.0

37.4 ±
2.4

1.73

13.67

66.88

9.9

0.233

134

372

Fe 2+

84.8 ±
45.9

95.5 ±
24.6

0.2

13.67

63.63

9.5

0.213

98

352

Cu 2+

24.4 ±
3.7

22.3 ±
1.0

6

12.57

65.3

7.3

0.224

116

383

(b)

(c)

Table 7.4. Summary of data and comparisons for metal ion saturation binding curves. * These calculations
were done using a 450 nm x 450 nm graphene sheet with an estimate of 2.3 carbons contributed per
hexagonal ring.
(a)

Engineering ToolBox, (2017). Inorganic acids and bases - pKa values. [online] Available at:
https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/pKa-inorganic-acid-base-hydrated-metal-ion-monoprotic-diprotictriprotic-tetraprotic-d_1950.html [Accessed: 20 May 2020].
(b)

This data was taken from: https://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/labs/lab-09/jcs-faraday-87-2995-91.pdf
https://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/labs/lab-09/jcs-faraday-87-2995-91.pdf
(c)

This data was taken from:
https://bcs.whfreeman.com/WebPub/Chemistry/raynercanham6e/Appendices/RaynerCanham%205e%20Appendix%202%20-%20Charge%20Densities%20of%20Selected%20Ions.pdf
(d)

This data was taken from: https://labs.chem.ucsb.edu/zakarian/armen/11---bonddissociationenergy.pdf
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Figure 7.6. Trends in KD values from the binding curves as a function of metal ions properties. Parameters
tested were width of hydration shell in nm (A.), bond dissociation energy in kJ/mol (B.), and charge density
in C mm-3(C.).
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Metal
Ion
+

K
Na +
Ca 2+
Li +
Cd 2+
Zn 2+
Cu 2+
Mg 2+
Ni 2+
Co 2+
Fe 2+
Al 3+
Cr 3+
Eu 3+
Au 3+
Zr 4+
Fe 3+

[Critical
Concentration]
mM

∆ in
pH

180.00
157.00
64.00
15.00
7.10
6.50
6.00
2.20
1.73
0.42
0.20
0.12
0.12
0.06
0.06
0.05
4.10x10-5

-0.50
-0.80
-0.80
-0.40
-0.50
-1.10
-1.20
-0.90
-2.30
-0.40
-0.90
-2.00
-1.80
-2.30
-2.30
-2.20
-1.6

∆Potential
mV/mM
KD
0.08
1.34
3.49
1.34
7.00
2.77
6.34
5.69
43.57
65.51
59.00
75.13
192.33
859.54
125.25
484.93
5.29 x105

Bmax

24.4

22.3

26.0
5.5
84.4

37.4
47.0
95.5

8.8

25.8

Width of
Hydration
Shell (nm)
pKa(a)

(b)

14.5
14.2
12.8
12.8
10.1
9
7.3
11.4
9.9
9.6
9.5
5
4
8.3
-1.5
-0.3
2.2

0.074
0.116
0.171
0.172
0.18
0.22
0.224
0.227
0.233
0.22
0.213
0.324
0.296
0.218
0.275
0.303
0.288

Charge
density
(C mm3 (c)
)

Bond
dissociation
energy
(kJ/mol) (d)

11
24
52
52
59
112
116
120
134
108
98
163
261
88
118
240
232

427
410
398
469
207
229
383
318
372
398
352
494
366
326
343
352

Table 7.5. Summary of data and comparison parameters for zeta potential titration experiments.
(a)

Engineering ToolBox, (2017). Inorganic acids and bases - pKa values. [online] Available at:
https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/pKa-inorganic-acid-base-hydrated-metal-ion-monoprotic-diprotictriprotic-tetraprotic-d_1950.html [Accessed: 20 May 2020].
(b)

This data was taken from: https://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/labs/lab-09/jcs-faraday-87-2995-91.pdf
https://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/labs/lab-09/jcs-faraday-87-2995-91.pdf
(c)

This data was taken from:
https://bcs.whfreeman.com/WebPub/Chemistry/raynercanham6e/Appendices/RaynerCanham%205e%20Appendix%202%20-%20Charge%20Densities%20of%20Selected%20Ions.pdf
(d)

This data was taken from: https://labs.chem.ucsb.edu/zakarian/armen/11---bonddissociationenergy.pdf
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Figure 7.7. Correlation of the critical concentration of metal ion with its pKa.
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Figure 7.8. Width of hydration shell and charge density relationships to the concentration of metal ion
needed for neutralization. A. Log of metal ion needed for neutralization vs. the width of the metal ion
hydration shell in nm. B. Log of the metal ion needed for neutralization vs. the charge density of the metal
ion in C mm-3. C. Log of the metal ion needed for neutralization vs. the charge density of the metal ion in
C mm-3 with any metal ions containing f-orbitals removed as well as the Fe3+ outlier.
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Figure 7.9. Critical concentration of the metal ion vs specific metal ion properties; Gibbs Free Energy of
Hydration (A.), Gibbs Free energy of electrostatic interactions in the hydration shell around the metal cation
(B.), work function(C.), ionic radius(D.), and bond dissociation energy (E.).
Data for panels A, B, and D, were taken from https://dasher.wustl.edu/chem478/labs/lab-09/jcs-faraday87-2995-91.pdf
Data for panel C was taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_function.
Data from panel E taken from https://labs.chem.ucsb.edu/zakarian/armen/11---bonddissociationenergy.pdf
All values bond dissociation energy values are for the gaseous state at 298 K.
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Figure 7.10. Comparison of metal ion ∆Potential (mV/mM) with its pKa (A.) and its charge density (B.)
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7.6 Materials and Methods
7.6.1 Saturation binding curves.
Saturation binding curves were made by incubating samples of biographene (0.28 mg/mL) with
different concentrations of metal ion for one hour. Samples were then centrifuged at 13.3 kRPM
to remove any unbound metal ion (supernatant) and create a precipitate of the graphene/bound
metal conjugate. The supernatant in each tube was removed and its metal ion concentration was
determined. Metal ion concentration in solution was determined by creating standard curves in
water for each metal ion tested using a UV-Visible spectrometer. Unknown supernatant samples
were tested against the standard curve. Once the concentration of free metal ion per sample was
known, the concentration of bound metal ion could be calculated using the known initial metal ion
concentration added to the solution.
7.6.2 Zeta potential metal ion titrations.
The zeta potential of a biographene solution (0.5 mg/mL) was taken and then a small aliquot of a
metal ion was added to the solution and allowed to stir for five minutes. The new zeta potential of
the solution was then taken and the process was repeated until no further change in zeta potential
was seen or precipitation of the solution occurred. The initial and final pH of the biographene
solution was also recorded.
7.6.3 Graphene Characterization.
Graphene used in the saturation binding curve experiments is the same as described and
characterized in Chapter 2. The graphene used in the zeta potential metal ion titration experiments
is described and characterized by Pattammattel et al.64 This biographene solution was about 0.5
mg/mL graphene with 0.23 mg/mL BSA. Unlike the biographene in Chapter 2, this biographene
was not washed to specifically remove free protein.
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7.7 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
To the best of our knowledge an in-depth experimental study on metal ion binding to the
graphene surface in water has not yet been done. The preliminary data here can help guide future
research in this area towards a better understanding of graphene metal ion interactions.
Future work must include a more comprehensive study of the metal ion saturation binding
curves with washed biographene. Zeta potential measurements of the solutions before and after
these binding studies will be helpful to aid in analysis. Metal ions with different properties and
charges should be tested this way in order to elicit any trends that may exist. This chapter suggests
a number of parameters that might prove useful in determining binding trends such as charge
density, hydration shell width, pKa, and metal-chloride bond dissociation energy considering the
specific orbitals a metal ion contains.
Eliciting any trends that may exist for metal ions binding to the graphene surface will be
important for designing cutting-edge electronic devices. In particular, it will also be incredibly
important for designing new environmentally-friendly biomaterials with applications in waste
water treatment, ocean mining, drug-delivery, solar cells, and implantable medical devices.
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